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Prolegomena to the First Appearance of Literary PrppheffJ
in Israel.
Outline of Argument.
Chapter X* The demand for a theory of written prophecy
is occasioned by the high character of that form of proohecy
as it first appeared in Israel. Such a theory must include
all of the spiritual forces influential in the development of
the entire prophetic movement. The traditional interpretation
makes prophecy an incongruity. An induction into the merely
literary aspect of prophecy has introductory value. There are
questions, deeper than those of literary quality, which must
he answered. The historic apnroach is limited to mere descrip-
tion of the "phenomenal" or surface asnect of prophecy. To
approach the question with personal presuppositions is to fur-
nish the mind with those principles which will carry it farthest
in a rational solution of the problem. Literature is a by-
product of life. History is a resultant of personal forces.
Back of written prophecy are the living prophets, -- men whose
superiority over their contemporaries was personal.
Chapter II. The prophets of the eighth century are con-
spicuous examples of marked individuality. Growth in per-
sonality rather than monotonous regularity of historic develop-
ment is the deepest generalization of the earliest forms of
o&riqoi^ vi£if>li-I 1c aonjsr.B'wqA axil ol Bnapo^alor^T
•Xenial aj|
:oar-To«rq nalli*?w lo t**o«** # ?ol brtarrah ariT • I TalTarfO
gMaJ^Bj *° <nol frill 1© Taloarailo daixi Mil yc banoiaaaoo 8*
ebaloni let»r ^roadl A rlai'2 • I aa~ aI nl ba*ii.ao*Yii loill Jl a*
X inatnqolarab till ni iAilaacrl stii aaoiol latfJXii a arfl lo Ila
iaJaiqialal taaoilibaiJ art! • laaawoai allaxfqoTq a-xllna arfl
>oiaa: anl OJal mtt9ubat aA •xfUt'i&nooai am ^oaiiq^i" aoaUrr
atanT . 9ui.ur iioSouboifz I Md x^ait^onq lo loarr«* Y/raialll
laum nolriv ,xill«p x^*** • * 1 I aaorfl nadl n»<T*ab , anollaaup
'"
, 89i a*T ac t BQj If l X Si i.!>4JOT"t*> Ol"TO *aiU Ofl | • t>#*Z StV iifl^i 9Q
oT . yo» ^onq lo aoaluja to •lanarranarfq" aril 1© no • "
"1 oi ai eno illao<TTi'aa-iq laaontf :fiw oallaaup aril rtaaoimra
[lul 11 vnao II.w rioi.lw aalqlonnq oooi :i rfllv bnlr aril ifaln
-^0* m al aiulanslU .MoXJu^q »m lo aolluloa I«n> I :*i m at
eaoiol lanoaiaaj la Inalluaan a al -^oralH «#1II la la» f.cta
lorfw aaai •« *#ladqotq »h1t1I arfl a*ra roar •:> : , *%Jtti* lo >-ci
• laottiaf aaav aaliA-raqaratrtoa nladf laro ^1 Molt > T"a
wo aia r^uto— dtd*l9 aril lo al naifa i t arft #11 i >war.O
-ion al dlwa-rO . <i 11 r oirlbnl bains? lo aalr.-jixa aifOuoifTa
larab ai-rolah! lo if I i ifaajai auonoJoraosi na/il tarilan x^^I"108
lo aorrol loalliaa artl la ollaallaianai laaooab ar!l al Inam
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orophecy. The commanding nerB onali ty of Mooes was a contribu-
tion of far-reaching significance- It waB his entire exneri eiv
which suggested to those of succeeding cent. rleB the true method
of nrophecy. The abruptness of Mb appearance, when carefully
analyzed, suggests an explanation for the seemingly abrupt
arrival of the literary -prophets in the eighth century.
Chapter III. The post-Mosaic development in the direction
of eighth centrry individuality, has various stages indicated
by the different known forms of sub- prophet ism. Divination,
sorcery, necromancy, rranticism, oneiroraancy, soothsaying, witch-
craft, the practices of seers and members of the schools of
the nrophets are all indications of the presence of the pro-
phetic impulse. There is lacking, however, one or more of
those ^moortant elements which are essential to a high type of
individuality. The Semetic tcm-oe-ament was unusually suscep-
tible to mystical suggestion. In the literary prophets, the
rational faculties were supreme, giving constructive valr.e to
all psychological elements.
Chanter IV. The development of this rational faculty was
brought about by the political exigencies of the nation- The
interpretation of political and economic events from the stand-
point of Mosaism facilitated this development. The problem
of national autonomy was forced upon Israel by Philistia.
Samuel's great contribution was the proposition of the indis-
solubility of religion and politics- The success of David's
9~i*n» air' auw il • aonao tllnraia snlrloBai-ixl to noli
s arf* B9"i ^noo sfili>3 900u<i lo aaoii.J o* baJaasaua rlolrfw
na^w aonjiiaacma ai lo eaan^!'*rorii ar'T •^Daricfoir; lo
ur i, tlanLHoaa a<'J *rol nol+*naX<*xo aa a^asaairn t 6dxx^ arif






^on^o^ i^no IflMHB r,Jfc*3 t TonxB?o''?oofl ,x~*»07cb
lo aXoorfoo orf* 1© a-rodbor beta o?aaa lo a^oMo**©; oif* ,Jl*"io
«o*xq arii lo oonaaaie a*** lo ano!*aotbni IX* ora aJorfcrona 9tif
rfa^ei/t ^Hai/at/ntr amr Jnfrii-cfm^ o;.*H*»8 Of*T .xMX*"bf^tbfll
_ | .>..(,,,.. 'Mc*a* K ' r '• T * rrr ' t nnstra Ia?f*HVtr ot aX(ft *
et a lav a*t Joi/Uenoo anrrffc ,fjiwi*f:ja a~ aw ooitXvoal iMnoltMi
.atn^^if, £«9tv>for <r*;aw
>w /JXuoal X*..i< f *a*r iirtJ lo w* • *>r*<T f arab ariT »VI T»J"x>r(0
>riT .ajo 1 ftaj * • lo •air>flv^ixa I *io I Xoi ar'r to* Suod* ftt&uatd
MU|#i ajr.l MM aJ.««?a alrenooa brio laoliiloaj 1© •olJaJono^raJn
r
•^taldona a<fT . • •v-r, .- £ arab iM« ba?*..f Hlao! vra iateV lo JnrOT
•alJaiXlrff rd XoataX no** bao-rol w rronona XAnofJan 1c
ooot'a affT e-)tHIo« b.ta net* flat lo
kingdom greatly accentuated this prophetic conception. The
first marked rationalization of post-Mosaic prophetism v;aa in
the interest of the pre3ervation of the political identity of
the nation. Solomon's mistakes and the subsequent disastrous
political results forced upon the nation a period of intellectual
activity which sifted out the minds having rational virility.
The cause of the nation came to be identified with the cause
of Jehovah. The immediate political background of some of the
eighth century prophetic writings was the danger of losing
national identity due to the internal weakness of the nation
and the aggressiveness of Assyria. The political outlook of
a prophet has a traceable influence upon his religion.
Chapter V. The prophets of the eighth century were dis-
tinguished for their practical insight or discretion. This
quality helped to make the prophetic message effective in the
life of the nation. Intelligent sympathy with their fellow
countrymen determined in a large measure the form of the message.
As practical idealists, they brought the truth of ethical mono-
theism impressively to the attention of the people. They did
not advocate mere religious generalizations. Their words were
intended to start mass movements. They were alert in the
observation of passing events, sensitive in feeling social,
economic, and political responsibility.
Chapter VI. Exalted patriotism is one of the chief char-
acteristics of the eighth century prophets. They were neither
rim k r*90D£ MM
X&ox^iXoT »rfj lo no lliiv:»j;»*Tq art-* lo ta
no rpoeduc 1> tjb aeofolotrc a'norrolcS «,
rt le »«u£o
SaiiiOl lo i^anJib orf* <*iiw «aal*i-rw oiJorfflrono; xU*3to
floi;M to •9c>a#w Xaxv- **ni oxtt o> fc ?»oi>i X*m
o tfoalJi'O X»oiJtici ?i 7 • jtiny^aA lo -at/i»tiitenv.« Mli lnv
•noiiiXot aix no<ru oonot/X'tni oidJiooxiJ a luut Jonaota #
.* t •»*: «r» ri/'Jaoo xttafeiO k t to i:«i.q' tj •»r'T .V I • t*:
alrft .noUsnoaib to ;rf)loal X*oi-*o*no; tt-ul* nol Dorfaiusai.*
tftt at OVUoollo oUaAooiq odJ * *»- oJ b».-? - • • {JXXa
voXXol i V dilw ^. r-qm-.:* :..*%liXoJnI ••oi*«a j J to ollX
bfxc Ml* 1© anol m14 o-ru*fc.or ts>?«I * al oan ion •J •& n««r<n^miOo
r* Xooidio lo dSuni ad J fxfeii -c ;»xlJ ( ol4iX£ot>i XAOiJaaio aA
:l> *a*iT • aXajooq • to no ur. «U ©J ^XotiaaaviaU eaJ *iL:
M ftb^OV liOi.? • X ? 1 X-'*". *3 HlfOij|iX#1 •J*»OOTD*k - C .1
»u* nl tlA|fl *nw T .«i,iMtf»et 4«* • OJ L»i>..»Jn/
,ialaca inxXaol mi oolJiaaaa ,tJntvt ini««*<i lo noXJanoado
mvJ iXio Itjpi aai X*o1JXX&q, bnx v aiax>rtoo&
n >.»w. «. t a! Ck i t.. i ii*a boJXaxX .IV -r-»igj»nO
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orofeaaional ref onncra nor complacent statesmen. Their pro-
blem was immediate crya talizati on of truths already known ratner
than persistent and lons-continued educational endeavor. In
Iarael, Deity was looked upon aa being the ultimate source of
power and righteousness . The ultimate appeal of the prophet
was to Jehovah. The prophetic function included interference
in the affair8 of state. In Samuel, Hebrew patriotism found
a transition from incoherency and impulsiveness to consistency
and rationality. Nathan, Elijah, and Elisha are the political
predecessors of Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, and Micah. In the liter-
ary prophets, religion and patriotism were fused. The pro-
phetic patriotism was marked by surpassing courage. Loyalty
to Jehovah was the highest form of political prudence.
Chapter VII. Given this exalted type of prophetic indi-
vidual, human conditions, adequate to explain all that can
reasonably be demanded of prophecy, are provided. In the
development of prophecy, there are no breaks too great to find
exnlanation by reference to the power of an individual prophet
to transcend, in quality of personality, his predecessors. It
is quality of personality rather than any mechanical standard
of superimposed truth, that is the true measure of the value
of the prophetic message, in any given instance. But it is
necessary to have something besides finite personality to ex-
plain the literature of the eighth century. The ethical mono-
theism of prophecy has a metaphysical as well as psychological
MM
i;eis o< • uLftond on » »»' sr.
ttesoboiq nil! t v J i X*.nc «i to
rtJ lo nn? »i • «X Vi
-v*c ft* XI9V OA XftOi' YftQAi 4T
•*i«r« SAW Mi JOl«r7X<* Of^ST.r
.•ncl^bnen M*f* ,X*r5lT
c b*-i>niirsf» *»<f vX c» a.n
.vosnooT^ *© * ->rr,cltvt»h
•orf>»l»i '<ci Of i .^niilnx*
' nX 1 ii'uiii'r ' oJ
5iX«noa«yO0 1c • Hi iu ti|
»a*e«*r o i * "it -rq wtJ lo
1c au ja-taJiX art* nXr»Xi
A «*ff Y»«doo«Tq lo mlri
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character. And vet, revelation on the part of the Infinite
had humanly personal preconditions. Prophetic truth haa its
counterpart in the prophetic life. Revelation waa a life-
victory aa well aa an intellectual achievement. Such exalted
indivlduala gave tie nation a true conception of God and satis-
fied it8 demands for religious certainty- The oropnet moved
out in the di-ection of ontological reality. From such a
source, transcendent psychological discoveries may reasonably
be expected. The finite conception of orderliness is not
sufficiently inclusive when applied to the development of per-
sonality which is fundamental to the facts antecedent to
literary oronhecy.
Chapter VIII. It is in terms of life tnat eighth century
prophecy is best understood. Abounding religious vitality
could not be confined within antiquated or artificial limita-
tions. The characteristics of youth are seen. And yet,
enthusiasm does not destroy symmetry of character. The per-
sonality of the prophet gave color and force to the prophetic
message. Thus the growth of a lonely prephetic soul involved
spiritual exigencies which may be looked upon as national
crises. The sense of solidarity with a sinful nation did
much to soften the natural tendency toward rigidity. The pro-
phet's character was an important factor in making his teaching
influential in the life of the nation. His communication of
truth to other men did not violate the natural process of
-eltl * &*w aoi?£l9T»H oilsriocvr •tt ni SiMtri*fmios
i?9jXisx9 rft>r f 8 • *
r
, ?r, ?,T?»l ~*of X£i'*S9XXolni rus •£> Xisv* ex tto**> ^y
*8iJ£8 bnj» beC to noitrrsonoo « so i iBa «r# slMfblribnl
bevo* isnorcrn «rfT -vjr *^«r» •tf«islX«*t «i«l ib »J i be i !
* r.oufc rti? 'YliLaB" X*ol?oXo*ne to noiJo»*»Jb »dl nl Juo
X Jtorrrfc**" vxr «»2i9Vo»«.lb XjtoimoXor.otucj J n»i»n •••»«•*! * , ©on oa
Jon • ! btisrlXiHtoTc 'to noiJn»onoo *Mnlt »nT •^•Joocxa «cf
to Jfw: oeXorob tri* el fc»iXoo/£ 09.w 9Titef.'Xo«l \XJns r r> j • tn u
©1 ; si.»o»Jn* •Jojil 9ni ci IiJi rfcbnn*I •! rioir-w \4iXanoc
0*'*n»s • ? iij, J • tan* elii. 1c .t-m J • ! 11 -HIV W**ifO
XJilxllv fcrlbnjiodA • boo J e~ *»jjrr j*ifto si x^ 1 -'^' '
-i *;rrl X«l9tll*1« *»o L-.»«, . ni J I* be.nln 3 90 cn bXi/00
,
j »•v j>fiA . r">-»» a, niiK. v to moltmii mioanAtip #ifT ••aeil
•)9cr 9n"T .T^'^x-i . o to x^ltttw^a ^tnJ«?b jon •©cb r«*t»i».. ' •
01 .tr.fi- t- Mtt t; tenet in toXoo 9taj ferqctq -r.i tt **tX*nc
bevXoYni Xt c« oi J srtono v.XencX » rtJwe-»* *»p1 si/rfT •oaneaer
X«AoilMi *» noftw Ibxcc I »d* t*e» li^tiNr ••tonenlxe X#» HiMi
bib not?*n X' tnU J *it* \Ji^*MXoti le •*••« 9WT ••••Ino
- 'v : - « t r fi i -? btiivOJ vort^br. Xi-'f r» 9iil fl*Mo« OJ K9i rr*
inmost *•* *f *o*o*t J!u,*«to"«I n* mv W©*-*do •
lo no tsmolnttwmvo a tH .noi;«n 9dl to etfX Mil ni XAllneefXlnl
to ••two; lAtvSma oai •IaXoJt ion bib atr ~*»r *o o* liSuti
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aonrehens ion . It is the instinctive demands of the human mind
for an infallible religious guide that explains the tendency
to eliminate these subjective qualities from t.ie message. Tne
various forms of sub-prophe tism could not satisfy titit demand.
But these did constitute nresupooai t i ons
,
moving out on which,
the literary prophets arrived at the adequate interpretation
of truth. The records of these personal struggles were never
made but the results are reflected in the priceless literature
of the eighth century.
Chanter IX. The historic vitality of prophecy is due to
the personal superiority of its representative figures. The
perennial value of pronhecy is found in its content rather
than its literary form or the institutions of its day. In the
nronhetic experience, human life approaches the higher reaches
of vicariousness . The prophetic formulation of the bold out-
lines of ethical monotheism was a -priceless spiritual formula
to succeeding generations. Prophecy grows in meaning as human
experience enlarges. The personal victories of tne prophets
of the eighth century inaugurated, in large measure, the feeling
of expectation in Israel that, some day, a still greater per-
sonality would appear. To cause a nation to expect large
things in the direction of a woman-born man, is prediction of
the highest s-piritual order. They guided the God-ward yearning
of the best men of their day. They did not exhaust the meaning
of prophecy. The life reflected in this eighth century liter-
ature is suggestive of life in its fullest and highest expansion*
,noinw no Suo ^ulvon ,t»nc liuonajam-rn Bfvli3br.ro bib *>a»ni lu&
XIO I * AJ 8*/P 1 * | a ft ? A,' • L. ©J. 45 ftj . _* - Jb9VX*I*T£ CIO VIA" '<} i 1 'if t
;sT9n aia% aaX^ai/iJa Xanoa^en aaaa* 1© -fcioo-»» arfT • nJi/iJ lo
a*n»*arrsj IX •••X»oi-^or ar-J ni baioaXlai M» bJliu- art* J«<r ab**
ariT •a»*ru^ll » i i aj * -»« «j A io vJho/i-iti.. Imoitmi ai\$
i*( :mi JnaJnoo ail nl bonet a J voarfwoTro; lo »mIat Xainna-raa
•fab all lo mom t H< 3 llmrtl ad* i© anol vt*t«*H ail narf*
aarioaai taitfllr ariJ •f>r">ai nvna aliX tumuti mtnutlttncB oiian^oi^
-?uo LXoJ anJ %a noiJaXaawol •>! .•*''»<. ?r a/? • aaanaxioliarilv lo
aXi/m^al Imii ki t** aaaXsoi"" a aw In ; Jono* XaaAnia la •HatX
abca/d aa IMilnaaat nl «woi> voariaci* •anoi^a^aoan inibaaooua oi
aJo:.ooiq anl 1c aalir Jolv Xa/ioan«Ki arfT •aaftiaXaa t»or.*w *cr<«
inlXaal ,a*ti;^«aai afxal ni
,
b»J«njraj#*nl • tUii%l% aci lo
-ioq iaJaa<t* LLtf a ,T*a> aatoa ,#a*il itt-ral nf noiJa*oa<rxa lo
a§n*X Joaq*a J •oiiaai a a*i;«a oT .Ti.eona bXtf w xJiXar< ,
to no. '-J...9* ai ( nam nto. -nxpow * lo noiloailb a*(J tit a^nrr.r
i.iim*.a
; biaar-boft *r : b«bU$ '.arfT •tabic Xmi Jaarf&i/' anJ
artJ 1*1 * wx» Jon b.b \ arfT
.v*> I NaU It, nasi . „• lo
^intnao attrtila alr.J al baJoaXla-i aliX arfT •xoarfqoia lo
loiaoaa;** f bna JaaXXt/1 ail ni aliX lo ari*«*iiatfa al am^a
CHASTE 4 I
In Israel, the eighth century i3 . C. marks the first
appearance o; the great written prophecies. At its very
beginning, this body of literature possessed such high
ethical and religious quality, as well as literary excellence,
as to suggest the value of -pointing out its antecedents-
The historical events immediately nrecetding do not, to the
superficial observer, seem adequate to constitute a reasonable
occasion for its appearance in such a high state of develop-
ment. The theory of historic continuity seems, at first, to
be inapplicable. Thus a need is felt for a thoroughgoing
inquiry into the nature of all available antecedent facts
and events. Such an introduction cannot be merely a catalogue
of all pertinent data. No event in human history stands in
complete isolation. All are surrounded on every side by
vital, personal influences and are, in themselves, equilib-
riums of such forces. The thesis calls for an initiation
into those personal and religious vitalities v;hich produced
or occasioned this eighth century outburst of -pronhetic
literature. The need is for a theory of written proohecy
which, taken as a hypothesis, will be revealed as trustworthy
when tested by all the ascertainable, pertinent, historic
facts of the eighth and immediately preceeding centuries.
It may be put down as axiomatic that the individual men
m i
A IIOI'B
f ^iii^'fOTOitt « *?el JXol at b^n « auxfY
l">ji» : >rt9b«ooJn« •Xd«Xr*T« If* rrr^n otr
*-s oIm*xo i *L9-t +<i Jr m*.o 00 1J 9"to**at ri^'t
al jftMflM nmiif ill oW .*t«b lnwii#-r«« c:* %<
vd •bla t**** no i*brme «T"»i»« XXA . nr> tfmloat •^•I«f«oo
-3lXt«M ,am »*mi*3 nt , bos *—mulJnt X«noai9<T 1 1** I*
noi:*t*tnt am not «XI»o UNrii «fT •aaonol 1© Mrit
£)«O''bo«T0 rto,*.*Hr •UM -*iv tfotftflon bia X«fToa*?»a MM •Jul
a £ Vtot" Jo fmt«4ttro rytftfn rlfr*% tlrft feoffors***? no
f bn* rft.
who wrote the oropheciee appearing at this time were not the
originators of the entire body of prophetic ideas contained
therein- To think of them au being uninfluenced by a thought-
environment is impossible* The use of similar words and
phrases by different writers separated by only a few years,
suggests the existence of a common vocabulary among the people.
People do not build ur> a religious vocabulary without having
a common body of religious ideas. There is something which
calls for expression and which is communicated by the use of
literary devices. To discover all of the modifications and
originations of these elastic ideas is clearly impossible.
But that the process of thought production has been going on
is evidenced by the common possession of those worn literary
devices taken up and used by the literary prophet. Back of
the individual author is the corporate author, that is, the
thought- environment for the existence and character of which
he is not responsible but without which his productions had
been impossible.
Thus the problem of the prolegomena to the first appear-
ance of written prophecy in Israel calls for a theory that
undertakes to explain not merely the surface facts of literary
history but also the state of development of the entire pro-
phetic movement at the time immediately preceeding its appear-
ance. The problem is to set forth those facts and principles
which will adequately furnish the mind and prepare it for an
appreciation, as full as possible, of the eighth century
9nJ Jon 9i3Mi arail aidi 3& sniusaqqB as I DsriqoTKT ajfj aj-oiv orivr
banisJno? aesbi oiJadqoTq lo vJ>od a-iiJns art* lo aToJaftxaxio
trisx/orfj a y,d b+samiXnlaa jnxad * «ari^ lo TlntsU ot •aia~ad*
bru> abiow lalxmia lo mu odl • aldiaaoomi ai lamnoi ivna
(a'xiid^ wr9l *> \&Xno ba^^ifiqas aiaiiiw Jna~sllib ^d aa^Tri^
jlqoaq adi soon :~£Xi.d.aoov no/raroo lo aon^aixo a^aa^^i/a
anir^ri Jt/odJiw ^ali/daooT etto 13 llv>i a rr'f bXii'rf *o- ob slqoo**
noxdw snii.^snoa ai otajCT *saabi auo taxXs** "to ^bod rroffvoo a
lo aau adt b^^fiolnt'.-TBiort al xfo:i>w brui noxaaaiaxa tol aXXao
boa ano iJaoiliboai mU lo Ila lorooaib o? . a-oirab :ia-?-*^iI
• aXdioaooaii x^^i^o ai axsbl ot**a*Xc aasii* lo anoiioaxaiio
no fcflro^ nood a/5.1 notiivbov fii&uoi • * lo aaaoota orfj xiri *-r&
vTi is.r IX mow aaorfJ lo noiaaaaao^ nomoo adi x<* boonobivo ai
lo ikoukL .Jadooiq ^xa-xaJxX a/u ^d baau baa qtr na*aJ aoolvab
ariJ Bai JadJ ,?ortJua aiatoo;too ad J mi ioriii»a Xiu'bxvifnx ar.i
doidw lo lojoavuido Dtu» aonaJaxxa mtU ioI Jaaatnoixvna
-JdiwodJ
bj»r aaoiJ o*7i>o«iq aid doidw Juoxtti* ad aXdianonaa-t Jon ai ad
•aXdiaaonaU
-^•acq*. imilt aaU oi iinaaw^oXatq adj lo aaXrfoiq adJ ai/dT
JadJ /loadJ a 10I aXlAO Xaajial mi ^oadqoiq noJJxiv lo
TBiallX lo aJOA-1 99M\rua mdl (XaTacn ion ajiaXqjio o * ba>aj»
-oif anUna ariJ lo JnarnqoXarab lo oJaJo ad* oaXa iiro
naa«w* alt inifcoaoaiq ^••"ibaaasx aoU* aril i* narr^To^i olJad*
i-loaiiq baa ajoal oaorfj dJ-rol too oj ai naXdo-io adT .ooob
a* tol li axaoaiq boa a*if adi dmtniut ^Xaiaupab« XXiw xtoidw
t-tuJnoo rfJrijua an* lo , oXdlaao* aa XXx/1 aa 9 noi yaioaiqTa
canonical prophecies. Such an introduction aims at the
clear setting forth of all of the spiritual forces at work,
whether they manifested themselves directly in the form of
literature or of the social, political, and religious in-
stitutions which are the skeleton of the religious atmosphere
to which the writings must ultimately be referred as the
indirect or corporate author-
With many there is a growing conviction that the tradi-
tional interpretation of prophecy, even in its latest and best
form, prevents it from making the fullest explanation of the
life precefding the appearance of eighth century prophecy.
We say, in its latest and best form, because there has been,
in late years, by those who still hold to the traditional
view, a disposition to grant that much has been done by
modern criticism to vivify the study of the prophetic writings
to make clearer their meaning by placing them in their orig-
inal historical settings and by pointing out their -nrogressive
ness. But in spite of these significant concessions, there
still remains an insistence upon the theory that the natural
and supernatural can be brought into vital relations only by
artificial means. The evidence of the divine character of
prophecy is to be found in a mechanical introduction of
miracles of foresight into the natural order of events.
Having taken away miracles, thus artificially introduced,
there remains nothing to indicate the presence of the divine
aril 1* amis no t loj/boTl nt rue rioi/2 . asioafloroiq leolnoruso
,yiow Ijs esoTOl Lmutfi}"* ar<l lo IXa lo rilTOl ^ntf S9B tboXo
lo nriol aril cil TX*o»Tib esvX "»ar*ai£l fc^laallnaar vsril Tarflarf'*
-nl aiio*aiXar bus t X£oiliXoq , Xaiooa aril lo to 9iuSMi»i 1
1
a-raiiqaeBrl* auoxaiXsr ad* It ajatafaaja aril 9im rfolrfw Motltll^i
aril aj-. baTTel»*r ad 'tXalaTtlXu Ibuw a^ntllTW "»ril rfO-rfw ol
• TorfJc/a 91*to«»too to loa-*lbnl
4M aril **** noilainioo sniwors a si a-:aiii vtUMR rfllW
lead boa laelaX ail ni nara , ^oarfqoTn to nol#a}#aTq*ialni Xt>no£f
aril to nollanaXqxa laaXX:?! aril jnliLain sott 11 alnaraTq »anoi
• raarfqoTg *ri/lnao rfln>lo to aonj*T-*aqq* aril 3nlbof>aa?o; alXX
,
noad aad a- aril aeiraoad f arrol laacf bna laaleX all nl t x*a a¥
Lmnc is Ibmni aril ol bXori XX 11a oriw aaorfl vd t af*>»t Hi
^.d anob nstd aari rfoirn laril mat* ol nolllaooaH) a v walr
;a^nlltiw ollartqoTq aril to xt*^ 8 tIItIt ol BalalllTO trtnbotr
-,: to iloril ni tnaril *«1©*X* rd ^ninaaai Tlar*l Tataalo w**m at
-arttftaTjiovT Tlaril Ivo nnllnion yd bna a*ntllaa Xaoltolair! Xani
«in aril , anc » aaeanoD ln*olllnal* aaoril lo alio* nl Iwfl ••••a
is-rvimn aril laril rroaril aril noau aonalaianl na anlaaiaT XXlla
rd rXno aaoiJaXa-r LmS tr oiat Iri^uond ad nao Xatu Jiintaoira bna
lo talOATArio anxTlb aril lo aonablTa ariT .anaaaj Xaltililn*
lo no Hoc/toonml Xaoloariaaai a nl biurol ad ol ai roariqoiq
.aJajtra lo -abio Lmtutma aril olnl Id^laarol lo
,b«9irb«-x»nl t^Lalollll-ui auril .aalaaHai naiU* |nr
an Tib aril lo aonaaaia aril a-aolbnf ol jwilrilon antaaaan anaril
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factor. For God to lift the religion of Israel up onto a
piano far above that of the surrounding nations, it wau neces-
sary for him to adopt other than personal means. The~e must
be a qualitative difference between the relation of God to
non- Israeli tic people and his relation to the chosen people.
Thus, only, can a properly supernatural element in prophecy
be provided for. It must be not merely better than surround-
ing prophetic productions, rot only the highest and clearest
penetration of the human mind into spiritual realities, but
must contain a distinctly unnatural element in order to be
divinely inspired. The suddenness of the appearance of the
literary prophecies of the eighth century is accounted for
simply by stating that they contain a supernatural revelation.
The prophetic activity immediately preceding them was
natural, only, and therefore an exhaustive study of it is
neither an adequate nor a pertinent prologomena.
If the traditionalist should accept the position that
from the standpoint of God all things - miracles included -
are natural and that from the human standpoint all things -
- the orderly procedure of nature included - are supernatural
in their causal relations, nothing essential to his faith in
a divinely inspired prophecy would be lost and he would be
saved from arbitrariness in the solution of the prophetic
problems. The non-predictive and non-miraculous elements
of prophecy are as much in need of explanation as is that
£ o*no qu X9**ral lo aoz^llBi aatl JliX oj boO ioI .ioJo&I
aaw ,atioliMCi anibn/rofxua arU lo Jatti avocfe «1 araaXo
j-ejjm e»T9riT . art*,*:.! X^noaiaq ruwiJ ~.9iUo Jqoba of nttrt to! ^nai
oJ boO lo noiJaXan 9t<J naawJad •ondiatlib ariJaJ iXaup a sd
.aXqoaq naaofl9 aiiJ at noii«X«i airi boa aXqoar »iJiXaanaI-non
v99xiqoiq ni Jnae 9X9 XaiifJanTaqua '^X-sqcir a nao f vXno ( atrifT
-bm/oTH/a nati* -raJJad ^X9r»m Jon ad Smam tl • *xol bablro-^r *o*
JeawXo bna Jaaitalri aril xXno Jon ( anoi*9rrbo"rn snt
j ud aai *iia9"T Xatf ? f "rifrt otni brriw naanrff art* xo no t Jan * anan
9d rabno ni InamaXa Xair/fannu *^Xl9n!.*oib a nlaJnoo aum
erf* lo eonanawa art* 1© aaennfrbbtra erfT -bat Man r xi^trtb
.-•v hi *ni'ooaj al twjfn*9 ASttik
t
a art* lo neioarfflnTT vTat^tiX
.noilaXaTwn XanwJamawua a nfaJnon ^adJ JariJ aniJa+a ^rf yXiaia
eaw »ec* an/b%9oanq vXalaibaaml rttrt*OM 9t*erfn©nn artT
i ft :o 'but* 9TifmuAdx9 am aider »rtJ bna ,x^no fXan/Jen
• Mnaae^oX ctq 3nfitti*<T £ ion e+airpaba na ne/fJien
Jaitt hoiUboo ad J Jqaooa bXnoHe aiXanoitibaU WM tl
• babul on! aaXoaifff - m%ntA* XXa boO lo JnioTbnaJa *rt* motl
• esnl.f* XXa tnronboaJa ruuu/H erf* .ttot! JarlJ bite Xari/*en ana
XeniiJennanua ana - babuXani ei»r*en lo ent/benone yXtebno art* •
ni filial aii of XeiJneaee inlrfJon .anoiJaXen Xeauan ifartl nl
ad bXtrow ail bna feoX eo* bXuew ^oerinonn ba-iiiani xl****** •
ai'eaqonq edi \c noUaXoe erf* nl •aealnenlidne man* barae
alneateXe aaoXt/oa-ria-non bra •ilaibatq-non erfT .aw9Xdo«»«
%l aa noiJanaXrrxa lo ni doi/ir aa a-ra to«<90Tn lo
which, at first glance, seems more mysterious. To say that
the one comes about by the natural operation of psychological
laws and that tiie other is in violation of those laws, is to
misconstrue the nature of law. The idea of law should be
sufficiently inclusive to provide for any procedure of a self-
consistent and personal God. To think of the prophets as
maintaining unusually sensitive personal and ethical relations
to God is a sufficiently large presupposition concerning the
prophets to account for all of the facts which the sacred
history records. There is also the advantage of thus giving
to Hebrew prophecy its largest power of sugges t i veness and
inspiration.
The traditionalist insists that under no circumstances
could the orophetic mind give forth, as deductions of its own,
that which is included in the prophetic element of the Old
Testament. Their work was so high above the natural that it
must be looked upon as a violation of it. The working of the
nrophet's own mind must be supplemented by an extraneous,
though divine, influence before it can be thought of as ade-
quately equipped for its task. This constitutes the mark
of true revelation. Only one requirement of this extraneous
influence is made and that is that it have a beneficent influ-
ence upon the unfolding truth of divine revelation; it must
be moral and rational. The great dificulty is, that this
supernatural element having satisfied all the demands made
IaAJ T£S8 oT . aiioiisia^ic aion emaea
, 9on*Is *e*xit S& t rioidw
L&oi^oLcdoxaq lo noiJr.iaco Iai'jl*n arfj vq fuooa aacroo ©no 9r£;f
oi ai f awal aaorL* 'io noi'Mlotv ni si TariJo ail* *«r:J una aw^I
*0 bll/0£ltt WML lO £9bi 9*; i • W£»I 'lO 911!?&R MU tl/l^flnOO i !T
-'ilae ~ lo aiubsooia 'ins iol ai>iYo-io oJ •TianXooi ^Xlasianiui
&£ aJonqoin erU lo atnxriJ oT . bo€ l£noaT t*r bn
anoiJ*X«i X*oia-a baa Lfiooaisq ariJianaa ^XX&uauru-
arii jniniaonoo no ti iaoaquaaiq 8£*i*I cXJns r oilliro a ai boi) oJ
Liios»* mis lioliiw a*a*l ariJ lo IX* iol Jouoooa a^arlqoiq
^i.u v : ttf/.iJ lo aR-i * .':*Tbi ac« oaXa ai a~ariT »Hb*5C0m siotuis.
b • uaanav i Jaas^i/a lo itwon Je*a~*I aJi ,:D©ricro-ro w^rrdeH oJ
•noi Janiqani
aaoaaJaaa/oiio on imbau ltdJ aJaiaai Jailanoi i iba-iJ ofit«aaja*s>
,mro aii lo oooiJoubab «-* t xUiol aria bniar oi'orioom oi.S bXuoe
oIO acJ lo Jna »ia ->i;»rlrroiq adi nl babul on i ai rtoirfw **xl*
• im rfiow ninffT .Ja^maJaaT
i lo jfli>no» ar.T . ii lo norJoXolY a aa ncni/ Kv i erf *ei<r
,
ai twnjr'M ru. rd tftinnaiaXnot/a ad Jai/n be t» ajva a'laflaoirr
-ab* l. lo tri^ironJ ad &ao Ji o~ olod oonet/Xlni
,
»n va^
inx. ar.J aaJuJ i;*noo a?».T • «ti aJi io\ baoq/rpa vli
1 o^iTxt air j lo Inoaia- i« pa-; ano x*»»0 .noiJalavan auni lo
llnl Jnaailonoc m avah Ji Juni ai toaft bn« eb*r « 2 aonaullni
.*uijc Ji
, ao 1 J«X avan auivit lo txiuti &niblt lnu aiiJ noru aona
ai.J 3juU f ai vJXiJOilib tm%rt% odT •X#ttoiJsi bnx Xoior ad
oLw ubn**.ob or J XX* ballUJaa aniv*n JnavoXa XauJaoi antra
\ipon it, 1b atill separated from the personal by a wide gulf
.
To be responsive to God, it is not necessary for the prophet
to be so unlike himself at his highest and best. Nor should
it be made such a startling and unprecedented thing for God
to influence, directly, a mind unconditionally surrendered to
the interests of His kingdom. To admit the historicity of
the predictions of Amos, Micah, Jeremiah, and Isaiah concerning
the cantivity of Israel and Judah, or of Nahura against Nineveh,
does not necessarily imply a violation of God 'a usual method
of illumination. It does mean that the ordinary method was
consistently enlarged. The relations between God and : i i
3
spokesman still remained personal. To tne traditional claims
concerning the supernatural predictions of the advent of Jesus,
there is but one objection and that does not question the
historic fact. Simply the impersonal presupcosi tions are
denied as being mechanical and unworthy of both God and prophet.
The unique elements in prophecy do not necessarily violate the
rational forms by which the prophet was conscious of the
Infinite. Even what is supposed to be the most definite pre-
diction of remote events (Micah 5; 2, 3. Isa. 7; 14) can
without such violation find adequate explanation.
The embarrassing moral problems which are inevitable from
the traditional standpoint suggest the necessity of a theory
more in keeping v;ith the historic process. Pedagogical prin-
ciples which govern the "elation of teacher to student apply
*9flqor(T *ui no 1 risnaeoMi ion ai *1 v boO oi avlaajoajaan ad aT
blii'Orfa toK . Jeatf bna Jeorteirf Bin J* ':Is^n; ;*>.iintr oa acf
bo© nol fcnir" bf'nabaoanrrm bna %tilltu**B a atea abxr« so'
. beiebnefti/B yXXafioiJibnoom bnlr» a t yX*oa ,*lb ,aan»tfXlfli
lo yJ/olnoJairf mt$ Skmbm oT - r.l: ex v to a*B«*-aJnf art*
gninnnonoo ria/^el bn* t rialirt>"T a'L t il«*)lM ( eorA lo arrc * Jolba-fr an J
,r£a*aniH *an »JM aurla* lo no r Kabul bnr Xoa-aT to yJfriJna* WW
bonJoar Xauav c**a€ lo aaiJaXoxY a yXaei yX fnaus?>oan .ton aaob
air borJar yn> nibno art* Jad* naBP* a»ob tj .no
ai bf»a baO anartad aaailaian adT .bwx-^Xna
atiiaXn Xano/Jlba-i* ari at .X*noanao Lf.ni».r^ XX
(duaal lo Jnavba anJ lo act- .» Jolba-q Xani "»
arij PoiJaaua #oa a*ab ar * bna neUoatdo ano
«aoi*i*on<Tuaaic Xanoann<?aU an J yXnnlS •
? areola boa b#© fUotf lo ynJnownu bn* Xaoinadoaai salad a* bainab
oili aJalol* yXinaaaaoaa ion ob yoadqcnn ni aJnmraia aupimi adT
an J la anaiaanoo w* laria/ona; ar.l rtoiriw yd amol I»noi:ran
-ano *S lnl^+b J»or Hii ad c * bftto^ui ai J*nS navX •aJinilnl
nao ( i-X «aal *C t f , ' daoilf) aJnara aJ onan 1c roiJoib
• n . :r*njiXo*a alai'pab* bnil noiJalolY not/a luoc r la
rotI aXdaJtvaai ana noid* araXda^a; Iaaa an iaaain^'-rr^ adT
ynaadJ a la yJiaaaoan ad* Jaapmva tmletbnmf XanoMiban* ad J
-aiw XaoJaoftaba* •aaaoan" afnotatd adl rfJiw **ioa** at a-»on»
vXfma Inabffa ot n^r.aaaJ !e neilaXa^ arlt n^aren daidv aaXni^
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alao to that of the Revealc to nroohet. Thi3 ia true of tne
moral as well as intellectual aspects of revelation. A new
moral conception no leas than a new intellectual conceotion
must "be related to that which is already in Possession of the
mind before it can be grasped. The incompleteness or relative
unworthiness of a prophetic conception, under such conditions,
constitutes no insoluble problem. It is only when for these
personal relations are substituted tnose wnich are artificial,
that the vow of Jephthah, the moral coarseness of Deborah, the
imprecations of David, and the unchastity of Hosea become
stumblingblocks . The traditional sternness of the antithesis
between the natural and supernatural must vanish before the
earliest and most immature prophecies can take a rightful
place in the canon and be credited as having their origin in
Him who is without moral imperfection. An educational theory
which -provides for ultimate and perfect conceptions of right-
eousness and denies the possibility of everything elemental
or immature cannot, without arbitrariness, be applied to the
moral problems of Hebrew prophecy.
But the traditionalist is not the only one who must modify
his views of prophecy in favor of a personal interpretation.
While he may be guilty of putting God too far off, there are
others, more modern, who either bring him too near or make
sweeping denial of the reality of his existence. There is
current a specious form of rationalism that insists with
in
n * tw •
•lU in**** •* b*Slb**9 oo mum ttcnMm •tii ni •obXc
»3i.rbo riA •arll»»Vi<Mpii Xaioir Ji'Oiiitw si oxfw tulV
ftflo v.Xnc m j on ti # i *.*»n04 j "^9,^OTf
llo x»l ooi bo© jjniJJno lo v,JXiua »<f v>» •XxxfV
4. 9fl 00* air ftfi'TO HiNi iL»9bon onor .•noriJo
^ _. - _ . . i + —m. %a mm rime* l M Jfiaflt
thoroughgoing arbitrariness that everything which aeema to
violate the uniformities of natural procedure is thereby of
necessity unhistoric. The problem of prophecy thus becomes
an endeavor to explain the most vital part of tne Hebrew
religion by applying to it the principles which explain all
other religious phenomena. Any superiority to other religions
it may have is but human. The source of the prophetic inspi-
ration is thus found in a superior ethical devotion to the
cause of religion. Fortunately for the world, this oriental
passion took the direction of monotheism and was permeated
with wholesome mysticism. Thus the religious aspiration of
man reaches its highest pre-Christian foi*m. The prophet was
simply the religious genius of his race.
This attempt to construct a biology of prophecy throws
into utmost confusion the conception of causal relations. It
is no less disastrous to place God where he cannot, without
transcending a sphere of personal endeavor, influence the
prophetic mind, than it is to deny the possibility of anything
supernatural. This position may serve as a blind protest
against the artificiality of the traditional conception of
the supernatural, but when that supernatural is explained in
personal terms, and the mutual otherness of the prophet and
God is clearly defined, there is no valid occasion for such a
protest. ITo type of rationalism worthy of sober consideration
begins with the presupposition that finite personality exhausts
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The current mental attitude toward religious problems in
general accounts for tne fact that, in order to make its
fullest appeal to the modern mind, the facta concerning this
sudden appearance of eighth century prophecy must be set forth
in a way that takes inductive processes into account. The
rapidly increasing popularity of applying the logical methods
suggested by Francis Bacon to all theological problems and the
large results accruing from the application of tnis method,
together with the fact that the former deductive method seems
to give little promise of clearer understanding of the problems
involved, all suggest that any method otner than the inductive
would be both antiquated and inadequate to meet present demands
There was a time when the Christian mind very generally accept-
ed the categorical assertion that the prophetic utterances were
infinite wisdom put into finite terms, and that reason demanded
that they be received for their face value. It was not per-
mitted to question their historicity, ethical perfection, or
rightful authority. All this was taken for granted because
here and there was found the phrase "Thus saith Jehovah". All
that remained to be done was to interpret and apply them con-
sistently. To attempt to trace such divine utterances to
antecedent historical and psychological sources, and to dis-
cover their genesis in the midst of complicated human relations
to thus take nothing for granted except the validity of the
rational processes, was looked upon as shutting out the possi-
a) t 9iL&r of ttbio nl Joal aaj 10I eftv coox Xxiane^
Snin-eonco eJoa!
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-
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• la»o«t edi Jr.© aai Jivde aa nom/ be*ooX aaw .Msitoom X*ool**«i
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bility of the discovery of the truth. But with the coming of
the atrictly scientific temper, the fearless and critical
analysis of all sacred literature has, by its results, already
shown ample Justification of the method adopted.
There are three possible methods of procedure in oointing
out a prologomena to this literature. Or, ratner, in such a
prologomenary study, it is possible to place the emphasis in
three different places. To begin with, the writings are
literature and an attempt might be made to equip the mind with
such facts as would make possible an appreciation of them as
such. What are the laws of literary production? What are
the ultimate origins of form and context? Tnere is likewise
an historical apr-roach which seeks as its ultimate aim to
establish principles of historic haonenings or laws of develop-
ment. What ascertainable forces were at work and to what did
they lead? The ultimate historical question is, what took
"olace , in what temporal sequence, under what influential circum-
stances? In addition to these two methods, there is one which
may be termed, personal. Its aim is to record, in terms of
human life and experience, the antecedent facts and events,
both literary and historic. With such a method, literature
becomes a by-product of life and institutions, equilibriums of
personal influences. The ultimate question becomes, not what
happened, but, who lived and wrote?
t\tin9lo* HHHM ar.J
bi*io£B I Lb axavlj&nx
faoi^ilauf. elora orrorta
nm fna- - »*#r blriow aa a**»a^ rf«*ra
IpMMM %a> cwr.X «£* aajaj jarfV JM
?#x**nc9 i a mol to ani*Mo *S»mtSLti mis
BXntn**n±ti oi noia I0jj0k*l<rtont*tr riailtfi. rat
ow m aaonol aitfaa; taifif .*nac
• U a» i j. laoinoiair. •tauni^Xu wlT fbi^ai Y^rtJ
t o*j' ) * ow? aawiii o* it© t .t ibbi* nl Taaonav^a
,e)atf0 bin Bjoal • -ft*. :ui axil gMBattl ***** l>ra al/I rmrr/ri
l«|fHNi f Lor. -aai a flora .oiTotaifl bna v^iaJJI r jo<J
aa^lnrflXiup*
,
«nc i >u J uanl boa •Hi to Jobbe-ia^ti a aamcoad
(w I Oft .aaawoajaj nolfmmip **m*kslu mrtt ajpftonvirXmi Lknoatao
fajoiw tea bariX oatv ( fvat .banaorrarf
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Esaential to the literary method of procedure would be
familiarity with those principles of literary criticism which
generalize the facts of present structure, method of composi-
tion, relative merits when compared with other literary pro-
ductions, character of authorship, method of preservation in
present form, original form, possible alterations which may
have taken place since original composition, style, and place
in chronology of sacred literature. But the limitations of
such a method are apparent. It places the emphasis upon the
product as such. It sees the mind of the writer already
stirred into action. It reasons from product back to pro-
ducer and must find in the former, at least by implication,
all that is valuable in the latter.
The earliest written prophecy reveals the use of a number
of technical expressions and a nomenclature which give evidence
of there having been previous prophetic activity and consistent
development. There was an intelligent prophetic deoosit, of a
literary nature, before the canonical prophets began to write.
In other words, there had lived men whose lives had developed
a prophetic quality and who had given sufficiently persistent
expression to these religious impulses as to establish fixed
forms of thought. Amos, the oldest literary prophet, did not
invent the expression "Thus saith the Lord", he adopted a
phrase already current. The nation had already a history of
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reflection. The explanation of happenings was uniformly of
a religioue nature. The tmroose of God could be traced in
the general direction of historic development. The literary
technique of the earliest written prophecy presunnose a such an
analysis of Israel's early history. Such an expression as
"Thus saith the Lord" reveals the fact that already the con-
sistent purpose of Jehovah had been discovered and announced
to the people. The presence in Israel of such literature as
"The Book of the Wars of Jehovah", "The Book of the Upright"
,
and the poetical fragments found in the historical books of
the Old Testanent are evidence of this early awakening of a
national consciousness.
These literary productions of the eighth century B. C.
are illustrative of historic conditions obtaining among Hebrew
people. They were produced by human agents. They v/e^e
treasured national possessions- At the beginning, they were
not abstracted from human life. They contain observations
upon historic social conditions. And so there are, beside
the principles of literary criticism, principles of historic
criticism which pitt the mind in possession of that which makes
it able to appreciate those social, political, economic, and
religious conditions reflected in the prophetic thinking. The
prophetic mind, sensitive to such historic conditions and move-
ments, found in them stimulation to literary productivity.
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an such, docs not give a8 large prolegomenary promise as does
that of seeking to understand those intricate historic con-
ditions which gave rise to them. One studies the literature
as such. The other seeks to understand the historic conditions
which occasioned it. It inquires for the cause of these
passionate breakings forth. It tries to discover the relations
between historic institutions and the prophets.
The historical method takes u"^ the problem where the liter-
ary student has laid it down. He sees the authors at their
tasks and surrounded by those contemporaneous events of which
there has been given historic record. He goes still farther
and, having Placed, as far as possible, all discovered facts
into their original temporal and spatial relations, attempts
a philosophy of the observed successions. The results of
literary and chronological investigation are -preliminary to
his task. The field of investigation is thus greatly en-
larged. It includes the political, social, economic, and
religious environment of the prophet. Causal relations
between man and man, nation and nation, institution and insti-
tution are sought for in the historical plane. Having ob-
served historical uniformities of development, he attempts to
supr-ly missing data where records have never been made or have
disappeared. And so, to obtain the highest results, there
must be not only an instinct for that which is a truly his-
toric record but also a constructive imagination that gives
unity to the entire process.
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The neraonal method, having solved the literary and
historical problems as far as possible, seeks to understand
this momentous literary event in terms ol' human life. There
are significant personal and social implications in the appear-
ance of this literature. If looked upon as the by-product of
passionate souls seeking to counteract the baneful influences
of others who, through ignorance or moral stupidity, a^-e nation-
al stumbling-blocks, it presents the task of penetrating into
the activities of the human spirit. And this is the ultimate
quest. It is an equipment of personal presuppositions which
will carry the mind farthest in its analysis of the literary
productivity of the eighth century. The prophetic mind,
unusually sensitive to historic conditions, alert, observant,
was stimulated to literary activity. The largest prolegomenary
promise is found in following as nearly as possible the order
of actual historic procedure. The problem is to approach the
literature from the standpoint of the intelligent, patriotic,
religious life that produced it. This method encounters
intricate psychological and epistemological problems but it
leads farthest in the direction of a rational appreciation of
the subject under investigation.
To think of literature without thinking of people is
superficial. To think of people without trying to understand
the historic conditions under which they lived, leads, like-
wise, into possible error. To seek to know the prophets as
oil ^ sit. ItnoBT s'1 sriT
lo
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men will carry the mind farthest in an analytical study of
pronhecy. If these men were moved merely by a motive to
produce literature as such, relatively large importance v/ould
attend the attempt to master the linguistic and rhetorical
problems involved. But if it becomes apparent that the
primary motive was to change moral and religious conditions in
the nation, the attempted solution of such problems becomes
incidental. The more pertinent inquiry would lead in the
direction of the ideals which the different prophets held and
in contrast with which surrounding conditions called forth
reformatory efforts. The source of these ideals and the
difficulties attending the attempts to change actual conditions
in accordance with them, would call for explanation. The
importance of determining the true prophetic motive is seen
by noting the inevitable errors attending the study of pro-
phecy with false preconceptions. To assign to a prophet's
writings and influence a wrong motive and then to try to make
them conform to that motive, leads inevitably to confusion and
increasing difficulties, occasioning arbitrariness. The
prophet's motive is the true viewpoint of the student. The
fullest meaning of eighth century prophecy has often been
obscured by specialists who insisted upon applying to the
problem a theory incompatable with this motive. To univer-
salize a message originally intended for a particular historic
situation is as vitiating as to study as mere literature that
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which, primarily, waa intended to be politically dynamic. A
purely literary study may reveal the element of nussion, but
thiB discovery haB relatively little significance until the
occasion of that passion is set forth. The fact that arbi-
trariness has to be resorted to in order to vindicate a theory
suggests that the theory is not in harmony with the original
method of production. Explanation will be natural and without
artificiality when it follows the steps of historic happening.
And yet the importance of the -principles of literary
criticism should not be overlooked. The skilled Hebraist
alone is able to determine many of the problems involved in
authorship and authenticity. The solution of all important
linguistic and textual problems is a Prerequisite of an ex-
haustive historical or spiritual survey. That which is inter-
polation, redaction, error of copyist, and unhistorical must
be removed, before the personal method can have a definite goal
in view. "What to understand" preceeds "how to understand".
An exhaustive solution of all textual problems, however, is
unnecessary to a relatively clear understanding of the problems
of a spiritual induction. To pre^a^e a true prolegomena to
those prophetic activities in Israel which, as far as can be
ascertained, were the first to be put into permanent literary
form, requires the equipment of a literateur as well as of a
skilled historian.
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The hiBtoric and the literary methods of study are supple-
mentary* In as far as the latter is essential to the removal
of interpolations and emendations and to the discovery of other
changes made in the text after it left the original writer, it
preceeds the former. After thus purifying the text, it al30
helps the student to come into direct and immediate contact
with the original thought and emotion of the author. It
answers the question, what? It defines clearly the object
with which the student is to work. But the questions, when
and where? must also be answered. Before all of the purely
literary questions can be answered, there is need, sometimes,
to fall back upon these far-reaching inquiries. The historic
study is a safeguard against the results of excessive linguis-
tic specialization. Only by taking into consideration both
sets of facts can that which is fanciful and artificial be
eliminated. To understand the true character of the prophets,
it is necessary to know just what thoughts they expressed.
It is just as true, that to understand prophecy as a final
product, it is necessary to know the historic environment and
temporal succession of these religious giants.
But a theory that seeks to explain the prophetic conscious-
ness by constructing for it a natural history, using only the
concepts that constitute the science of biology, fails to take
full account of the personal factors involved. It is not
substituting a formed consciousness for the genesis of that
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consciouanesB to find as the constituent elements in that
genesis the active, intelligent, and sympathetic relations
between the infinite and the finite mind and such relations
between the finite mind and its human surroundings. The
emergence of the earliest prophets out of pre-prophe tisra cannot
be explained in ter-ms of biology alone. A true theory of
prophecy must provide not only for the possibility but the
probability of a sudden transcendence of previous thought.
Dependence upon former prophetic utterances alone is not ade-
quate to explain that which comes with the suddenness of a
revelation. It is because personalism provides for this
spiritual elasticity that it is superior to both the literary
and historical theories. It provides for that mental equip-
ment with which the prophetic mind is furnished when it takes
up the political, social, or economic problems of its day.
A scientific, psychological method is not necessarily free from
wholesome spiritual suggestiveness . In addition to the
question "what", which is literarjr, and the questions "when"
and "where", which are historical, are the great questions
whow w and "who", which are personal.
Just as the type of mind sometimes referred to as sense-
bound finds difficulty in giving full value to realities that
are invisible and impalpable and is, therefore, inhospitable to
the idealistic standpoint of philosophy, so there are those
who, in trying to discover a proper prolegomena to the first
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written prophecies in Israel, nove out on a literary or merely
historical plane. For each literary element, a literacy ante-
cedent is required. Or for every historic fact, there must
be a similarly phenomenal fore-runner. Institutions and
literary elements are seen only in their Burface relations.
That they both, in the final analysis, are personal, remains
an unappreciated fact. The causal inquiry is lost sight of.
That is, the appearance of literature in a high state of excel-
lence fails to suggest a correspondingly high appreciation of,
and skill in, the use of such devices on the part of a specific
person. Likewise, social and political and religious insti-
tutions are thought of as existing apart from the mind that
conceived them and the volitional strength that forced them
into existence. Thus abstracted from mind, literature loses
its true significance, and a prolegomena constructed on such
superficial presrr^osi t ions has correspondingly little value.
Literary phenomena are but the expression of that which can be
set forth in personal terms.
A conspicuous weakness in Wellhausen's development theory
is an over-emphasis of the importance of temporal relations as
distinguished from spiritual. Temporal succession is not
always logical sequence in a nation's history. The historic
development which takes account of the chronological sequence
of events can easily be so emphasized as to unduly overshadow
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given for tne development and influence of spiritual giants.
The value and influence of a religious or moral idea doea not
depend wholly upon the time or place of its origin. To arrange
the religious facts of Israel's history in the order of their
tenmoral succession, may lead to greater confusion if it is
implied that that is the logical process of development. Thus,
the chronological priority of Moses to Amos or Hosea is no
a priori -proof that he was morally or religiously inferior.
The fact that the ninth century prophets had inherited that
which constituted a profound stimulation to the prophets of the
eighth century is no guarantee that they were ready or able to
make as much use of it as were their successors. The possi-
bilities of the spiritual development of a lone prophetic soul,
of his transcending the highest achievements of his fellow-
countrymen and even of succeeding generations, must be taicen
into account in trying to solve the apparent abruptness of the
appearance of the eighth century prophets, and, besides this,
there is the very important factor of those political and
social conditions of the nation which would effect the dis-
position of the nation to receive and preserve his utterances.
Another word of caution is necessary ta the light of the
enthusiastic emphasis which certain German scholars, more recent
than Wellhausen, are placing upon the importance of space
relations in tracing the development of Israelitic prophecy.
All of the pertinent facts in that development cannot be dis-
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covered by asking all of the "when" questions. Nor 1b the
"where" viewpoint an all-inclusive one. The attempt to dis-
cover social and national proximities, commercial intercourse,
and international c ommunicat i on ha3 its place. It leads to
important discoveries, but such facts ay can be grouped under
these temporal and spatial principles are, in reality, but a
fitting introduction to a spiritual analysis of the problem.
The discovery of trade routes and the beginnings of commercial
activity between Israel and Babylon or Israel arid Egyot , or of
the historicity of wars and captivities which bring nations
together, does not settle the question of the method by which
superior religious and moral truths became a part of the pro-
phetic capital in Israel. Proximity explains nothing unless
a mind is susceptible to influence. To find an exhaustive
explanation of the character of the orouhetic pronouncements
in Israel in the fact that there were relatively parallel
utterances in the religions of other nations with which Israel
had social or commercial or martial intercourse, is to overlook
the most characteristic element in prophecy. The greater the
ingenuity in searching out possible spatial points of contact,
without an intelligent appreciation of the limitations of this
method, the further one is going away from a rational solution
of the problem. Concomitance, literary or religious similar-
ity, or any kind of pr OT>inquity may suggest but does not prove
causal relation.
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The personal method, which thus uniteB both the literary
and the historic methods, has within it the possibility of a
larger appeal to popular interest. Its investigations lead
to the discovery of that which is perennially germane to human
life. Being intensive as well as extensive, it provides for
those possible generalizations which are fundamental and uni-
versal in human activity. A bit of literature which, because
of its quaint form, is looked upon as archaic, may still nave
been occasioned by a social or religious condition almost
identical with a modern condition. As literature, it calls
forth the interest of a literary expert, only. As occasioned
by historic events which closely resemble happenings in the
twentieth century, it has a vital message for a multitude.
The method that discovers that the inability of the poor to
secure justice from corruptible judges called forth a passion-
ate protest on the part of an intelligent and pious citizen,
popularizes the utterances of such a citizen for men placed
under similar circumstances in any age. The transition from
agriculturalism or nomadism to urbanism involves problems
germane to modern civilization, and the multitudes seeking for
solutions of such problems will inevitably turn for instruction
to prophetic literature, provided it had been made clear that
that literature had been born under similar conditions in Israel.
Such a spiritual prolegomena would help to make this literature
intelligible and of practical value to a number far greater
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than those whose professional duty it is to investigate only
its technically literary quality.
This method is, moreover, better adapted to the efficient
training of those students of divinity who anticipate a minis-
terial career. A careful analysis of the historic relations
existing between prophets and people of their day, as revealed
in the utterances of the former, cannot but suggest, to an
alert mind, principles of prophetic efficiency under modern,
though fundamentally similar, conditions. Instead of accept-
ing the generalizations of the eighth century prophets a3
final and infallible moral and religious pronouncements, meant
to be applied, arbitrarily, to conditions of his own day, the
practical, modern administrator in religious matters will be
led, rather, to appreciate the method in accordance with which
the prophets performed this exalted function and apoly that
method, rather than the partially antiquated results of that
method, to modern social and religious problems. For the
practical needs of a viril , Christian ministry to modern society,
it is of as great value for the minister to have a lively
appreciation of the prophetic spirit of intelligent patriotism
and of self-sacrificing devotion to what was believed to be of
highest ethical concern to the community, as it is to have
familiarity with the purely literary products of that prophetic
attitude under conditions which, though fundamentally similar,
can never be identical. The ability to formulate new general-
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izations, based upon prophetically keen obse rvati ona of modern
facta of Bociety, should be one of the results of the discipline
of applying this personal method in the attempt to understand
the earliest Israelitic prophecy. Familiarity with t:iis
prophetic literature as such would be an invaluable guide and
safeguard to such modern prophetic activity. A fundamental
contradiction of them would suggest a possible error in obser-
vation or judgment. A worthful function which an appreciation
of the ancient prophetic productions would perform would be to
aid in the rationalization of the new orophetic generalization.
But this fact in no wise contradicts the value of using that
method in studying the orophetic literature which would make
possible an apprec iation of the spirit of the writers of that
literature and the historic conditions under which it arose.
There is no element of artificiality or of mercenary
deflection to be found in the earliest written prophecies.
The circumstances under which they were originated were throb-
bing with vital human interest. Instincts and issues funda-
mental in the history of man were involved. The principles
by which alone the full meaning of prophecy can be judged must
include the fundamental and perennial needs and struggles of
man. The messages of Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah did not grow
out of what was merely transitory or accidental or individual-
istic. The human interest which permeated them was occasioned
by economic, political, and religious conditions which were
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unique. These prophets had their fullest meaning for their
own day. But, because of the fundamei tal problems involved,
such as Justice (Amos 5:24; 5:7), the oppression of the
poor (Amos 5:11), corruption of that which is essential to the
perpetuity of the nation (Amos 6:1; Micah 3:11, 1?), later and
even the most modern conditions are frequently solved by their
messages. 3ecause of the intelligent patriotism and the
ethical sensitiveness with which the prophets attacked the
corruptibility of judges (Amos 5:7), covetousness (Micah 2:1, 2),
defiance of the moral law and the resulting social confusion
(Hosea 4:1, 2; 7:1), corruption of monarchs (Hosea 7:3-7; 10:15),
unholy political alliances, wickedness characteristic of big
cities, disastrous results of political short-sightedness, sense
of national security based upon material resources (Isaiah 2),
they will continue to have a worthful message wherever corre-
sponding conditions are found. Such prophecy can never be
wholly antiquated. The fearlessness born of a high moral
purpose and confidence in the ultimate supremacy of truth and
righteousness are an inspiration even to those who, with sim-
ilarly exalted and pure motive, face responsibilities in the
midst of different racial or temporal surroundings.
Another indication of the value of such a method of
approach is seen in its relation to the solution of problems
upon which students of the Old Testament cannot, as yet, agree.
A theory of Wellhausen, for instance, is that prophecy preceeded
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JLaw in the history of Israel. Gunkel, on the other hand,
declares that law antedated prophecy. It is evident that the
solution of such a problem will depend ur>on the discovery of
deeper principles than either are yet aware of. Some new
generalization will have to be made, which will provide for
the harmonizing of what is now contradictory in these two
positions. But the contradiction is not concerned with the
literature as such. It is a problem which must be settled by
deeper insight into the philosophy of legal enactment and of
•orophetic utterance. The historic processes by which that
which preceeds law and prophecy as nroducts of the social mind,
leads to conscious formulation on the part of the legal and the
prophetic mind, would come naturally under the observation of
the student who looks for a spiritual induction into the pro-
phetic productions. Thus, the two methods are not only, in a
measure, self-corrective, but the one chosen is in the direction
of modern research.
There is also a logical reason why the approach to this
eighth century prophetic literature should proceed along the
personal lines indicated. In this literature will be found
certain quite well-defined conceptions of God and of the Nation.
These conceptions, in their prophetic form, did not exist in
the abstract. In every case, some man had the conception.
Nor did it come to him, perfect, out of the intellectual void.
That is not the way ideas are accounted for. In every case,
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the prophet himself must he accounted for "before the genesis
of the nrophetic idea is satisfactorily set fo~th. This ac-
counting of the individual man leads to a study of those social,
political, and religious forces which acted unon hira or which
gave to his mind material for reflection. There is no adequate
occasion for adopting the deductive method which, according to
certain traditional views, made the nrophet wholly passive in
his reception of ideas. There is an active disposition in
the mind. It makes over, according to its own character, the
thought material which comes to it. The dominent religious
ideas in the minds of these men and the orojection of them unon
the nation to which they gave themselves up, emerge only after
a r-eriod of reflection. The ideas deposited "by pre-prophetic
activity did not constitute an unqualified predetermination of
the form and content of the eighth century prophetic thought.
That deposit, together with the results of their own observation
constituted hut the raw thought material out of which came, by
a process of reflection, the thoughts expressed in this litera-
ture .
To get the largest results from the study of the different
prophecies, it is necessary to measure the personal influence
of each prophet as recorded in the nation's history. The
intellectual and religious life of the nation did not swing
automatically from one position to another, nor was the national
attention fixed unon the nation's moral or religious weaknesses
by mere accident. To counteract the degrading, extraneous
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influences, it wau necessary to have not only a national tra-
dition but also individual men who were familiar therewith,
devoted to it, and having the ^ower to make the nation sensi-
tively appreciative of its content. Back of the prophetic
message is a prophetic character. It was the prophet who
could make a successful appeal to a latent factor in the nation's
self-consciousness . To understand as nearly perfectly as
possible, the message of Amos, an understanding of the man Amos
is essential. The message should not be separated from the
man. To inquire what was written is no more pertinent than
to inquire who wrote. A nation as far advanced toward social
stability as was Israel at the beginning of the eighth century
B. C would not long give profound attention to an ignorant or
irrational meddler in national affairs. Nor would it cherish
the name and labor of a mere copyist. Confidence in the trust-
worthiness of the reformer must be in a large measure estab-
lished before a free nation will move in the direction he
r>oints out as being advisable. The time necessary to carry
out a national reform is ordinarily so long that fundamental
deception is practically impossible. The ability to make
personal attachments is by no means the least important element
in a reformer's equipment- If the reform is to be in the
direction of a higher morality, these personal attachments
would be made with those whose moral integrity was recognized
in influential circles in the nation's social life. While it
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is unaafe to begin the study of prophetic literature with the
preconception that no moral disparity can exi:>t between the
message and the messenger, the principle has relative validity
under comparatively primitive and simple social conditions.
Knowledge of the moral character and intellectual virility of
the individual prophet cannot but be of assistance in an
attempt to reach the ultimate significance of his message.
Historic conditions in a nation, whether customs, laws, or
directions of social development, represent equilibriums of
personal influences. They are results or products of spirit-
ual actions and interactions, complete records of which can
never be made and measurements of which can never be accurately
taken. The ultimate sources of these equalized forces are
found in living persons. The accepted social canons or
economic customs are never identical with the highest concep-
tions present in the minds of the members of that society.
Before becoming actually operative, they are compromises.
Influences such as appear to have been operative and, at times,
dominant in Israel, purifying her religious conceptions, sug-
gest a moral and religious condition among the prophets superior
to that reflected by the established ways of life and thought
in the nation. Powerful corruptive influences were at work,
to overcome which and to give the nation an impulse so master-
ful and controlling as to place it on a -plane of morality
superior to that of the surrounding nations, -- such was the
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achievement of the prophets. The profound and far-reaching
influence of the earliest prophets is measured approximately
by the high moral character of subsequent social customs and
laws. Measured by the duration of its control of popular
thought and by its oower to inaugurate a prophetic, literary
capital which continued to increase but which maintained,
substantially, its primitive ethical and religious quality, it
would seem that the prophets who gave to Israel her eighth
century literature had grasped what was fundamental in the
social life and character of the Hebrew oeoele.
After centuries have gone by, it becomes more and more
natural to abstract writings from writers. The literature
is taken for its own intrinsic worth. The alertness for
extra-intellectual elements has disappeared for our standpoint
is that of the intellect. But when the conviction is estab-
lished that prophecy is still an influential factor in modern
affairs, interest takes on a sympathetic quality which makes
more than formal demands. Then it is that a new kind of
questions arises. What made this message forceful in its day?
How can the relative correspondence between these passionate
utterances and the habits and customs of people be explained?
Why was prophecy a vital thing in the life of a nation that
had little regard for formal moralizing?
The influential relation which existed between the pro-
phets and the social and religious standards which were re-
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flected in the history of the nation gives added importance to
that history. In the social ^.nd political conditions of the
people was reflected the prophetic mind- Where the recorded
messages are preserved and also a history of contemporaneous
social conditions is accessible, it is seen that the prophetic
message, instead of being extraneous, was directly occasioned
by those conditions. The prophets influenced society, but
they were, orimarily, men of their own times and were profoundly
affected by the things which they saw and heard. It is im-
possible to trace the development of the stock of prophetic
ideas without knowing with relative clearness the most important
economic and political events of that history. It is not,
thereby, established that prophecy contains no other element
besides the mere reaction of the minds of ordinary men upon
such surroundings. The only permissible inference to be drawn
is that prophecy is not wholly a religious interpolation into
the thought of the nation.
Scientists have given various names to that spiritual
faculty by which the prophet reached out and touched the source
of his illumination. But whatever the name, whether the
"perception of the infinite" or the "innate sense of infinity"
or "a religiosity of man as a part of his psychical being" or
the notion of "the gradual revelation of a specific and so-to-
say predetermined idea of God" or the highest reach of the
deepest instinct of man,-- namely, self-preservation, the fact




mu3t be taken into account. The political or social conditions
under which Amoa lived may have been tie occasion of hi3 dra-
matic utterances, they did not predetermine the character of
his message. To establish the historic setting of the early
nrophet brings out into more striking contrast the disparity
between the two. Something else besides an exhaustive anal-
ysis of the relation of -nrophet to social environment must be
considered before the high moral and religious character of
his literary output is explained. It is only when seen as^
a
person endowed with a faculty which made immediate communion
with the Infinite possible and eager to produce, in the minds
of his fellow Israelites, an intelligent sympathy with the
revealed purpose of the Infinite for His chosen nation, that
the transcendent element in the early prophetic message can be
understood.
. In observing all ascertainable facts in the history of
the prophecy preceeding the eighth century, it is seen that
many of them suggest the regularity or orderliness of devel-
opment. The law of uniformity seems, in some instances, to
be the -orinciple in accordance with which the historic steps
were taken. The mind that starts out merely to look for facts
that fit into its theory of regularity, has little difficulty
in finding them. Every time this scientific shepherd finds
a fact that belongs to his theoretical sheep-fold, he clasps
it to his bosom and cries, "Rejoice with me, I have found the
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kind of a fact I was looking for". He has gone forth, however
with the preconception that his was the only Bheep-fold in
existence, and, though he ha3 seen, in his persistent journey,
many lost sheep, the fact that they do not "belong to him, nude
them worthless in his judgment. His were all uniform, and all
that did not bear the particular marks of uniformity were left
to perish. The difficulty with the ordinary scientist is his
narrowness. It is not facts of a certain kind, but facts
which should be the object of his quest. His theory of the
origin and development of prophecy should be so inclusive as
to find no embarrassment in the presence of anything which is
historical. Fith comparative ease, the material universe
seems to conform to the current scientific laws of uniformity.
Not so, the human spirit. That which is personal cannot,
without arbitrariness, be brought down to the nlane of monoto-
nous regularity of unfolding.
But the principle of the historic continuity of thought,
so clearly illustrated in the relation of Judaism to Christian-
ity, is not therefore to be discarded. Prophecy has a history
There is continuity in its development. In as far as the
historic events of Israel have been interpreted by those who
were in intelligent sympathy with the course of that spiritual
development, data is furnished indicating its definite stages
of growth. The importance of ascertaining where and under
what form did it make its first appearance thus becomes apparen
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If it is discovered that in that first historic appearance
there are evidences of relatively high development, the question
is inevitable, is there in the form or content of that first
appearance anything which provides for a rational projection
of the inquiry into the pre- prophetic period? But it is
evident that the problem of thus describing this development
must be clearly distinguished from that of locating it3 causal
influences. The principle of historic continuity suggests a
method of determining
/
with only relative accuracy^ what the
different prophetic conceptions were. This problem is not
identical with the one of discovering how they originated. One
is a temporal, the othe^ a personal inquiry.
In trying to understand the true nature of prophecy, it
is of special value to study the content of each prophecy by
itself, and to compare the conceptions thus acquired with con-
ceptions acquired from a similar study of other prophets, espe-
cially those in historic proximity. A particular prophet may
or may not be an exact indicator of the contemporaneous state
of the religion of the nation. One such man may be living a
century ahead of his time, another nay speak truth of only
passing significance. A call for the centralization of wor-
ship in Jerusalem or the fixing of responsibility for sin upon
the individual or the demand for incorruptible administration
of the law or the demand that kindness be shown to the poor,
these, and similar thoughts, may not have been conceived of,
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for t>u- first time, by those who wrote Umb down as literature •
The spiritual teachers of the eighth century prophets were not,
of neceBBity, all ethically or religiously inferior- Tnen,
too, the fact that the amount of written prophecy, in the first
century of its appearance in such form, constitutes such a
relatively small portion of the entire spiritual activity, that
it ^uts quite "beyond the possibility of discovery, the accurately
historic or temporal genesis of its outstanding religious and
moral conceptions. The highly developed form of these ideas,
as is seen in eighth century prophecy, suggests a long period
of effective instruction. It would be a contradiction of the
principle of the historic continuity of thought to affirm that
the appearance of prophetic thought in the nation was as sudden
as was the appearance of that thought in written form. Facts
which we-e not related to the content of that message may have
been the immediate occasion for this particular form in which
prophecy, at that time, began to appear.
A study of the historic settings of the lives of these
writers is of special importance, "because of the fact that their
messages were concrete and directed toward the conditions that
came under their own observation. As men, they lived among
their own fellow-citizens. They were particularly sensitive
to the spiritual and intellectual movements of their day. They
can be fully understood only in the light of contemporaneous
and immediately antecedent history. A thoroughgoing initiation
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into the prophetic writings of this eventful century must take
into account the surrounding conditions of the lives of the
authors, and particular attention should be given to those
conditions which we?;e the particular occasions of their messages.
A study of the historic facts which occasioned their utterances
throws light upon the real meaning of the -preserved expressions
of their convictions. Just what those prophecies were, and
in how far they transcended the moral, political, and religious
environment of the -prophets, are questions which belong more
to the study of the prophecies themselves than to an exhaustive
preparation for such study. A prolegomena to that study is
concerned with the determination of those historic conditions
in the midst of which they lived, such as the spiritual
forces at work and of which they must have been cognizant.
The real problem involved in the study of eighth century
prophecy is not the discovery of its "phenomenal superiority to
pre- prophet ism, divination, sooth-saying, necromancy, or man-
ticism. These may be stages in the outward development of
prophecy or modifications of the prophetic movement, but back
of them all are the men responsible for their existence and
character. This fundamental difference is recognized by
Mieaiah ben Imlah, which fact is, in itself, of great importance
anart from the explanation of it which he offers to King Ahab.
The explanation of prophecy is the prophets themselves. Any
uniformities of procedure which may be observed and set forth
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as the laws of prophetic development are but our own thoughts
s uper imposed u^on our observations of prophecy. The question
still remains, does our conception, wherein uniform procedures
are found, correspond with the historic facts as far us it goes
and can it ever include all of the facts? In filling up the
gaps in the historic record, it is safer to keen in mind the
limitations of the historical method, and, instead of project-
ing lavs already discovered out over these unknown places,
leave large room for the probable activity of the persons who
were responsible for the character of what is discoverable.
The prophetic phenomena are, in their last analysis, personal
rather than historic. There were men, contemporary with or
antecedent to the canonical prophets whose perception of truth
was less penetrating, whose appreciation of ethical values was
less sensitive, whose religious faculties were duller, whose
emotional excitability was greater, and whose whole natures
lacked the equipoise characteristic of the true prophets. The
The historic influence of such men was not confined to that
religious activity of which partial records have been preserved
and to which the above terms have been applied. The personal
relations between these of inferior ethical and religious
quality and the prophets who were looked upon as being God's
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The religion of Israel did not exi^t merely as some thing
attached to or hanging onto the utterances of a coirmarat ively
few picked men, whether self-amointed or God-apoointed , as
prophets. The prophets did not constitute the only -noint of
contact between Jehovah and His people. Intercourse with God
was not of such mechanical nature as to be thus arbitrarily
confined to a few men. The substantial body of facts which
characterize what may be termed the pre -prophetic religion of
Israel are explained only on the basis of God's working in
conscious, patient relation with the nation, the individual
members of which felt, more or less consciously, the spiritual
impact. This consciousness was, in the cases of the clearly
outstanding personalities of the great prophets, vividly present
and commanding. But such an experience, instead of being an
incongruity, was rather the universal experience, raised to a
higher degree of clearness and strength. The prophet had much
in common with all the people. His utterances struck chords
that responded with sympathy. His exalted consciousness of
God did not nullify his consciousness of being essentially
human. The new and vivid conception of righteousness was not
unrelated to previous conceptions. The method of reaching a
commanding sense of devotion was the logical outcome of previous
experiences. His nublic declarations had their origins in no
dark and monstrous violations of normal development of intellect
and feeling. The luminous conceptions which he had grasped
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he felt to be, at leaut relatively, within the reach of hiB
fellow Israelite^. He was God's servant but they were God's
people. In a peculiar sense he was chosen but they also were
a peculiar people. The spiritual currents which were permeating
his character and life were felt among his neighbors. All
were more or less clearly conscious that a special design was
being wrought out in their hislory. The prophet, by a clearer
grasp of that infinite design, came to be more nearly identified
with it. All had, to some degree, capacity for responsiveness
to the influences which had constituted the prophet's spiritual
illumination. The true prophet, in his most brilliant activity,
was a vital, congruous, and genetic element of the nation.
In tracing the most important features of the ninth and
tenth centuries of religious history in Israel, the influss of
prophetic exhortation and the stories of miraculous events
confirmatory of the righteousness of their cause, must not be
regarded as of primary and wholly unique significance. This
is incidental to the general development of the nation from
superstition toward confidence, from impulse toward self-control,
from an erratic, nomadic disposition toward the general estab-
lishment of a steady moral purpose, from the laying of emphasis
upon the oracular utterances of an enthusiastic but unbalanced
religionist toward the deepening of the -principles of morality
in the social life of the people. The^e had already come into
the possession of the people a religious deposit, the true value
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of which they had not yet appreciated. Nor could that appre-
ciation come before there was present a higher estimate of the
place of the individual in society. Prophecy wau not an iso-
lated element in this general advancement, an end in itself.
The activity of the prophet was not primarily to produce a
literary capital. Both prophet and prophetic literature were
subordinate to the religious and moral improvement of the nation
as a whole
.
The conception that thus makes the prophetic message, from
its earliest appearance, part of a larger spiritual whole avoids
the difficulties incident to the theory that looks upon it as
something only arbitrarily related to the nation's history.
It fits more easily into a rational philosophy of life, gives
larger spiritual and practical significance to the movement,
and moves in a sphere where it is much less difficult to find
standards in accordance with which to judge of its progress,
method, and probable influence. To take the early prophet out
of the historic environment of ideas and have his mind fur-
nished with an unnatural and, from the standpoint of the ordinary
life of the people, incongruous system of religious conceptions,
is to disregard the philosophy of history. Their experiences
would thus become inexplicable, and the important thing in the
mind of the prophet at the time would have been the message
rather than the advancement of the nation. If, in the minds
of the prophets themselves, the changing of the conditions which
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occaaioned their passionate utterances was of mo~e importance
than the utterances themselves, then the viewpoint from which
to study the content of those messages, with the view of finding
out their full meaning, is the general religious, social, and
political development of the people • If the nrophet felt his
message to be subordinate and incidental to the general welfare
of the nation, then the general condition of the nation should
be understood in order to apprehend the fullest and truest
meaning of the prophetic activity. To assert that the limited
number of prophets whose names and messages are recorded as
belonging to the centuries immediately preceeding the eighth
were the only intelligent and patriotic Israelites interested
in the general welfare of the nation, is to contradict the laws
of experience.
The articulated prophecies, as we now have them, consti-
tute only a small portion of the prophetic activity. Much of
the passion of the prophet for righteousness never found ade-
quate expression in literary form and much that did thus find
expression was not preserved. It may have passed out to become
an unconscious part of the formative influences of Israel's
national and social character. It is inconceivable that the
body of prophetic literature now preserved constitutes all that
the earliest prophets accomplished. To say that prophetic
activity began near the beginning of the eighth century is to
reveal a superficial conception of the moral and political
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character of Israel and Jud;ih at that utage of their develop-
ment* The large element in the social and religious conscious-
ness to which Amos and Micah could successfully anneal and
which differed fundamentally from that of surrounding and
contemporaneous nations, represented a permanent deoosit of
oroohetic influence. Personal influences had been so consist-
ently moral and cumulative in their effect aa to produce a
lasting change upon the nation and to find expression in en-
during social and religious institutions. It was the lapsing
from a high standard thus made effective in the life of the
nation that caused, in part, the dramatic activity of the
eighth century t>rophets. The depth and vitality of this
deposit of prophetic influence is so apparent that it is natural
to infer that prophets had "been exerting such influence from
the "beginning of a social consciousness in the nation.
It was not the great orophet, alone, who could lay bare
the fact of sin by bringing the attention of the nation to a
conspicuous example of iniquity. He did not have a monopoly
ut)on the feeling of confidence that Jehovah always frowns upon
disobedience and at the same time stands ready to forgive.
The sense of the favor of Jehovah might be his in peculiar
clearness, but many others, also, rejoiced in that disposition
to show mercy. That is, while it is true that some prophets,
with great vividness, had an appreciation of what was funda-
mental in the spiritual development of the chosen people, others
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were not precluded from having relative clearness on the same
far-reaching truths. The great prophets may have had profound
and original insight into the very genius of Israel's religion
"but a fact no less significant was that the nation, at least
in some degree, shared in that experience. There was a
spiritual solidarit3'- in the nation, of which the prophet was
a part. The passion for the general ethical and religious
improvement of that characteristically primitive solidarity is
one of the most important facts in the early history of pro-
phecy.
The fact that such clear convictions as those which
characterized the early nrophets were found in a few men, does
not preclude the possibility of the presence in relatively
inferior minds of religious ideas and impulses of great value
to that period. The common people cannot be said to have been
utterly without any of the furnishings of the prophetic mind
and heart. Nor can the nation, as a whole, be said to be
wholly deoendent upon the services of distinguished prophets
to point out a way of possible moral advancement. The principle
of historic continuity suggests the presence of those prophets
who, though lacking in that brilliancy necessary to win an
immortal place in the historic annals of the nation, were,
nevertheless, influential in helping on the general movement
toward ethical monotheism. The presence of an Elijah or of
an Elisha suggests the presence, also, of minor prophets, the
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bare names of whom may or may not have been preserved, but
whose influence helped to make possible that moral and religious
consciousness on the part of the people in the eighth century
to which Micah or Hosea or Amos or Isaiah could confidently
appeal- The fact that the eighth century propnetic messages
we '-e of such high ethical and religious character and, at the
same time, werm intended, by intelligent men, to be appreciated
by those to whom they were delivered, suggests a relatively
high development among the people of the nation. The recorded
prophetic activity orior to the eighth century is clearly
inadequate to account for this relatively high state of devel-
opment. The message of Elijah on Mt . Carmel and the events
subsequent to that message reveal the fact that the religion
of Israel had already consciously attained a higher T?lane than
oolytheism and immoral idolatry. His denunciation of the
influence of the foreign religion had sufficient popular support





Among eighth century prophets, thert is noticable a marked
emphasis of individuality and striking independence. They do
not move about in companies or schools. They know no artificial
amenability or rules of restraint. Their utter disregard for
the assistance or instruction of others makes their own spiritual
unity and continuity difficult of explanation. They do not
open^ co-operate even with their contemporaries. The pro-
phetic institution was no leveller of individuality. The
great prophets never hid "behind an office. To show that he
was superior to professionalism, Amos declared "I am no prophet,
nor am I a son of a prophet. Jehovah took me from the flock,
and Jehovah said unto me, Go, prophesy unto my people Israel"
(Amos 7:14f). Therefore, he felt himself not called upon to
obey the order of Amaziah, the high priest, to leave Bethel.
Such a prophet, not even the King himself, was able to inter-
dict. As a man, he felt himself superior to every office.
He stood forth in his own consciousness of strength.
The history of prophecy in the tenth, ninth, and eighth
centuries, is a history of the development of personality.
There is a tracable growth from immaturity of intellect in the
direction of ripened judgment. The marked lack of self-control
which characterizes the earliest appearance of pre -prophet ism,
gradually fades away with the acquisition of new volitional
power directed toward rational ends. Pre -prophet ism is in
U'Ctf* vrotr Jon
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"eality, sub- Prophet ism. T v :e emotional excefisee of the first
indications of the prophetic spirit in Israel, w&vm later turned
into more highly ethical channels. While emotional excitement
was always the recognized psychological condition of a vision,
the spirit of the Lord coming upon the prophet and overpowering
him (Num. 24:2ff. I Sam. 19:20ff), the>-e is tracable a refine-
ment of external stimuli. The channel of the senses, so
frequently used in the early days, was later closed and a
direct and immediate impact of the spirit of God recognized.
The prophetic instrument (I Sam. 23:9-12. II Sam. 5:24) gave place
to the prophetic agent. The herding instinct p;ives way to
that of intelligent conradeship or self-enforced social isolation.
The first stages of the development of prophecy were
primarily intensive. The noteworthy marks of that develop-
ment are not to be found alone in the moral and religious move-
ments of the nation at large, nor in the related events of the
national history. The significant fact, antecedent to the
first appearance of written prophecy, is the progressive inten-
sity and rationality which mark the successive experiences of
those men who constituted the fountain heads of the nation's
religious thought. The nation, as a whole, did not keep up
with this progress. Often there was failure to appreciate the
value of the clearer conception as announced by a prophet.
The interpretations put by the oeople imon the original utter-
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v/ell. T]ii8 popular religious and moral confusion made imper-
ative the demand to nut down in permanent, written form the
thoughts which constituted these high standards of thinking and
of living. In the tenth and ninth centuries B. C, this re-
latively pure stream, in itself growing purer, was often
poluted before it had come to be in the nossession of the
people, and the nutting of the nrophetic thoughts into such
permanent literary form as is seen in the eighth century, could
not be expected wholly to overcome this tendency. A large
part of the work of the prophets was to rectify such popular
errors (Amos 5:21-24. 3:14. 4:4, 5). But the effect of
v/ritten prophecy upon the subsequent prophets should not be
overlooked. The intensive development of the prophetic ideas
among the prophets themselves received a marked impetus from
this availability of previous prophetic thoughts. Before the
literary method of preservation had been adopted, oral trans-
mission with a high degree of accuracy, made previous thoughts
and events available. But whatever the form of preservation,
it was the man of prophetic temperament and insight who made
use of the valuable deposit. Thus the prophetic ideal and
message became more and more refined even though the nation at
large often failed to appreciate its value and. caused the
extensive development to be irregular and uncertain.
This historic continuity of prophecy suggests a fundamental
similarity among the minds, the products of which stand in
such close relations to each other. The prophetic activity
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previous to the eighth century B. C. constitutes a rational
introduction to the writings of that century. Similarity of
purpose is not a sufficient explanation of the close approx-
imation of the prophetic character of the ninth century B. C
to that of the eighth. The consistently constructive develop-
ment of the prophetic product may he referred, for partial
explanation, to the uninterrupted prophetic devotion to the
particular monotheistic idea which was known to be in existence
in the so-called pre-prophe tic period. It is the Mosaic
denosit, accessible to the predecessors of the eighth century
nrophets, which in large measure accounts for this evolution
of the prophetic character during the period of the Judges and
of the United Kingdom.
The exact date of the first appearance of a true nrophet
is not determinable. Nor is it of great importance in this
study. If, before the appearance of these prophets, were
other religious characters whose personal inferiorities were
reflected in the many forms of sub-prophetism, it is natural
to suppose that there were also occasions when even raantic
religionists approximated the higher prophetic insight. The
Israelites, being originally Arameans from Mesopotamia, were
already furnished with a capital of religious conceptions.
During the patriarchal period, there were current many well-
defined ideas and institutions of Babylonian and Canaanitic
origin. Some of them were of such high ethical and religious
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order that tlicy we re adopted with little alteration. Those
who, during the early period, felt incoherent prophetic im-
pulses were not therefore without material for meditation,
positive aids in moving out in the direction of what was ethical,
and social conditions to which to apply the results of their
thinking. If it could be shown that, during this period, a
stanch anthropomorphism was built un out of the religious
elements which formed a not inconsiderable body of current
thoughts, a logical as well as historic starting-^oint for the
study of prophecy has been discovered. The earliest period
of Israel's history begins at a time when strong Babylonian
influences, either directly or through modified Canaanitic
ideas, were felt. The language and many religious customs of
the Canaanit'es were also adopted. The religious background
of pre-pr ophetism is strongly Babylonian and Canaanitic, though
showing unmistakable traces of Arariean influence. And yet,
though the majority of the Israelites of the patriarchal age
were living in the shadows of an inherited heathenism, here
and there were those who felt prophetic stirrings which gave
unmistakable evidence of rational proximity to the Infinite.
Manticism is adolescent prophetism and, though showing signs
of crudeness, must be looked upon as immature rather than
false
•
Among the ancient Hebrews, as indeed among their neighbors,
there existed the popular belief that things of which man was
(
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not aware were known to Deity. When occasions arose which
demanded superhuman knowledge, men were consulted who we re
supposed to have extraordinary powers of perception. With
"both intelligence and morals on a low plane, the method of
ascertaining the hidden information was, of necessity, on a
correspondingly low level- The source of information was God
only. The problem of adolescent prophecy waa to find out how
to secure from Him that which was hidden from others. These
attempts had all the impulsiveness and immaturity of early life.
On one occasion, God would be manifested by actual appearance,
in angelic or human form, to the inquirer. Frequently, in
visions, dreams, the casting of lots, or states of ecstatic joy,
the truth, sought-for, was discovered. God is represented, in
the most primitive narratives, as speaking face to face to the
patriarchs. "As a man speaks to his friend", Jehovah spoke
to Moses. But usually it was His angel who delivers the
message. It was an angel who spoke to Balaam and Gideon.
The original prophetic deposit took place before Israel
had come to adjust herself to a settled agricultural life, but
at a time when the -nossibili ties of such life had been already
conceived of and anticipated by a clear vision of the future.
This was the time of £*te most significant activity, of the entir e
prophetic movement . The fixing of all of the names and exact
dates for this initiatory period is both impossible and un-
essential. The deposit of that activity is accessible. It
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reveals two bold elements already adjusted to each other.
First, the presence of the Code or Hammurabi, and, possibly
,
other social and political enactments from Babylon, in the
modified forms given them by filtration through the Canaanitic
settlements in the West- Jordan-Land prior to the self-assertion
of Israel. To this must be added the laws of Egypt which may
have come more directly under the observation of these earliest
fore-runners. The distinctive feature of this activity was
the bringing of these codes already possessing relatively high
moral sentiment, into harmony with the great religious principles
of monotheism. These earliest prophetic convictions we~e
monotheistic, and so, from the moral and religious codes of
Babylon and Egynt were eliminated all references to heathen
gods. This process also had the effect of greatly elevating
the moral content. In this respect, the earliest decalogue
does not measure up to the moral elevation of the Mosaic Code.
But as it came to final form at the hand of Moses,-- Israel's
greatest prophet,-- it constituted the form which was to be the
goal after which Israel was to strive through eight succeeding
centuries. Both form and content became crystalized. Suc-
ceeding prophets insisted upon its divine authority. Appeals
and tradition which took on the distinctive aspects of a pro-
phetic capital. Later prophets of Israel did not profess to
improve either the moral or religious content of this fixed
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raesaage. Their 'vork web one of inte^-ore tat ion
,
application,
and enforcement, especially in the political and social crises
of Israel's subsequent history. Later, amplification was
occasioned by those historical exigencies in the nation which
were to do much in incorporating this permanent body of truth
into the social, political, and commercial fabric of tnc nation.
The nation was called upon to adjust itself to these principles.
A flagrant violation of them was ever the occasion of the ap-
pearance of one who appreciated their significance, at least
in part, and who insisted unon a return to them.
The Mosaic deposit which had such an unparalleled in-
fluence ur>on Israel's primitive prophecy was not wholly intel-
lectual. The religious thinking of this giant was accompanied
by a religious experience no less remarkable. That is, his
strength consisted in a towering personality. He had qualities
of character no less striking than his political advice was
enduring. The record of his personal life and deeds was pre-
served as a sacred religious treasure. The face of one early
Israelite had reflected the glory of the divine presence. In
comparison with his personality, his contemporaries in Israel
seem, for the most part, like serfs. His superb patience and
self-control, freedom from ethical relapses, statesmanship,
vigorous opposition to inferior religious practices, qualities
of leadership, intellectual superiority, and refinement of
emotional pleasures are, indisputably, requisites of a person-
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ality of sufficient elevation as to constitute an adequate
explanation of the rapid developments in the direction of
rationality attributed to the Israelites living in his day.
The traditions that grew up around him magnified his personal
character. When the Levites of tne sanctuary of Dan wished to
establish their personal qualifications, making them fit to
perform a holy function, they claimed to be descendants of
Moses. (The true reading of Judges 18:30 is Moses, not
Manasseh) . Those experiences which were most profoundly
influential in determining his character came to him in Horeb
with Bedawin for human associates^ rather than at the great
centers of Egyptian learning. It was the man, Moses, rather
than the scholar who most profoundly influenced subsequent
prophecy.
Thus, the first transcendent uplift which the prophetic
movement received was from Moses. The unparalleled spiritual
stimulus which he received as a result of a knowledge of the
religious thought of Egypt, and particularly that of Palestine,
lifted him high above his Hebrew environment. He was the
first great Israelite to see polytheism in the light of its
inherent inferiority. The splendid ethical ideas which were
the result of centuries of Babylonian development, he purified
still farther in the light of his clear conception of Jehovah,
the one, only God. He thus inaugurated a movement of such
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of the pre-Moaaic rites and conceotions. He wan Israel's
religious emancipator. He made oosaible the later placing of
of
a sharp line .demarcation between heathenism and the worship of
Jehovah. He gave to prophecy its problem of saving ethical
monotheism from being lost in the midst of t >e crude religious
beliefs and practices of surrounding peoples. The shadow of
heathenis?n does not fall upon him. He sees Jehovah in clear-
ness of outline. What had been incoherent in the nation, now
became coherent and definite. In this sense, he may ^ightly
be called the founder of the religion of Jehovah. He thus
created an intelligent enthusiasm for the worship of Jehovah
and gave to Israel an imperishable "bond of national unity".
Through his prophetic discovery, the uast history of Israel
took on a new significance and the future religious task of the
nation was made clear.
The experience of this bold pioneer reveals the fallacy of
the theory that symmetry and regularity must characterize the
early unfolding of religious truth in Israel. The Mosaic
contributions which take on the character of magnificent abrupt-
ness when compared with the results of preceeding religious
events, can be accounted for by reference to the transcendent
possibilities of finite personality when once in conscious,
intelligent, vital relation with the Infinite. The personal
attainments of Moses made possible a relatively fuller self-














God had in any wise changed from that of t"ie earlier patriarcnal
neriod. But the cosmopolitan intellectual outlook and a cor-
respondingly intense moral virility of Moses constituted an
unprecedented occasion for God to make Himself known. The
previous din of unethical mysticism had made it impossible for
others to hear the still small voice. Their stock of religious
ideas was of such a character as to make impossible the appre-
hension of that data which alone could put them into conscious
personal touch with Jehovah. And, for three or four succeeding
centuries, a like paucity of personal furnishings prevented a
similar revelation. But here is an outstanding character with
an et>och-making comprehension of the most fundamental fact in
Israel's religion. His leadership, laws, and counsels for
future guidance of the nation are but the inevitable and natural
outcome of his intimate -oersonal relations with God. The laws
of regularity in the development of Israel's religion must be
sufficiently elastic to include the almost limitless possibilities
of such a historic character. He^e is not merely a religious
genius. There is an added element, namely, the infusion into
human experience of that which had been flowing only in the
channels of the transcendentally empirical. The result of
this immediate perception of God is the explanation of Moses 1
lifting Jehovah above all nature and local habitation, and
giving to Him those spiritual, personal, and possibly universal
qualities which laid the foundation for Israelitic monotheism
and gave to subsequent prophecy its most significant truths.
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The name under which Moses conceived of God may have helped
him to reach out in the right direction. Whatever its previous
association,-- whether with the god of the Midianites or some
neighboring clan, or with the one who caused rain to fall or
lightning to dart forth,-- still it was only an intellectual
form. Moses put into it a meaning which he had gathered from
his own personal experience of Deity. In this particular,
his service was unique and original* Former Israelitic ideas
and practices had doubtless been suggestive and helpful, but
it was left to him to find their fullest utility. While
there can be traced a historical continuity between the pro-
ohecy of the patriarchal period and the sublime prophetic
activity of Moses, to try to establish causal relations between
the two, overlooking the bald personal achievements, is to
disregard the structural forces of history. The death of
Moses was not followed by an immediate and still higher devel-
opment of the prophetic spirit and product. In fact, much that
he had experienced was lost sight of in the succeeding century.
His unique experience none had comprehended and could not
duplicate. It is the nan, Moses, in intelligent communion
with the only true God, rather than an automatic development
of pre-Mosaic manticism, which gave to the Israelites this
masterful impetus in the direction of true prophecy. Prom
this time forward, there was before the nation a concrete,
historic example of the true method of prophecy. The great
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law-giver had made a personal discovery of the Infinite. In
this transcendental experience he had become the Columbus of
monotheistic inquiry. It was his discovery that revolutionized
Israel's religion- He had brought back trustworthy evidence
of having ascertained the location and character of Jehovah.
His disclosures became authoritative for succeeding generations
of prophets.
In the conspicuous example of Moses ever before the
Israelites, the conflicting Aramean, Canaanitic, Babylonian,
and Mosaic conceptions of Deity, and the inherent prophetic
impulses are found the elements which explain the condition of
prophecy during the period of the Judges. ITone were able to
appreciate the ethical and rational heights to which Moses had
attained. The prophetic method became degraded. Instead of
a personal, there was adopted largely a psychological approach
to what was felt to be Deity. The Mosaic emphasis of individ-
uality was lost sight of. The r>rophetic ideal of the Exodus
was too high for those who had not had the cultural advantages
which Moses had had. They move in an atmosphere of vulgarity
and thus miss the only path leading to divine illumination.
The results of their efforts have little constructive value in
the development of Israel's religion, nor do they clarify the
prophetic method. Instead of an emphasis upon the coordination
of psychological elements into personal equipoise, there was
the extravagant, unbalanced use of the emotional or the volitional
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r>o\rerB. And wherever there wau this lack of personal integrity,
raanticism never made a lasting contribution to ethical nono-
theisra. For lack of -nrophctic guidance, the nation underwent
a process of religious disintegre tion. The elimination of the
adopted Canaanitic customs and yieldings to other heathen
influences, in the light of the Mosaic contribution constituted,
in large measure, the prophetic problem of the two succeeding
centuries- But seldom was this problem clearly comnrehended






After the Mosaic der»osit had been made, there can be
traced succesaive stages in the purification of the conduct
of thoae in Israel whose religious impulses were of auperior
f orcefulness • The excessive emotionalist, the expression of
whose religious feelings showed the smallest degree of rational
or ethical quality, were called Nebhiim. These were not far
removed from trie degradation of Canaa.aitic heathenism. They
we^e ancient dervishes devoted to a naive conception of Jehovah.
Their standard of efficiency was ecstatic.
Among the divine injunctions recorded in Deuteronomy
(18:9-22) are soecific instructions concerning the attitude of
Israel toward the forms of Bub-prophe tiara already existing
among the ancient inhabitants of Canaan. nThou shalt not
learn to do after the abominations of those nations. There
shall not be found with thee anyone that maketh his son or his
daughter to pass through the fire, one that useth divination,
one that practise th augury, or an enchanter, or a sorcerer,
or a charmer, or a consulter with a familiar spirit, or a
wizard, or a necromancer. Jehovah thy God hath not suffered
thee so to do. Jehovah thy G-od will raise up unto thee a
prophet from the midst of thee, like unto me; unto him thou
shalt hearken. I will put my words in his mouth, and he
shall s;oeak unto them all that I shall command him." As a
matter of history, however, instead of there being a thorough-
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going abolition of these forbidden practiceo, many, v/ith more
or leaa alteration, were continued, the name of Jehovah being
substituted for those of the native deities. After tne death
of Samuel, and when the Philistines had determined to harass
Israel, Saul, after having consulted dreams, Urim, and prophets,
turned for illumination to the witch of En-dor (I Sam. 28:3-14).
Divination, a somewhat general term, was used to designate
attempts, by various means, to ascertain the mind of the deity.
It included necromancy, the consultation with the spirits of
the dead; the making inquiry of the teraphim or household
deities which, though abolished by Josiah, reappeared during
the exile(Zech. 10:2); oneiroraancy or the dependence upon
drea?ns for guidance or knowledge of the future ; inquiries made
from the gods by fire, water, and trees. The method of re-
straining, commanding, and consulting evil spirits was some-
times by exorcism, in which the powe^ was wielded by properly
pronouncing the names of the demons. The sorcerer, through
the use of superordinary knowledge or power, gained in any
manner, was able to connive with evil spirits and bring about
illness, death, or calamity due to storms or fire. But, how-
ever wide- spread or persistent, the forms of magic practiced
in Israel, their importance in the historic development of the
art of prophecy, was not as great as was that of the means used
to discover the attitude of deity. One pointed in the direction
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sincerity in affection or strength of volition when accompanied
with such prostitution of the intellect, could make sorcery a
constructive element of large value in the development of the
eighth century tyt>e of prophetic individual.
Remaining as a noticable factor in the national life,
divination was brought into sharp anthithesis with the higher
order which knew no professionalism or accommodation to un-
worthy demands. When regarded merely as a movement, prophecy
may be said to have been a purification in the interests of
ethical monotheism, of a former mystical movement. It was a
new and higher order of men in whom the rational and moral
aspects are clearly superior. There may have been no greater
intensity of activity but it counted for more in the history
of the nation. With the higher ethical and rational character
of the literary prophets, there was inevitably a casting about
for the most highly ethical and rational elements in the primitive
religion of the Hebrews. But the noteworthy fact was the
personal superiority of the literary prophets to all who had
preceeded them and especially to those who practiced divination.
A seer was one who could discern things beyond the ordinary
ken. His was a divine gift by which hidden or lost things
could be found. Samuel was asked to reveal the whereabouts
of the strayed asses of Kish (I Sam. 9). The servants of the
owner had no thought that the animals had gone in the vicinity
of the seer's home in Ramah. His range of information was not
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limited to Ms own locality. Another Beer, Ahijah, though
blind, was able to discern the aoproach of the queen of Jero-
boam even though Bhe had tried to conceal her identity. No
effort to disguise herself could baffle the seer's divine gift
of nei-ce pt i on • The name of David's seer was Gad (I Chron.
21:9) and through him future events were revealed to the King.
Likewise, Micaiah predicted for Ahab the disastrous outcome of
the expedition against Ramoth-gilead. To the seer's nower of
locating lost things, of discerning attempted deception, of
perceiving happenings in the near future, must be added that
of understanding the hidden meanings of events. Thus Samuel
could explain to the bewildered Israelites the reason for the
seemingly permanent supremacy of the Philistines
,
and to
Elijah was known the moral significance of the drought. The
popular notion, shared by Balak, King of Moab , that Balaam
possessed the power to injure Israel by pronouncing a curse,
was shown to be erroneous. He had no power to change the
nurpose of God or to interfere with future events, even though
he had fore -knowledge of them.
The annotation, "He that is now called 'the prophet' was
beforetime called 'the seer'", (I Sam. 9:9), suggests that there
may have been a change of character in these men of prophetic
insight, reflected in the change of name. But if such a
development had been observed, it could not have shown pro-
found transformation. For Samuel, who is the great out-
il&i/ori?
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ctanding eecr, showed a power of initiative, and "pursued
national religious ends" equal to that of the literary prophets.
The quality of personality in the prophet of the eighth century
was not greatly superior to that of the seer, Samuel. The
spiritual penetration into the ultimate realities or meanings
of events brought thes seer vcp onto a plane closely approximating
that of Amos and Hosea. The great literary prophets were
uniformly concerned with the ultimate spiritual explanations
of events and facts far above the trivial. But they were not
always free from the ecstatic mental condition which frequently
characterized the seer.
In early Hebrew religion, visions were considered a legit-
imate method of cognition. ""Then addressing Aaron and Miriam,
Jehovah said "if there be a nrophet among you, I, Jehovah, will
make myself known unto him in a vision". (Num. 12:6f). In the
process of such a revelation, however, the mind was represented
as passive; the ordinary method of having the external stimulus
cone through the channels of the senses being set aside. The
mind was not given the task of actively making over the material
given it by the senses into its own form of knowledge. That
function had been disregarded and knowledge, ready-made, was
imparted in the vision. On account of this divine disregard
of the ordinary process, the content of the vision was looked
upon as a direct revelation from God.
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Th* Hebrew mind being unused to abstract or technically
philosophical thinking resorted to pictorial images as an ?tid
to clearness of thought- Visions were, not infrequently, the
means by which the prophetic mind grasped its great message-
Not that they were the sources of revelation, "but rather that
the truth, having taken possession of his mind and heart,
created the vision as its imaginative clothing". Reasoning
b; r means of a concrete analogy was no less cogent and vitally
significant in its outcome. The psychological use of the
vision was largely outgrown. Its use by the later prophets
was for epistemological and literary reasons. First to clarify
the conception already in possession but indistinctly appre-
hended and then used as an effective means of communicating the
conception to the pictorial mind of the people. In early
prophecy visions are a psychological prerequisite; in later
prophecy they a-^e a literary art.
Unusual significance inheres in the fact that, from the
earliest historic period, prophets were not socially isolated.
In the early prophetic guilds was found a congenial religious
environment. It is highly improbable that in the eighth
century the productive prophets were without communication with
those who were intelligently in sympathy with them. A notable
companionship is attributed to Elijah and Elisha. A period
of unbroken intimacy helped to initiate the latter into the
mysterious method of successful approach to Jehovah. The
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intellectual and emotional reactions aroused in contact with
natural phenomena alone do not furnish adequate suggestions to
lead to that personal approach to deity which is seen in pro-
phetism. To the prophetic mind, God had a social value. He
satisfied social needs. The social instinct developed in
contact with others nade possible a greater susceptibility to
the inrract of the infinite mind. Communion with Jehovah was
a social activity. Anthropomorphic conceptions of God were
of the highest religious utility. They were social ideas,
giving attractiveness to the conception of God and saving it
from "being lost in abstraction. Worship of such a God satis-
fied an inherent social instinct. Th^re was mutual otherness
between the nrophet and the infinite mind and, at the same
time, intercommunication.
Marked individuality and rational independence of thought
and action is characteristic of a high type of personality.
Before that type appeared in Israel, there were those who were
largely dependent upon others for suggested directions of
activity. Such were the schools of the prophets, first men-
tioned in connection with Saul and continuing after the appear-
ance of Amos and Isaiah. They lived as cenobites, forming
communities around prominent sanctuaries or moving in bands
from place to place. They were moved by common or contagious
impulses. They were sympathetically excitable- With music
and pious enthusiasm they animated each other. Their mysticism
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wai not, however, wholly unethical. By their praising "the
righteouB acts of Jehovah", they incidentally formulated a
religious vocabulary which later prophets made large uae of.
By causing a wide use of religious Phrases, they made possible,
subsequently, a literary appeal to the nation. They prepared
the way for those later men of God who, unlike themselves, had
clearly defined and marked independence of personality. Though
they seemed to be unable to live isolated lives, they held the
resnect of prophets greater than themselves.
Additional evidence of the personal immaturity of the sons
of the prophets is seen in their attitude toward the wicked
campaign of extermination inaugurated by Jezebel. Pronhets
who are not sure of their ground show no resistance. They
either flee or succumb. One hundred found refuge in a cave
where, in a state of passivity, they lived on bread and water
(I K. 18:13). Many who we "e slain were, doubtless, merely
unable to escape. Some were brave but helpless. The one
man to stand out successfully against the idolatrous queen,
thereby established his greatness and indicates the transition
from the sons of the pronhets to their mighty successors.
The sons of the nrophets seemed to lack the elements of
leadership. They were conscious of themselves as members of
groups rather than courageous pioneers in the field of religious
experience or as creators of public sentiment. They responded
to the leadership of such a man as Samuel (I Sam. 7:17), and
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recognized the greatness of Elijah and EliBha (II K. 2:15).
In their devotion to the Israelitic religion as they conceived
it to be, may be found a suggestion of the magnificent patriot-
ism found in their heroic successors. Their willingness to
fCive themselves up wholly to the function of -prophecying could
not have been wholly without its influence in the making of
the subsequent giants of the eighth century.
The literary prophets were differentiated from the so-
called false prophets by their superior devotion to, and clearer
a-n-orehensi on of, ethical and religious truth. They lived
above the mercenary plane. They could not be induced to pro-
phesy "smooth things" for money. Their zeal for national
prosperity did not interfere with their apprehension of what
was right. The true prophets was" free from the spirit of
professionalism. They could not compromise the truth for the
sake of a more munificent gift. To make a good living was not
their highest ambition. That some of those who were suited,
by temperament and by familiarity with the method of divination,
should succumb to the temptations incident to the performance
of the prophetic function, was inevitable. Political exigencies
frequently arose in which a prophetic assurance of national
security or prosperity had large commercial value. For men
familiar with the art of divination to lack the moral quality
adequate to withstand the temptation to give forth a pleasant
message in order to secure royal patronage, was inevitable.
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The psychological equipment essential to divination was not
preconditioned by ethical superiority of character. The slory
of the eighth century literary prophets consisted in the fact
that in addition to their being the consummate product of the
psychological movement represented by the different stages of
pre-prophe tism, they were passionately devoted to a religious
ideal. With them, the truth of ethical monotheism rose
superior to national interests.
In general, there were two methods of -prophecy in Israel,
each having its historic rise in customs more ancient. One
was objective and indirect; the other, subjective and direct.
The former made use of omens in nature, such as the appearance
of slaughtered victims (Ezek. 21:21), or the leaves rustling
in the tree-tops (II Sam. 5:22). The other, by far the more
important, was an impression made directly on the mind of the
prophet. This general division might also be applied to
various forms of sub- prophet ism, such as divination and sorcery.
The practical problem of the psychology of prophecy is primarily
that of the direct personal dealings of the man of God with
the Infinite. Only in as far as the facts of the subjective
forms of sub- prophet ism help to point out the method of the
higher order of spiritual activity, can they be considered as
rationally antecedent to the literary prophets.
There are distinct marks of resemblance between the pro-
phets under consideration and the different forms of pre-
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rrophetism. Even the greatest of Israel's early prophets,
such as Amos, iBaiah, and Jeremiah, we >-e not wholly free from
ecstatic experiences. Such ecstasy was the universal con-
comitant of seeing visions. An overpowering influence was
felt. But it was in possession of the rational content ac-
quired during such trances that the prophet came to deliver his
message. Emotion wau not, with him, an end in itself. The
message was the vital thing. That is, the rational element
was dominant. If the vision failed to yield a new grasp of
ethical t -uth, it had no value to a man of Amos' s tyre. It is
only after the characteristics of pre-prophe tisra had "been placed
under rational control, had been correspondingly refined and
dedicated to the establishment of ethical monotheism in the
life of a people already possessing a national consciousness,
that the new era of prophecy was inaugurated. The mind reflects
the character of the objects of its prof oun.de st contemplation.
In the immediate presence of infinite realities and with an
increasingly rational appreciation of significance, the entire
personality is lifted onto a higher plane of personal grandeur.
There is a freshness, originality, and immediacy of thought
that stands forth in its own inherent right. It asks no human
patronage and fears no human resistance. The Israelites of
the eighth century, recognized, instinctively, the holy origin
of such a message. The prophetic claim did not seem sacriligeous
.
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The prevalence of unethical mysticism in Israel, during the
time under consideration, furnishes a striking contrast to the
content of the^ prophetic message as well as to the methods used
in bringing that message to the attention of the nation. That
the nrophets were so free from this charac teristic of their
time, is a snlendid tribute to the quality of their characters.
A current conception of pronhetic efficiency in the nreceeding
century was permeated with unethically mystical ideas. A
study of the psychology of the Semitic race reveals a tempera-
ment unusually susceptible to mystical suggestion. The
imagination was easily stirred by an irrational expression of
emotion. The inevitable result of this fact was the growth of
sorcery, magic, soothsaying, and necromancy. A naive appeal
for popular support was made by a primitive attempt to reduce
to a science such meaningless extravagances. Eight centuries
after the earliest recorded prophecies, a. knowledge of these
supposed principles of witchcraft had commercial value. Those
who had been held in high esteem by the nation had, at times,
given themselves over to this sort of thing. (I Sam. 10:10, 11).
The priests, whose function it was to put into popular form the
prophetic and codal teachings, resorted to the use of a ritual
providing for large elements of unethical mysticism. The
relative freedom of these stalwart prophets from spiritual
dissipation, especially when their purpose was to make an
effective, popular appeal, throws light upon the real value of
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their writings. The prophetic appeal was based upon the
element of fear rather than that of curiosity in the minds of
the people.
One of the earliest prophetic problems was that of the
purification of Israel's religion from the relics of Canaanitish
and other Seme tic, religious forms. The work seems never to
have been fully accomplished. The molten sea which Hiram of
Tyre built for Solomon, (I Kings 7:23), stood on twelve oxen.
The horns on the altar in the temple remained a permanent part
of the altar, though there was given to them a spiritual sym-
bolization of Jehovah's strength and protecting nower* The
two golden bullocks in Dan and Bethel were not imitations of
Egyptian gods, neither was the molten calf which Aaron caused
to be made and which he declared to be the God of Israel.
Among the Semites, the steer was a symbol of invincible, divine
strength. Jereboarn only re-established an old cult in supply-
ing Dan and Bethel -^ith steers as objects of worship. These
were old altars used by former Canaanitish people. Israel had
been instructed to break them down (Judges 2:1-5), but had not
obeyed (Judges 17:4. 18:30). The people under Jereboam only
returned to their former cult, -- or, had not fully given it
up. The tenacity of these original cults, many illustrations
of which appear in the early history of the religion of Israel,
constituted one of the very first and gravest of the problems
for the prophets. It is logical to expect to find in the
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writings of the eighth century prophets a vigorous continuation
of this aspect of early pronhetic activity. The new altar at
Jerusalem, only with the greatest dificulty, could compete with
those high altars having hidden origins or their former associa-
tion with holy men and patriarchs. Antiquity and mysticism
make powerful appeals to the primitive mind. It takes a long
time before "productive phantasie" and the oriental love of
making pilgrimages are able to popularize, in the deepest sense,
a comparatively new place of worship and sacrifice.
A remarkable fact about the highest type of prophecy as it
appeared in Israel, is the unusual dynamic balance of psycho-
logical elements. The Hebrew word for prophet, Habhi
,
suggests
that originally, the prophet moved in an atmosphere of excite-
ment. Another word, Chozeh, frequently applied to him,
emphasizes "the ecstatic gazing of the Drophet w . The emotional
intensity was at times limited only by capacity for physical
endurance. "Prose utterances highly impassioned, were, on
certain occasions, an inadequate means of expression. The
whole body was called upon to help convey the rushing torrent
of emotion. The removal of all clothing, heaping indignities
upon the body by rolling in the dust, wailing and lamentation,
which seemed more like the outcry ings of irrational beings than
of trustworthy revealers of eternal truth (Micah l:8f), were
expressions of prophetic emotion. Even the disruption of
family ties seemed to Hosea better fitted to carry the thought
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of the religious -prostitution of Israel than ordinary speech.
(H08. 1, 2, 3). Where such expedients were not resorted to
and the prophets used the ordinary method of expressing their
thoughts, their emotion so influenced the choice of word3 and
illustrations and the construction of sentences that they have
become classic examples of impassioned prose. While using
words, one prophet (Jer. 9:1) longs for the power to use his
head and eyes also to help express his grief. Physical
exhaustion in adding an emotional element to the prophetic
delivery was not uncommon.
Prophecy in the eighth century may be thought of as that
mental or spiritual activity resulting from the unusual respon-
siveness of a finite mind to the Infinite j an illuminated mind
and ethically educated conscience making possible conceptions
of a lofty spiritual character; the endeavor to communicate
such conceptions to the nation. The prophet also tries to
facilitate the crystalization of their influences into customs,
rites, ceremonies, and laws. In this entire process, self-
identity, autonomy, and volitional freedom are in possession.
The prophetic mind may be said to be controlled by a religious
passion -that has the right of way among all its impulses. It
may be overpowered by a great, throbbing idea. But that com-
pelling idea which thus dominates the mind is not an extraneous
or incongruous factor. It is related, in accordance with the
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Th^re was a onaaive, as well aa an active, aapect of the
prophetic experience. Isaiah and Ezekiel refer to the aenae
of pressure from an outaide source. It seemed to have com-
pelling force. Other prophets had a feeling of helplesaneaa
when thus seized upon. To realat la imnoaaible. In the
figurative language uaed to describe the psychological phrasea
of prophecy, the~e are 8uggeations of clairvoyance and clair-
audience . But these finer spiritual faculties do not create,
they only enable one to become cognizant of phenomena already
existing and exerciaing an influence unon the prophet. Frenzy
and ecstacy are likewise supposed to have been occasioned by
objective spiritual realities. But, however powerful these
external influences, they never, in the cases of the canonical
prophets, destroy the rational faculties. The message, rather
than any strange experience, was the important thing. The
mystical -vas ever subordinate to the rational, though exer-
cising a -profound influence upon the manner in which the message
vras held and delivered.
This fact that the prophets seomed powerless in the
possession of divine messages does not indicate that they were
lacking in volitional or inhibitory control. It was because
of the strength of the rational and volitional qualities that
the emotional was extreme in its manifestation. The purely
intellectual qualities vere not prostituted in the interest of
an inexplicably mysterious experience. Passion was a mark of
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intolloct itl strength rather th,in weuknouu. The ov»; r pov/e r ing
practical necessities which occasioned the prophetic pleadinga,
threateninga
,
encouragements, and denunciations made dis-
passionate reauoning impossible and attention to niceties of
expression, blasphemy. It was because of the power of the
prophetic mind to appreciate causal and temporal relations that
it was so thoroughly wrought up. Theira was not the kind of
emotionalism thit vanished into humiliating nothingncaa.
It gave rather to thought that temper that made it p083ible to
pierce the darkeat immoralities and most stolid indifference.
Paaaion became a means to an end ^ather than an end in itself.
It was the rational faculty that was dominant. It was the
emotional element that made prophetic truth contagious. It
was born of rational insight and determination rather than
irrational and unethical groping.




During the ninth century, the international conditions
favored the growth of a national snirlt in Israel. The Blow
r>r oce8a of amalgamation was undiBturbed by the ambition of
Egyptian or Mesopotamian rulers. It wub left to the Philistines
to force upon Israel the issue of a losu of both religious and
political identity or a struggle for supremacy. The inter-
tribal inheritance wa^ an adequate beginning of tne national
interests. Those who we~e interested in the preservation of
t:ie patriarchal religion and its high development in the hands
of Moses were thus forced to consider political interests.
It did not take long to discover that mere religious frenzy did
not get anywhere in the solution of such problems as these.
Under such circumstances, even the multiolication of lone
enthusiasts into bands or guilds failed to provide the rational
insight needed. In this post-Mosaic period, the first ap-
pearance of this rational element in prophecy is found in
Deborah and the call for tribal co-operation. Of far greater
importance is the call of the prophet Samuel for a king. There
is also no doubt but that the enthusiasm of the prophetic
guilds was often occasioned by the political and religious
exigencies at the time of the earliest appearances of a national
consci ousness
.
But even in this early period of impulsiveness and polit-
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loreahadowed political autonomy. The prophetess Deborah, by
an appeal to the religious emoti one, had sought to awaken all
all the tribea to a united action against a common foe. The
unifying influence of this victory was due not only to her
skilled leadership but also to the widely spread conviction
that the Jehovah who had been praised for His delivering of
Israel from Egyptian tyranny, had come from His seat in Sinai
to help Israel fight against her foe and His. The literary
excellence in which this victory was c^lebra^ed helped to
3tyread and deepen the influence of this notable event. The
intensely religious interpretation thus early given to one of
the most important historic events in the beginning of the
development of a national consciousness, thus became the founda-
tion of a later and most powerful prophetic anneal. It was
a national event. Unlike a multitude of local stories of
victories over foes, this one, with its strong religious inter-
pretation, found its way into all narts of the nation. Thus,
to a political event, at the very beginning, was given religious
significance
.
That this religious disposition was greatly in need of
ethical refinement during this early period, is seen from the
fact that a physical giant, churlish, ill-tempered, melancholy
in defeat, spiteful and revengeful, could stand, in the popular
lind, as being a nearer approach to Deity than those who
f ollowed his erratic leadership. His being chosen as king
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made Saul Beera to hia people the expression of the divine will.
The divinera of hie time were confused in <tn atmosphere of
unethical rayaticiam. But aoon the time wa:s to come when the
religious seers of Israel would have auch a clear conception
of moral integrity that they would not be disconcerted in
analyzing even the deeds of those whose exaltation to the
kingly office made them, according to traditional notions,
marked religiouB characters. In the early stages of transi-
tion from semi-nomadic to agricultural life, the^e was present
not only the universal habit of construing political eventa in
forms of religious thought, but there can be discerned, as well
the tendency to give that religion a high ethical quality born
in the contemplation by prophets, now unknown, of the character
of Jehovah.
With the coming of the prophet Samuel, a new element is
seen in the life of Israel. The people were beginning to
appreciate the value of national autonomy. Thoughts of the
divine right and acquired power of self-government awakened
popular enthusiasm. Previously, Deborah the prophetess had
assumed national leadership to destroy the Midianite oppression
but at that time, the idea of a nation had not been universally
antedated. Samuel had the religious devotion common to the
numerous bands of prophets of his day, but to it he added zeal
for national greatness. His political feelings were intensifi
by the fact that existence as a nation was endangered by Phil-
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tattne aggre»Bl Taneas . Iarael'a bond of national unity wan
"eligloua. The man moat Intelligently religious waa the firut
to ar-ring to the defence of the nation. Other nropheta of his
day, in large numbers, dwelt near the sanctuaries or went roving
about in companies. They were fervently religious but did not
have the clear national conception of Samuel. With him,
community sentiments had expanded sufficiently to take in the
nation. With hira, prophecy took the direction which author-
ized and inspired the establishment of a monarchy. An im-
portant transition affected the whole life of the people.
Relative permanency of abode, fixed occupations, settled life,
localized interests, and a birth of the sense of national unity
were increasingly present. "All Israel from Dan to Beersheba
knew that Samuel was established to be a prophet of Jehovah"
(I Sam. 3 :20) .
Soever Samuel was and whatever the origin of his religious
superiority, he prepared the way for a wider acceptability of
Saul's leadership than the physical giant, of his own influ-
ence, could have done. ,,rith each important event, in the early
development of a national consciousness, there was present a
religious character who gave it a peculiar interpretation in
accordance with the religious traditions of the people. The
presence of Saul and his significant victory over the Amonites
was construed by this religious person, in whom the people had
confidence, as being in accordance with the pleasure of Jehovah.
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The increasingly valuable real estate poaaeaaiona of the people
made thera more aenaitlve to the ruthle88 plunder inga of the
Canaanitic tribea and naturally there came a demand for a strong
peraon who could be relied upon for protection. The Idea of a
national government, was not articulately present in the popular
demand for a big man and valiant fighter. It waa a wave of
popular Bentiment most urgent and clearly defined v.-he re the
need of orotection waa greatest. Samuel's position made it
possible for him to crystalize and give concrete expression to
that demand and to atart a popular conviction of the divine
ratification of the selection. Having thus given, at the
beginning of Saul's career, a religious interpretation to the
new leader, subsequent events, even of the moat material char-
acter, were deacribed in terms of divine favor or displeasure.
The mere recording, with historic precision, of feats of martial
prowess, did not satisfy the -oopular demand created by pre-
prophetic influences. Centuries before the first appearance
of written prophecy, to construe oolitical and economic events
in the terms of current religious ideas had become an obsession
among the leaders of Israelitic thought. The function of pre-
prophetism was, with ever increasing clearness, to strengthen
the ethical elements in these established modes of religious
thinking. The successive steps in the development of this
disposition cannot be pointed out with clearness. The earliest
indications of prophetic activity find it already determining
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the chardieter of whatever generalizations were made from tribal
events and traditions. It is clear that Samuel's attitude had
a counterpart in the naive thought of the peor>le.
During the r«lgn of Saul, a runture occurred between the
prophets and the nation's ruler which would have led to an
early independence of prophecy had not David been disposed to
welcome its influence in the national affairs. Later, there
arose kings who failed to appreciate the full prophetic con-
ception of the nation's destiny, with the result that the nro-
phets, on their own initiative, took im the guardianship of the
kingdom- This independence developed in some instances to
outward opposition. The nation was of greater importance than
the king. For him to conduct the national affairs from any
but the religious standpoint, was to invite the public denun-
ciation of the prophet even though political confusion was the
result. After the idea of the nation had been clearly defined,
the prophets asserted their right of criticism of the reigning
monarch. It v:as Nathan v^ho determined that Solomon should
succeed David. Ahab • s most bitter enemy was Elijah. Elisha
caused Jehu to be anointed at Ramoth-gilead.
The chief contribution of Samuel to prophecy was his em-
phasis upon the indissolubility of political and religious
integrity. With him, a king's political usefulness was im-
paired by religious laxity. A vigorous prosecution of
aggressive military campaigns had to be coupled with stern
T3
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fulfillment of ethical requirements of religion. Perfunctory
cereaonial performances were valueless when associated with
disobedience in carrying out to the letter the revealed olan
of campaign againat the AmalekiteB. Saul "became u/bjorbed in
his efforts to subdue the Philistines and showed a corresponding
lack of interest in maintaining the highly ethical Mosaic
standard of religion. It was Samuel who called attention to
this weakness in the king and declared him thereby unworthy to
retain his royal office. The nronhet represents Jehovah as
demanding political obedience as a ^re- requisite of religious
acceptability. Even at the beginning of an awakened national
consciousness, there is a proohet who has, in a measure at
least, the sympathy of the prophetic bands, and who holds the
political head of the na'ion to strict religious account. When
the favor of Jehovah is withdrawn, Saul's usefulness as a king
is declared ended. It should be stated in Saul's defence, that
he doubtless lived up to many popular conceptions of religion.
He disobeyed by yielding to the voice of the peonle. The oro-
phetic ideas of Moses had not yet worked their way down into
the popular thought and life. In a religious sense, Samuel
towered high above the men of his day. Even among his fellow
prophets, he seems to be alone in his superior grasp of the
work of the great founder of Israel's religion. It is not
strange that the warrior king, taken from among the people and
having associated with the Nebhiim, failed to measure up to
Samuel's ideal.
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At a time whon such powerful influences were at work, there
cane forth a young leader with unusual personal charm, large
capacity for friendship, a genius for organization, courage
and boldness in planning military campaigns, and no less
striking bravery and fortitude in making his own way to a place
of national prominence. But to David wats -?iven especially
that vision power which 3aw the P0S3ibili ty of crystalizing
the religious and social forces already at work, into a concrete
kingdom. He not only felt what others hoped for but also had
the power to transform It into present nolitical reality. The
king's splendid military victories, his unprecedented domestic
magnificence, made more seemingly splendid in contrast v/ith the
primitive simplicity of his predecessor, his organization of a
court and establishment of new offices, (II Sara. 20: 23-2b),
all accentuated the popular idea of a nation. The contemporary
prophets naturally shared in this new enthusiasm and gave what
seemed to themselves to be an unexaggerated religious inter-
pretation to the economic and political transformation.
Economic inevitability was to then religious certainty and
military security was an incident to divine approbation.
It was given to this later monarch to profit by the failure
of Israel's first king. David's wars were carried on in the
name of Jehovah. His sensitive nature made possible an in-
telligent appreciation of the early religious triumphs of the
builders of Israel's faith. He possessed a prophetic sense
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Of the prpbonce and minlutry of the Infinite. The Samuel who
declared Sanl unfit to ^eign anointed David In the name of
Jehovah* Since the time of MoseB, the naM on had malted for
one of such symmetrical attainments an to he able to appreciate
hoth the rational and emotional problems of Israel's religion
and who could become an effective leader in practical affaire.
"Primarily a warrior r.nd statesman, David was able to make a
personal appropriation of ^/hat was best in the religious teaching
he inherited. His conception of the nation was strongly-
colored with the Mosaic conception of Jehovah's purpose re-
specting Israel. The first marked rationalization of post-
Mosaic prophecy was in the interest of preserving the political
identity of the nation. David marks a climax of th.il tendency.
During his reign, for the first time, all of the tribes took
up, intelligently, the task of nation-building. David adopted
the Prophetic formul? that the enemies of Israel we re the
enemies of Jehovah. As one result of his reign, the~e was a
profound -popularization of what was best in the rc-e -prophetic
movement. His military popularity predisposed his people in
favor of the type of religion of which he was a personal
illustrat ion.
The early religious and political deposits added much to
the possibility of David's effecting a political unification
of the nation. They furnished him with a splendid starting
point. The idea for which his military activity stood was
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already preuent, though without clear definition in the minds
of many of the thought leaders. The conception of unity in
Jehovah, suggested by the defeat of Sisera and the inter-
pretation put upon that victory by Deborah, had not yet been
appreciated in its wide implications by the common people. The
surrounding "Philistines forced oritta unon the Isra> lites which
strengthened the desire for national protection. The perma-
nent agricultural possessions laid the basis for an intelligent,
jnter- tribal sympathy. The lack of emphasis nlaced unon the
tribal consciousness gave to the larger national consciousness
the right of way. The disintegrating effect of the remaining
tribal consciousness was vanishing before the on-coming idea
of a nation. A strong ar.neal to the new snirit had been made
by the physical strength, size, and courage which were the
secrets of Saul's leadership. Under him, there had been
awakened confidence in the success of a military undertaking
backed by united effort. The conspicuous examples of national
wealth and permanency which were to be seen in other nations
must have quickened the hope of similar greatness on the part
of the new-born nation.
But a nation cannot be created in a day. Early national
enthusiasm easily overlooks elements of political weakness.
Conditions existing in the first decade of the divided monarchy
had their logical antecedents in superficialities of the Davidic
Kingdom. To weld together all the elements that contained
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nal i onal s'.rength an<i to eliminate all rolitically disintegrating
influences wan impossible during the reign of one monarch. At
4 ho time of his denth, the^e at ill remained a lingering tribal
pride, competition for popular favor arcon^ the videly scattered
place* of worship. Jealousies had not been entirely forgotten
nor could some people fail to reflect unon the political freedom
of their fathers. As yet there we >~e no naiional traditions
based u^on a long-settled habitation of a unified country. The
natural obstacles to national intercommunication had not been
removed. Even the best-known trade routes were not free from
danger. The interchange of ideas and sympathies, especially
between videly separated parts of the nation, was difficult.
In trying to influence a naive mind, those prophets who felt
the importance of emphasizing the idea of the nation found
difficulty in attributing divine sanctity to that which had not
had time to gro-" mysterious in a remote past. The myths and
legends already current in the various tribes and which con-
stituted obstacles to the work of nationalization were thus
with great difficulty eradicated. Intellectual pre- occupation
as well as difficulty of intercommunication we^e the two chief
reasons of the superf iciali ty of the Davidic accomplishments.
His death was correspondingly calamitous to the national devel-
opment. With the passing away of his personal charm and
strength, there was removed the strongest influence in solid-
ifying the various factors which made for national unity.
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The weaknesses of David's reign we -e grnutly accentuated
by the adopted >olicy of hin successor. Solomon's conception
was strikingly superficial in that it emphasized the extensive
development of the nation, disregarding the religious and
economic problems which his predecessor ' 8 nolicy had created
especially among the tribes far removed from the capital city.
Institutions which were powerful, because of their antiquity,
in contributing permanency to the nation, were lacking- Loyalty
and enthusiasm for the newl}' founded capital were not unmixed
with devotion to other centers of worship, trade, and social
intercourse. The povje^fnl personal attractiveness of David
was not reproduced in his illustrious son. The disposition
to force a policy, distastful to a large -^a^t of the nation,
quickly led to an emphasis of the disintegrating elements. The
freedom and unrestraint of former years, (II Sam. 19:41-20:22.
20:6. 17:11), were now recollected. The king's great grand-
mother was a Moabitess. The formation of the Judaic-Israelitic
kingdom was, after all, not the only way of satisfying the
popular demand for protection from the pillaging, cruelty, and
murder by hostile neighbors. Such dangers we~e thought of in
concrete terms. The naivete of the people made it impossible
to generalize from a long and scattered list of stolen grain,
destruction of sheepfolds, murder of men and outrages on women,
the general precariousness of their former political conditions.
The centuries of agricultural life necessary to eliminate the
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previous nomadic and anarchistic sent iments had not, aa yet,
pa b aed by.
Solomon's further development of the Bupf~f i c 1 all ties of
David's mipn laid the political foundation of Israel's bo ce b -
sion from J\idah. Unlike his father, he was, in a marked
degree, dependent upon precedent and in his ultimate decisions
relied upon the counael of his advisors. His adopted policy
of extension waa especially dangerous in the light of his
inability to make the powerful personal and democratic appeal
of his predecessor. The novelty and surprise which character-
ized David's appeal to the nation was, to him, impossible.
Internal revolts had not yet ceased. (II Sam. 19:20). The
most imperative demand at the close of David's reign wau f or a
king who could deepen and intensify the sense of unity and
nationality already implanted. But instead of welding together
more firmly the various elements of the young nation, he
yielded to the temptation to spread out more v.-idely and to try
to assimilate a still more heterogeneous and dangerous group
of conquered nations. While reaching out to conquer a far
distant people, he overlooked seditious influences at work under
the shadow of his own capital. His policy did not include the
endeavor to make the conquered people conform to the national
character and religion of his father's people. His political
policy did not include the eradication of those pagan religious
customs observed by the people annexed to his growing kingdom,
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und thue was Bhown hiB lack of devotion to the religious ideaa
vhich already had been Bet forth in the pre- nrophe t ic inter-
pretations. And so, anions the once loyal .-sub.lecta of David,
suspicion and diatruat save way to active religious onoosition.
The political weukneaa and decay of Babylonia, Assyria,
and Egypt rave Israel an unparalleled opportunity for develop-
ment- David had taken advantage of the conditions of theae
nations, giving his kingdom extensive exr-anaion. Solomon's
most Pressing problems we^e intensive. The collection of
caravan tolls provided him with a large revenue. Through an
alliance with Tyr« , he obtained porta on the Mediterranean Sea.
His kingdom included Edom and thus he had norts on the Gulf of
Akaba. Phoenician sailors manned his ships. The administra-
tion of the country was organized after the Assyrian model.
Twelve fiscal governors were appointed to collect taxes, Judeae
alone being exempt. Here the king ruled in person. This
policy cultivated the good-will of his father's tribe; the
immediate surroundings of his court being friendly. Judeae
reciprocated this interest and her destiny became identified wi
that of the Davidic dynasty. But while these ties were being
strengthened, the affection of the tribes was being alienated,
esnpcially because they were forced to contribute labor and
taxes to the great building projects which glorified a rival.
The lavish expenditure of wealth upon Jerusalem made Hebron and
Samaria envious, for they also had caught the idea of city-
building, but were without adequate resources to compete





successfully with her. Solomon had seen In other oriental
capitals the magnificent r-OBBibl 11 1 1 eo of hio own city. Through
an alliance with Tyre, he Becured carpenters, mauona, architects,
and artificers in bronze. In Jerusalem, as in other oriental
capitals, were botanical and zoological gardens for foreign
plants and animals. Israel vau compelled to furnish one
hundred and fifty thousand unskilled laborers. Any friction
between the priests and the monarchy wa3 skilfully avoided.
Larger religious meaning was given to the Davidic kingdom. 3ut
even the attributing of sanctity to the dynasty could not over-
come the disintegrating influences of foreign innovations.
This fact seems to have been overlooked for no army outside of
a body guard and the garrisons was maintained to furnish ro-
ersive uower in times of need.
The origin of the Northern Kingdom, as such, is found in
a forceful breaking away from -political subordination forced
unon it by the snlendor-loving Solomon. The people go forth
as victors in war 7?ith very little political or moral stability.
The reigns of the three kings had not yet overcome the condi-
tions of impulsiveness under the Judges. Once free from the
enforced influence of Jerusalem, the most natural development
was back to the former religious and moral conditions. Free-
dom was more a motive than the creation of a new order of
superior moral and religious stability. Higher religious con-
ceptions were not forcefully present. The instinct of the
[fit m ml.
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neople at lnrge, rather than the clear, strong leadership of a
man of Ood
,
gave direction to hatever development took place.
Thie desire to maintain a conservative policy baued upon thfl
former religious concentione lingered in the popular mind and
led to a partial dissipation of the prophetic influence which
already had be*»n felt. There was no creative influence to
counteract this backward tendency. The^e was no leader strong
enough to turn It back. Ahijah (I Kings 14:1-1P) may have had
such clear insight and high ambition, but his influence was not
effective in turning back the popular current of thought. In
spite of the spiritual influence of him and of similar men who
were his contemporaries, the old conditions under Saul and
David came once more into vogue. The more settled political
way a of Judah we~e not adopted. The occupanc;/ of the throne
was a question of force or might. Marked advancement, either
moral or religious, during the first four reigns in Israel,
was impossible.
Preceding the appearance of the great written prophecies
of the eighth century, in snite of the unifying influence of
the temple of Jerusalem, a religious, as well as a political,
line of clearage between Israel and Judah can be discerned.
Disregard for Solomon's activity in behalf of the religion of
his fathers would not have left the people of the Northern
Kingdom wholly without religious precedents. An early com-
mandment (Ex. 20:24-26) had required rigid simplicity in the
lo a
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makin? of alturu to Jehovah. The utepa were to be of earth.
No hewn ulonea we -e permitted to be used. The oreaence and
blessing of Jehovah in such olaces vrat assured. The ancient
r.ae of steer images as symbols of the presence of deity was
nrobably not prohibited in the pre- pr ophe t ic injunctions. Araoa
nowhere denounces them. Elijah and Elisha apeak no word
againBt then. But even if such crude images we -e not prohibited,
places of worship and sacrifice thus decorated must have ap-
peared in striking contrast if not in such contradiction as to
arouse religious suspicions concerning the character of the
splendor of the tenrnle at Jerusalem. For here were found
costly and artistic decorations. Art had superseded nature.
In place of the simple Israelitic ideas were found "Phoenician
designs. On the walls were gorgeous artistic representations.
"Palms and flovera were used as decorative designs. Pomegranates
were carved in the pillars. There was plenty of sun-resembling
gold. To the rustic folk of the north, the Solomonic tem-ole
would seem more like a fit setting for nature-worship than a
fearful and humble approach to the god-chamnion of the nation,
the personal counsellor of the patriarchs. The distinction
was so marked as to become, inevitably, the occasion of a pro-
phetic activity which justified political and social separation.
Such a shrewd leader as Jereboam would surely turn such a sit-
uation to political advantage. The fact that Israel had already
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rollution. Th^ thought of a Tyian artist bMng employed to
decorate Je'iovah's house wan both shocking and painful to the
3lmr>le worships at a Danite sanctuary. The religious edu-
cation of Israel had not yet made it possible for them to fully
realise v^hat v/e^e the- differences be t'?96n tin nat i -e-wo^ship
of their solendo"- loving neighbors and t ie pure sni-itual wor-
ship of Jehovah. But they knew enough to realize that, in
Jerusalem, their sacred religious tradition*; were being reck-
lessly violated. The limitation of their knowledge made it
poaaible for a leader in sympathy with the idea of political
separation to wield g^eat influence by posing as the natron of
the mire worship of Jehovah. In this he wis aided by p*oohets
of the northern country. Under such circumstances, even the
Placing of the sacred ark, sign of Jehovah in action, in a
house where it would be far removed from the scene of patriotic,
war-like deeds of valor, would make it less pov/erful in its
appeal to the imagination and make misinterpretation possible.
Then, too, it did not contain all of the venerable codes in the
possession of Israel. Whether, to the prophets of the north
country, the innovations of the temple seemed due to religious
indifference on the part of the king or as necessary concessions
to his grand, superficial idea of moulding together the various
religions of his kingdom, they were sufficient to give -eligious
justification of the political separation.
# <r**Btr *ar»aa 9* rn~M b *.£ ~*r~^ fr^r** Of a ^Tr ;
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Thub the building of the temole may be conuide "ed as the
climax of those influences which -nade Israel adont a conuerva-
tive r*elig ouu oolicy. Thia led to an emphauia of ancient
religious customs omitted in Judah. The fact that tne obser-
vance of the national feast in the eighth month seemed to raise
a question of t.io validity- of the law in fo~ce at Jerusalem did
not change the nurnose of the northern oeople. It suggests,
however, the existence of an older lav/ to which an anneal could
be made in enforcing the newly adopted legislation. That men
who we^e not Levites had formerly served as priests was well
known. The high -places of worship were, in some instances,
associated with the most remote beginnings of Hebrew traditions.
To sacrifice at Bethel brought satisfaction to conservative
-eligious natures which could not. easily arm-roach Jehovah in
the midst of Phoenician decorations. The idolatry and un-
chastity, st the sight of which the -nurer Israeli tic mind
revolted, was occasioned by the religious laxity which char-
acterized the court responsible for the building and maintenance
of the temnle.
The inevitable result of Solomon's superficiality when
characteristic of important national ventures was to create
popular thinking and open discussion. The more ardent one's
loyalty to the ancient Israelitic tradition, the more sensitive
would be the appreciation of the dangers involved. Those who
had felt an increasing security while the foundations of David's
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kingdom were being laid, now longed to counteract tne influenc
of the foreign innovations. One result of the favor ahown
those who in former years would have been looked upon with
Justifiable suspicion, wat a nrofound modif icat I on of trie moral
simnlifiity of the -neo^le. The new problems created we - e found
not in Jerusalem alone. Throughout Judah and Israel those
who had intelligent interest in the nreser /ation of national
integrity were deeply stirred. The king had brought unon the
nation the gravest religious crisis of her early history* The
short- sighted and glory-loving Solomon had t.ius caused an unpar-
alleled intellectual activity. This rapid and universal inter-
change of ideas gradually revealed the weaknesses of the obser-
vations of some men and, at the same time, showed the strength
and reliability of others. Men of large capacity for general-
ization and trustworthiness of judgment would, under such
c i reams tance s , become more and more conspicuous. They would
be frequently quoted- Their personal influence would increase.
With a consciousness of influence, in men thus brought into
distinction, the consciousness of responsibility would be clearer
as would also the validity of their observations. The fact
that this intellectual turmoil v/as nation-wide increased the
probability that the most brilliant minds in the nation would
be attracted to an attempted solution of the gigantic problems.
But, as has already been pointed out, the ideas used in the
attempts to make explanations of political events were uniformly
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religious. The principles of a nurely social science w*e a.,
yet nnthought of. The primitive, instinctive religious im-
pulses had already had centuriea of conaciouB and more and more
clearly articulated expreaaion. This stock of religious ideaa
had taken on a character tfiven it by pre- prophet ic influence.
The aharr. contrast between theae i~el1giou8 ideaa and thoae
imported during Solomon'8 reign, emphasized by tie close prox-
imity found in the Judean court, served to distinguiah and to
make justifiable the conservatism of those who resented the
innovations and looked with aoorehensi on u^on the resulting
social changes within the nation. The inevitable result of
these three facts, namely, a national political crisis, the
resulting intellectual activity, the predetermined religious
character of that activity, gave marked impetus to those per-
sonal forces which ultimately came to expression in the literary
prophets of the eighth century.
The time intervening between the reign of Solomon and the
appearance of t"-e prophetic giants of the first half of the
eighth century was not too long to provide for the process of
intellectual turmoil required to develop and sift out such
minds. It provides a period in which others approached the
brilliancy which characterized them. Great issues which were
effecting the perpetuity of the nation and the survival of the
national religion were being more and more clearly defined.
The influence of the temple best illustrates the nature of this
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conflict. The moot vital element in the nev;ly awakened
national conaci ouaneaa wau religiDua. But tnoue :nout loyal
to that element we^e allocked at tJM Phoenician ideas incor-
porated in the temple. The bevelled edgea of the aquare
blocka of atone "ere in striking contraat to the unhewn altar
atonea required by the pureat traditiona. The profuae inner
decorationa outraged the simple Iaraelitic taBte. In form and
ornamentation it way a "Phoenician temple, yet made to receive
Israel's most sacred religious treasures. The model of the
Melkarth temple
,
just completed in Ty^e , was probably used by
Solomon. Yet, with all of its architectural corruptions, it
was still the national center of Israel's religion. The ark
was the-re. Its precious contents vividly brought to mind past
history. The possession of a snlendid capital city had added
to the greatness of the nation. Some of t e priests, even in
the days of idolatrous invasions, ministered in the name of
Jehovah. Such conflicting issues could not be harmonized and
made constructive in the thought of the nation without pro-
longed agitation. A fitting prole -onena to the intellectual
virility of the literary prophets is found in the attempted
solutions of the great political and religious problems forced
upon popular consideration in these two preceeding centuries.
The early conception of God which took hold of the nation
was that of the Almighty One, of whom man must be afraid, from
whom he must hold himself apart in fear, and into whose service
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tlie'-e might come no tnvaalon of the low earthly life of man.
ThiJ rigid wiy of reverencing God, the inevitable way to a
senao-bound mind, >iad to bo takon into account oy t;iOoO early
teachers whose sr>i ritual anprehenai on of Deity woia tne moat
fundamental reli/rious equipment. The activity of a e~ude
imagination has a larrre part in determining the character of
the nrimitive conception of God. The results of this imagi-
nation were constantly in the way of that o'-ogress toward a
spiritual and moral apprehension which the early pronhets, with
a relatively high degree of clearness, tried to stimulate. The
early nrophets established nersonal relations with Jehovah and
without crude intermediaries. But the problem of teaching
Israel how to maintain such direct oer3onal intercourse con-
sumed centuries. The logical necessity of using concrete ideas
and objects to enforce the fundamental conceptions of an
essentially spiritual religion proved to be one of the greatest
obstacles to the success of the early T>rophetic movement. And
these inherent difficulties were increased by the introduction
into Israel, before the beginning of the eighth century, of
foreign religious ideas. ^hoenitish nature-worship had a
large nlace in the court religion at the time of Solomon. The
true conception of Jehovah had not yet been firmly established
in the ^opula^ mind. Consequently, the elaborate ceremonies
introduced by this witty but unwise king gave to the nature
worship of the ^hoenitish Suntemnle a two-fold efficiency in
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r tirding the true an1 ri t.ual development of Tarael. Thla
foreign aenae-religi on destroyed 'noral and r^ligioua barriera
which the oropheta had atriven to erect. Nature wa.; out forth
as being the higher unity between men and God- Tnrough nature
man waa supposed to appreciate the life of God. God waa iden-
tified with the universal nower in nature and this t:iere came
about a desniritu ligation of tne personal, propnetic conception-
In the temnle , tne ark, splendid monument of the personal
dealings of God with his people, became obscured by the brass
pillars, the mural decorations, palms, flowers, and pomegranates
found in a Phoenician temple. The -rc-rlc of prophetic education,
for a time, was overshadowed by a wave of sensuality. The
emphasis of an overoraised nature was destroying the moral
sensitiveness required in the early codes of the nation.
"For a time, the national motives of Israel are seen to be
largely negative. There was no aggressiveness shown against
Judah and her cosmopolotan religion. The motive of Israel, at
first, was simply freedom from what was felt to be too burden-
some and unisraeli t ic requirements. It was not yet the "oroper
time to plan for and execute a constructive development of the
national ideals. The foundation was not yet secure enough.
A relatively clear definition of the conceptions from which
come the national consciousness preceeds any modification of
those conceptions in adapting them to the new conditions in
the growth of the nation. The ease with which Israel found
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und preaerved that which uatiafied this f lindane nt ,%1 necessity
auggeata that the anneal waa not to religious or aocictl novelti<:a
imt rather to that wM ch waa already deeply nlanted in the
Iaraelitic mind. If the aubaequent nolitical exi(?cnciea of
the two nationa had been favorable for tne preservation of the
northern kingdom rather than the aouthern, there would, doubt-
les8, have been preaerved a body of prophetic literature con-
taining as paaaionate protests against Judah as the extant
denunciation of iBrael. The religioua idena u-^on which the
northern kingdom began to build we^e sufficiently different
from those of the neighboring kingdom to make an adequate
rallying noint for a new nation. The passion for nolitical
freedom helped to establish the early negative attitude toward
Judah. So did the sense of an excessive economic burden.
The desire to remain free from religious corruption, also,
helped to establish a merely secessive policy. It was not
freedom from all economic burdens which was demanded, for the
king who led the northern revolution soon undertook the building
of several new sanctuaries. It is doubtful if there was any
murmuring against this project. Inasmuch as it was independ-
ence from the rule of Judah* s king that satisfied Israel's
desire, the strongest motive leading to the separation was
religious and hence provocative especially of prophetic inter-
pretations •
Jon





Such a negative neriod could not long continue in the
political and -<-li^ioitB history of Iti~.fl. The question
naturally arises, to what, extent wee theue initial concep-
tionu factors in determining the inevitable development which
began immediately afte*- the laying of the foundations of the
kingdom? And with this question, comeb aloO the natural one,
what, if any, outside influences modified the general direction
inaugurated by these initial spiritual forces? Was there
sufficient strength in Israel's inherited moral codes and tra-
ditions to control the moral development of the nation without
any new or original contributions? "ras the statement of
religious truth contained in that which had been handed down
to them in need of a re-statement or of clarification or addi-
tion in order to adequately suoply the later religious demands
of the young nation? Freedom from the burden felt so keenly
before the separation would naturally lead to the opposite
extreme whe^e freedom from all restraint was demanded. To
check such a reactionary tendency by attempting to introduce
moral or religious novelties, would meet with failure. The
extent to which the inherited traditions had become deep-
seated in the life of the ^eople is suggested by the religious
balance which Israel maintained during this period of transi-
tion and the ease with which they became a vital part of the
life of the nation after the separation from Jerusalem. The
religious standards in the minds of the people, in comparison
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with which the unwarr inted innovations in Jeruu-tlern had been
clearly seen, were, in part, the logical antecedents of the
eighth century nronhetic concent! ona . It waa the corruption
of the:;e primitive moral and religious Ideas which occaaloned
the pasai onate anneal of the nrooheta to return to what had
been accentable to Jehovah.
The thoroughgoing religiosi ty of the current ideas sug-
gest that there ahould be found a religious justification, on
the part of the Israelites, for their secession from Judah.
Fven though thc-e were armament economic and political reasons,
before the people could feel entirely justified in such an
important undertaking, some reasons which would satisfy the
demands of a prophetic mind would have to be discovered. The
principal economic cause of the separation was found in an
excessive burden which was occasioned in the building of the
national capital. The revenue which Israel was called upon
to furnish seemed to the -neople of the north out of proportion
to the benefits received. When a formal demand that the burden
be lightened was made, the insolent reply was a declaration
that it would be greatly increased. It was impossible for
these free people to play the role of economic subordination.
The building and fortification of cities other than Jerusalem
was carried on but they were not the cities of the north.
G-ezer, Beth-horon, Baalath in Judah, and Todmor were strengthene
at the expense of Israel. There was also a political justifi-
c -01
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cation of their beceuelon* In a spirit of* self- reliance and
independence, t.hey refused to continue to be a part of a king-
dom ruled over by an absolute and unc orapr omi 8 i ng monarch.
Saul and T)avid had nroven their political usefulness by vaging
almost incessart war against the enemies of Israel (I Sam.
9:16. II Sam. 19:9). They had acted as judges also. Jut out-
side of these two functions, they possessed few rights superior
to those of the peot>le. The idea of absolute rights or of a
willful appropriation of heavy revenues for personal pleasure
or magnificence had not characterized their leadership. Even
a census of the people was looked upon as a violation of the
political simplicity which was pleasing to Jehovah (II Sam. 24).
Thus, up to the time of Solomon, the king was not unrestricted
in the performance of his kingly function. Solomon's cos-
mopolitanism gave him notions of the royal prerogatives which
placed him out of political sympathy with Israel. The breach
thus made was widened into entire separation when Solomon's
reckless and undiplomatic son showed open disrespect for the
inherited sense of liberty which the northern tribes felt. The
social ideals of Israel were also outraged by the appearance
in Solomon's household of numerous foreign princesses to whom
the king aitcwed a spirit of indulgence. Then, too, both Saul
and David had been chosen from non-Israelitic tribes. Solomon's
ancestors were not all bone of their bone and flesh of their
flesh. The -primitive social conditions preceeding the eighth
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centu~y madi; it easy to magnify such facts beyond t.i';ir real
bignif icance . There waa an unusual sensi tj veneaa of tribal
distinctions. The ambitious leaders in Israel made use of
these di s integrate ng undercurrent! • The shrewd Jereboam wai
quick to take advantage of thosp circumstances which gave an
unprecedented impetus to these separative influences.
In adding to these political, economic , and social reasons,
those of a distinctively nronhetic or religious nature, one
difficulty is net with. The records are either written by a
Judaic author o^ have been worked over by a Judaic-Deuteronomic
redactor, living a dist J no ti vely Judaic coloring to the judg-
ments passed unon the events. The~e remain, however, some
suggestions of pro-ohecies which were in contradiction to the
general current of the thought of the most famous orophets of
the period. Ahi/iah, an ardent lover of Shiloh, had instilled
ideas of usurpation into the mind of Jereboam (I Kings 11:29).
Shemaiah held a Judaic leader back from the subduing of the
rebellion (I Kings 12:22-24). These two nrophets ran against
the current of the influence represented by Hosea and Isaiah.
There were, doubtless, other pronhets who helped in the separa-
tion, thinking it an unholy compact, but their utterances had
been e i ther corrupted or entirely eliminated from the record
as it now stands. Enough remains, however, to suggest that
the breaking away from the Solomonic kingdom was in large part
the result of deeply religious and conservative motives. It
w*3 mttt rm»m %*Umm<f
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wa8 a movenent to counteract the religious innovations orig-
inating in Jerusalem and corrupting the former religion of
Israel. In making a comparison between the two , it was but
natural for- the nronhets to take their stand in favor of the
older, cruder, but ourer position. Later urophets set them-
Belves against this very corruptive tendency In Judah as seen
in both rulers and r-eople. But the ea^ly pronhets could not
hope to reform the entire kingdom of Solomon. Their only
remaining method of self -nreservat ion , in a religious sense,
was separation and thus to remove the source of contamination.
The prophet Ahijah had told the king that th*» separation f^om
Judah was of the Lord. His later pronhesyings of the des-
truction of Jereboam's house were because of the king's erec-
tion of many images and high places of worship.
Jereboam's building of shrines in Dan and Bethel was a
reactionary and conservative measure. The priests were taken
not from the Levites but from the common people. The annual
feast was transferred from the seventh to the eighth month.
Among Semites, the worship of deity was often accompanied with
the use of a stee^ as the symbol of invincible strength. This
v-orship was not, therefore, an innovation but a return to an
old and pure Hebrew cult. The return to an ancient form of
religion had this advantage over that in Jerusalem. The places
selected had been for a long time recognized as particularly
sacred. Jereboam did not inaugurate a new place of worship
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in th« city of Ms residence. It may be that the cuotora of
using the ancient northern altars had not. been wholly r;1 ven un.
This inference is drawn from Atob 7:13- Gilgal and Beersheba
were altto placeu of worship. Jereboam, believing that he had
prophetic sanction to rule, tried to prevent the alienation of
his subjects' loyalty to the ea^ly faith by making it unneces-
sary for *hem to journey to Jerusalem to attend religious
feasts
.
Jerusalem did not have an attractive power due to mysterious
antiquity which equalled that of some of the northern rdaces of
worship. It had not existed long enough to gather around it
such legends and traditions as those surrounding Horeb . The
builder of the temple was not only known but looked upon with
suspicion as being a corruptor of the pure religion of Israel.
Yet, in spite of Jereboam' s precautions, the people, especially
in later years when the economic and political feelings were
less intense, thought much of the splendid temple in Jerusalem
and its sacred treasure, the Ark of the Covenant. The love
of making pilgrimages, familiarity with their own local shrines,
and, possibly, satiety with them, and the surpassing splendor
of Jerusalem, all helped to increase the popularity of Solomon's
enterprise. In spite of the fact that other religions we T'e
receiving royal patronage in Jerusalem, it remained that the
primary motive in building the temple had been to erect a house






cared for. Even devout rid r onaervati ve dweliera In the
northern kingdom rauat believe that. The increaaing religioua
popularity of Jeruaalera was inevitable. The 8nnerior attractive
rower of the Ark over any a teer- symbols was universally recog-
nized. It had had a wonderful Matory. Diareanect for it
hid been followed quickly by death. It was concrete evidence
of the nation's i-eligioua individuality. Thu8 the criticiam
of the northern aeceaaion from the standroin 4 of the literary
nrophets annealed strongly to the nonular mind.
A starting-roint for the political background of the
eighth century pronhecy can be found in this separation of the
Northern and Southern Kingdoms- This was a momentous question
when Been from the pronhetic view-point. The revolt of the
Northern Kingdom could not be looked upon as merely a aeparation
from the Davidic nation. It was desertion of the cause of
Jehovah. And to the prophetic mind of Amos and Hose^, this
would constitute the inevitable occasion of downfall. To
those v.'ho looked upon material prosperity as indicating the
-rover of Jehovah, it was natural to see, in the glory of the
cou~t at Jerusalem, evidence of divine approbation of the
national idea. Powerful unifying influences we ^e at work.
The~e <-ere current hero stories that had transcended the limit-
ations of a single tribe. The stories of how early champions
and ancestors had achieved, in the settlement of Canaan, vic-
tories of national importance , had been preserved and were a
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coranon noBs» bb 1 on . Such legends we»e fond in the formB of
ooth erose ;irid verse. The eve r- widen ing tnfluenceb of the
primitive uanetuarieB with their cycles of vividly imaginative
stories, did not have altogether a di si ntegrating effect. There
was a feeling that a great and common enemy, aa well as many
comparatively small and weak onea, had to be overthrown. iiut,
especially, there should be taken into account the inherited
myths, songs, popular riddles, and fables which were held in
common. And to them must be added the inherited Semitic
institutions, traditional customs, and precedents, and, espe-
cially, the -primitive decalogues and codes which had been
associated with the time of Moses. For rao-fe than two centuries
before the appearance of Amos, Israel had been developing
rapidly in the direction of political unity. In fact, ever
since the time of Moses, thoughts of national integrity had
been an important spiritual possession of Israel. The rebel-
lion which resulted in the separation of the Northern Kingdom
from Judah was looked imon with corresponding gravity.
There were two chief characteristics of the immediate
political background of the prophecies of Amos, Rosea, Isaiah,
and Micah. Natural prosperity in both Judah and Israel brought
in religious laxity. As luxury increased the former stern
conception of Jehovah lost its clearness of outline. Besides
this grave internal danger was one, external but no less threat-
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of the Assyrian armies, cornier at a time when the popular
theological concer»tionH re^e crude, constituted a temptation
for Bome to abandon the former affection arid homage of Jehovah
in favor of the deities of Assyria. The defeat of Israel's
armies signified to many the temporary overthrow of Israel's
God.
The conditions indicated a lack of constructive moral
force. The religion was so sune-f icial , even though histori-
cally conservative, that it failed to supply ethical nourish-
ment. It was not so much that Bethel and Gilgal, Gibeah,
Ramah, and 3eth-aven were rivals of Jerusalem, but that the
people, even while flocking to these nlaces of vrorshin, <rere
drifting farther away from the moral requirements of Jehovah.
Social stability was endangered and the inevitable outcome of
the nation's present attitude was, in the prophetic judgment,
national dissolution. Worship at the ancient high places was
accompanied by a return to the license characteristic of the
days of the judges. The violence, tumult | impulsiveness , and
oroximity to Canaanitish conditions of the preceeding genera-
tion were once more inaugurated. Social and political con-
ditions were again rudimentary and spontaneous. Momentary
utility rather than -permanent advantage, physical force and
prowess rather than spiritual consistency, authority based uoon
martial power, and strategy rather than obedience to the ^nown
purpose of Jehovah we~e once more in power. Personal interests





The acquisition of permanent agri cultviral possess 1 una , the
increaaed feeling of security in those poaaeaaions, and the
permanency and value of improvements made on the stone-covered
hillsidea and dangerous valleys, all strengthened the ties
between the people and the land, but lessened their sense of
dependence on Jehovah. Here wa3 a situation which occasioned
the prophetic interpretation. According to a belief which was
co-extensive with the people, this land had beon promised by
Jehovah to the progenitors of Israel. The oroduc tiveness of
its valleys and its natural beauty wee appreciated as evidences
of His providence and thoughtful interest. A false sense of
security was prevalent. The descendants of these favored
patriarchs had thought of their blessings as inalienable.
The appeal of the eighth century prophets was not, there-
fore, to something entirely nebulous In the minds of the peot>le.
Their endeavor was to deepen, clarify, and expand conceptions
already -oresent. Their written appeals show familiarity with
and mastery of the spiritually formative factors in the nation's
history. Their message was not wholly new but was a consistent
development of principles already accented . The recognition
of Jehovah as God did not receive full meaning before His
active favor was shown in the material prosperity of the nation.
The remarkable increase of that national greatness by Solomon
made a powerful popular appeal to those who had learned to look
upon such prosperity as evidence of divine approbation. It
was in the light of this religious interpretation of national
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conditions that fie r»rophets pointed out the subsequent, pre-
carious deve lopments . Thr? rapid succession of Important na-
tional events, subsequent to the rr
i
gn of David, created a
demand for unusual prophetic activity. The -^anid development
of a national consciousness, stimulated by political exigencies,
could not but enrich those religious convictions which had
already become firmly established in the minds of the oeople.
The modification of the traditional conception of Jehovah's
character due to increased prosperity and the threatening
attitude of Assyria brought forth the four great defenders of
Israel's faith, Amos (about 755) and Hosea (about 750-7?5) in
Israel; Isaiah (about 740-^00) and Mi can (about 735-700) in
Judah.
A survey of the political conditions antecedent to the
appearance of the forceful messages of the eighth century,
shows that the political role assumed by these great prophets
was not a complete innovation in Israel. ^rorhets who lived
before them and who had not attained unto their fine balance of
personality had, nevertheless, shown dee^ interest in political
affairs. A conspicuous example is that of Elisha. Tradition
makes him out to be primarily a seer and wonder-worker , fond of
human companionship, but in addition to this, he is a sagacious
political advisor. His conspiracy against the wicked house of
Ahab (II Kings 9:lff) is successful. His political influence
is international (II Kings 3:1?.. 8:12, 13). Though a dip-
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lomat, he doeB not conceal ilia Opposition to King Juno ram
(II Kingu 6:32). In nib deatn chamber waa found Joaan, King
of Israel, seeking advice (II Kinga 13:14ff). Expert in
matters of warfare, influential in army and court, cloae to
every nhase of Israelitic life, t 'is statesman- oroohet , for
half a century, was a bold and powerful influence in shaping
the political events of the nation. It is in tne careers of
such men as Elish<f Samuel, Micaiah ben Iralah, Elijah, and
Ahijah the Shilonite, that politico-prophetic antecedents are
provided for eighth century prophets.
The political outlook of a prophet has a traceable influence
unon his religious conceptions. The more refined his views
concerning the state become, the more exalted ire his demands
upon the God of Israel. There is a ref ine'nent of religious
apprehension due to the development of social and civic ideas.
The development of a national consciousness became one of the
most powerful influences in making spiritually rational the
early prophetic behavior. The reason is apparent. Under the
boisterous and disorganized political conditions of the period
of the Judges, there was a correspondingly low standard of
individual experience. A semi-barbarous mode of life has its
inevitable parallel, -- a semi-rational mode of thought. Pro-
phecy is not an isolated mechanical phenomenon which takes its
place historically in the development of Jewish life, having
only time and space relations to that life. There are moral,
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rational, or, 3till better, personal bonds, which unite the
pronho f ic movement to its political nurr oundi ngs • When,
throughout the nation, "eaaon and conscience are i'i an adoles-
cent state, Conditions arp not favorable for the appearance of
an Amos or even for an "Flisha. The development of prophecy
as a movement within the nation was facilitated by the political
transition from Samson's crudeness to Solomon f 3 refinement.
Before Amos asserted the v/orld-wide ^siy of Jehovah, he had an
international oolitical outlook. The mrophetic message came
out of the entire prophetic experience. The oolitical envi-
ronment was one of the most influential factors in determining
that experience. Year after year, it overshadowed in importance
both economic and social oonsiderat i ons • Semi-barbarism was
to manticism what early civilization was to the higher forms of
pre-prophe tism and what moral and -oolitical dangers were to
literary prophecy.
Before tie development of a national consciousness, the
historic value of prophecy was not wholly appreciated. The
prophets were influencing the moral development of the people,
but the value of that influence was not fully realized. A
nation does not begin to record its history before it is
historically self-conscious. The eighth century prophets,
provided we are in possession of all the prophetic utterances
which we^e given permanent literary form, we ^e the first of
commanding importance to appear after the nation had become
rft
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vividly conscious of u Motoric destiny but unc onsci ous of the
fact that the conditions of that destiny were not being ful-
filled. A prophet would not record his utterances without an
occasion which appeared adequate to him. ttor would hi3 fellow
countrymen preserve such a record "-ithout some purpose. An
adequate motive for both is found in the fact that with the
appearance of national 3elf-con3Ciousness there is an accom-
panying desire to discover and to understand the constituent
elements of permanency of nationality. The historian had
already begun his quaint annals of national events. An
awareness of facts which distinguished his nation from ill
others accompanied the preparation of such annals. The Book
of the Acts of Solomon belongs to such writings. Already
the
-e was a current conception of the typical prophetic char-
acter. Amos, knowing this, had the conviction that he had a
right to assume the prophetic role- He addressed himself to
a self-conscious nation. He took it for granted that the
largest element in that national self-consci ousness was religious.
Tie preservation of that religious self-consciousness , in
possession of which the nation had come to know itself, was a
worthy program with which written prophecy began. From this
time onward, the prophetic writings, worthy of preservation,
were concerned chiefly with that which was fundamental in the
making of the nation. As soon as the nation was aware of a
distinguishing religion, it was also aware of the influential
presence of prophecy. In the preserved records of the great
formative influences, prophecy had a commanding place
.
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The development of personality, which took place In the
nre- pr ">"he t ic period, included in addition to the novrer to feel
deeoly an<^ to think clearly and to act with courage and deter-
mination, a well-defined practical insight. Religious fervor
was turned into an ethical direction. Meditation upon nolit-
ical and economic happenings was tested in the crucible of
public opinion and thus rationalized. In making effective
in the life of the nation higher moral and religious conceptions,
this line of reformers was acquirinr greater strength of voli-
tion as obstacle aftei- obstacle was overcome. Likewise was
developed, also, sagacity or -practical wisdom which gave imme-
diate effectiveness to tie prophetic activity. Discretion of
a high order, so conspicuous^/ wanting in manticism, came to
be one of the most marked characteristics of the literary
prophets
.
Prophecy, as a historic movement or as a part of the total
history of Israel, must consist not only of the written records
which still a^e preserved and which can be assigned to definite
authorship but also of the unrecorded thoughts and influences
of these mighty pioneers. The source of the priestly activity
is found In the attempt to make popular religious ceremonies
conform to what had already been out into their hands. The
Deuteronomic Law, for example, made certain requirements. To
carry out these requirements and build up a centralized worship
twine 9 oe ,ilHo (Si
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required comparatively little originality on the part of the
orients. Thus, In the development of the religious ideas of
Israel, t)ie seasonalities of the priests, excent in the preser-
vation of what had already become ooe^ative, were a compara-
tively unimportant factor. They took the ideas already worked
out and applied them t o the practical situations at .and. The
great out-standing truths of Israel's religion had first to be
clearly conceived and put effectively into popular language
before they could become a vital part of the nation. This
pioneer work of discovery and especially of adaptation, belonged
to the prophet. His experience had all the vividness of orig-
inality. The great elements in the national religion indicated
phases of his experience. Thus the finite source of revela-
tion in Israel was the prophet. In a two-fold sense, he v/as
the thought leader. Both as discoverer and interpreter, his
influence was felt. Proximity to the Infinite had its counter-
part in sympathetic nearness to the people.
While it is true that the direction of the social develop-
ment of a nation is an equilibrium of personal forces, it is
also true that intellectual and material environment have much
to do in determining the character of those personal influences.
Men living in the midst of social crises cannot be the same as
they would be in the midst of social tranquility. Latent
prudential qualities of mind would be called out. Before the
appearance of the earliest prophetic writers, profound changes
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were talcing place. A decided inovernent toward the city hud set
in. The fort reus- c i ty Samaria had become a royal residence
and capital of the northern kingdom. It had a section for
foreigners known as the Syrian or Aramaoan residents. (I K.
20: 34) • The motive of seeking protection had annealed to the
rural oopulation. City life seemed comparatively safer. This
one fact is enough to account for a sharpening of the nov/er of
observation of social facts and forces. The apparent inad-
equacy of former customs would necessitate meditation and action
by those semi-consciously responsible for the nation's destiny.
Afte~ the primitive agricultural life had been inaugurated
and cities had begun to spring up, the social developments ve ~e
rapid. Commercial routes were established, making a quick
market fo~ co~n (Amos P:5). Hosea's centre of Israel for
losing he:** spirit in the robbe~ soirit of Canaanites means
that Israel, no"- planning to establish a permanent kingdom
should not perpetuate the commercial superficiality and dis-
honesty practiced by nomadic and semi-nomadic peoples. There
had been large quantities of gold but it was usually hoarded
in bulk. The loaning of gold was practiced to some extent, but
any taking of interest, according to the most primitive author-
itative code, was looked upon as unlawful. The later devel-
opment of the code did not alter this original law (Ex. 22:24.
Dt. 23:20. Lev. 25:36f). With rapid commercial development,
the authority of this law would inevitably be tested. Social
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refinement and prudential efficiency we re not eharaote rist ic of
Israel *8 early history. The heavy burden of doing all the
work of the house and largely in the field, by hand or by the
awkward use of slow, irresponsive animals, made raoid develop-
ment in refinement impossible . The primitive products of the
smith, wood carver, worker in bronze, ootter, and f nller did
little to relieve the crushing bir-den of the primitive culti-
vation of the virgin, rock-covered hill-sides. The animal
instincts sharpened, in the former century, by contact with
nomadic enemies we^e, still, a large fac+or in the further
transformation of a practical desert into a habitable land of
agriculture, in overcoming the dangers of establishing trade
routes and in determining the character of city life. Such
facts should be kept in mind in studying the early prophetic
use of words, phrases, and illustrations, but especially in
noting the practical quality of the developed prophetic mind.
The people were no longer isolated shepherds or agriculturalists
but, in large numbers, members of a society having increasingly
complex relations. The severe test of practicability was
being forced upon the opinions of those who made social obser-
vations .
These prophets may be considered as practical idealists.
Much of their profound influence in directing the development
of Israel's morality and religion was due not alone to the fact
that they had the ideal of ethical monotheism. They knew how
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to bring th\t ideal cloue to the thought of the noople and to
make it effective. A nortl or social lever that ia »roing to
lift a great weight mviat have its fulcrum laced near to that
which ia to be lifted. The application of the orophetic ideal
to the actual conditions of society required 8agacity of the
highest order. The striking contraat between a God of right-
eouaneas and a judicial 8yatem, or between a God of mercy and
a anirit of intolerance shown toward strangera and helpleaa
membera of society was thus brought to the attention of the
people. The nronhets tried to reduce the tjpace separating
popular conceptions and customs and the inherited traditions
of the character of Jehovah. So successful were they that
they wove into the very warp and woof of Israeli tic society
the ethical character of the object of their worship. Thus,
actual political and social changes of a high order were ef-
fected.
With the eighth century crochets, there was little incli-
nation to separate life into water-tight compartments, secular
and sacred, making the one incidental and the other all important.
Daily life gave food for religious meditation. The cry of the
r>oor, the flagrant bribery of judges, the enervating effects
of luxury, and international dangers "/ere things which the man
of God had to take account of. There is a large degree of
safety in proclaiming religious generalizations far removed




different In accuain" a particular Judge of being influenced
by a bribe to render a decision contrary to the evidence, or to
question the wisdom of a specific military movement ordered by
the king- It is rather suggestive that tradition represents
Amos as being cruelly beaten and carried back to ;iis o*m village
where, in a few days, he died, and Isaiah as meeting his death
by being sawn asunder. The ^rophets exerted far-reaching,
practical influence ur>on the secular life of the nation, and
this was made possible by the fact that in their own private
lives they recognized a prudential asnect of religion.
In tracing the tenth and ninth century development of
religious and even of moral ideas within Israel, too great
account should not be made of discriminating judgment or careful
analysis and comparison on the part of tne common people. The
instinct of the crowd, rather than critical insight, determined
the movements within the nation. The political events show
how easy it was for a cunning, ambitious, bold leader to start
a mass movement. Even Jeroboam's appeal was more to this
instinct than to a clear conception of relatively higher reli-
gious ideals. Success in determining the direction of national
developments depended more upon practical, prudential temper
than up on profound rational insight. This fact accounts for
the ease with which immoral or irreligious leaders influenced
the nation and also, the crude but effective passion of the
prophets in trying to adapt their high ethical message to the
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ordinary folk gathered at a feast. Thus a distinct contri-
bution ia made by the prophets of the eighth century. Their
messages were practical, prudential, meant to inaugurate mass
movements in the direction of that which contained a virile
moral or religious appeal. They were not merely theoretical
but practical champions of righteousness. Henceforth their
deeds and sayings were to be recorded and preserved together
with the doings of kings or insurrectionists, for they were
forces to be reckoned with in determining the destiny of the
nation. One reason for the seeming suddenness of the pro-
phetic activity in the period under consideration is the adop-
tion by the prophets of those methods which were the result of
practical experience. They had thus become makers of history,
worthy to have a record of their activities preserved.
The intellectual superiority such as these prophets posses
and which showed its quality in creating an upward moral and
intellectual tendency in the nation came from deep and clear
insight into the forces at work in shaping the direction of
the nation's development. The profound wisdom seen in their
observations did not come from enthusiastic ignorance of secu-
lar events. A careful analysis of the icings who preceeded
this century in question does not reveal that they were uni-
formly forces making for a clearer conception of Jehovah and
of the nation's high destiny. The fact that there was rapid
development of social institutions in harmony with such exalted
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ideas suggests that thee were gigantic fortM at work which
were in keeping with the peculiar social, political, and reli-
gions history of the nation aud aluo that somewhere there were
those who had a mastery of these facts. Without moral leader-
ship, the nation must, drift about according to the strength of
t?ie influences which reached it from other nations and the
general direction of inherited impulses- Such extraneous
influences, especially from Phoenicia and Arabia, fostered
under royal patronage, led to the des niri tualization of the
Jehovah religion in Judah and the sensual corruption of the
inherited ideals in Israel. To apply a corrective message
to a nation thus nerve rted, demanded a thorough appreciation
of the influences at work an*, also of those intellectual con-
ditions which made possible a successful appeal to higher
standards. Such ability is not found in an exhaustive study
of the kings, priests, and great heroes. There remain only
the r»rophets to whom, as constituting adequate influences, that
splendid accomplishment can be referred.
While a study of prophecy is essentially a study of reli-
gious ideas, to find the full meaning of those ideas, it is
necessary to see how they arose from economic, political, and
social conditions. When the secular became moral, it had, to
the prophet, attained religious significance. The prophets
were specially interested in those social facts which revealed
the moral condition of the people. When social relations
9*- 9**
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became immoral, they were denounced in the name of religion
(Micah 7:1-10). This fact thrown special i ] 3 umin.i t i on unon
the prophecy of the eighth century. A popular tendency was
to remove religion from those humnn relations which we ~e cap-
able of a moral interpretation and to identify it with ritual-
istic observances. The prophets, in opposition to this ten-
dency, urged the vital relation between religion and the
practical, every-day affairs of the people. To them, to try
to substitute religious songs and feasts for a rigid observance
of the moral law was an abomination to Jehovah. This law was,
to them, universal in its validity (Amos 3:9) and impartial in
its requirements (Amos 1 and 2). Nations as well as individ-
uals were amenable thereto. The moral character of Jehovah
was, to them, the ultimate explanation of the ordering of the
events of history in such a way as to enforce moral instruction.
Hebrew prophecy owes its superiority, in large measure, to
the fact that the prophets were ever sensitive to their own
political, social, and economic resnonsibili ties . An awakened
national consciousness and sense of national destiny, the
solution of social problems in the light of Mosaic teachings,
and study of the rapidly changing economic conditions in the
light of high ethical conceptions, all helped to give the pro-
phet a symetrical development. In other words, the prophets
were better men than those who performed corresponding functions
in the surrounding heathen nations. They were not void of
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practical instinct and experience. They could appreciate tne
struggles of other men. They were not visionary In an im-
practical sense. Their religion wa- not an isolated lift
interest. They were the first "ien ol' their general tyt>c to
have a political or social as well as a religious program.
Their religious creeds had practical value.
The ethical quality of the prophet's conception of Deity
is reflected in his attitude toward the practical, every-day
affairs of life. His religion was not distorted by ascetic
views of life which looked upon participation in worldly activi-
ties as obstructions to a clear view of God. There was nothing
irreligious in a thoroughgoing familiarity v/ith economic, polit-
ical, and social aspects of society. Amos, a shepherd and
trimmer of sycamore trees, was not embarrassed by the fact that
he was neither a professional prophet nor a member of the pro-
phetic guilds. Hosea reveals his familiarity with agricultural
life. Isaiah was a well known citizen of Jerusalem, securing
directly from king and court information concerning the politic
status of the nation. Jeremiah's passion for exposing im-
moralities and superficial reforms involved him in almost
constant strife with his townsmen and with the priests, pro-
phets, and princes of his day. One of the complaints brought
against him was that he disheartened both soldiers and people.
The great prophets of Israel had first-hand knowledge of human
affairs. They sought out the nlaces where people were gathered

together. They were practical i'orceB that had to be reckoned
with. They were neither "technical saints" nor "holy hermits".
Their sainthood had economic value for it was constantly di-
rected by good judgment.
With nronhecy, the religious life of Israel began to under-
stand itself. The prophets made the discovery of the practical
significance for life of a right attitude toward God. While
weaknesses in both creed and conduct might naturally be expected
in such an environment as that obtaining in the eighth cen-
tury B. C, yet both were moving in the right direction. The
important fact to notice is not that, in its historic origin,
prophecy was intimately associated with relatively low forms
of religion, but that it was the consistent, logical antecedent
of Christian life and thought in their highest and purest
forms. When the prophets put into practice their teaching
about God, they became good men. Their thoughts found quick
response and made profound and lasting impressions because of
their practical nature. Their intellectual achievements had
worked beneficient changes in their own lives. The result was
a two-fold stimulus. First, in the direction of a more spir-
itually rational conception of Deity; second, toward a higher
tyre of citizenship. The test of practicability which they
applied to their religious experiences and thoughts was destined
to purify subsequent theology and religion.
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Among the mental furnishings of the literary prophets were,
in the majority of caaes, a comparatively clear aporeciation of
the significance of former prophetic utterances, -- especially
those that had become a part of the thought- life of the people;
a conviction that conformity to those principles was a con-
dition of the perpetuation of the nation; a discernment of the
obstacles in the way of an application of those principles to
actual conditions; a conviction that those obstacles, though
seemingly great, could be removed; large hope for the glorious
future of the nation after it had heeded the prophetic in-
junctions; a sense of divine commission in the delivery and
enforcement of the message. Such extraordinary ethical fur-
nishings naturally resulted in quite unusual deportment and
constituted the elements of an unparalleled patriotism which
lifted the prophet up to a T>osition sometimes more commanding
than that of the king himself. A sense of security in the
righteousness of their positions, of the divine sanction of
their commissions, and of the necessary insecurity and transi-
toriness of the opposing forces, added to their irresistibility.
The deportment which was both natural and a necessary outcome
of their mental furnishings often appeared abnormal to their
unappreciative contemporaries. But it a-n^ealed strongly to
the imagination of all and became an important practical factor
in giving the prophet a secure place in the nation. In the
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.ludgment of a primitive people, unaccustomed to the sober
analysis of facto, this condition constituted a powerful
entrenchment of the prophet's position. The prophetic mind
vas more intensive than extensive in its operations. A
thorough mastery of a few principles rather than a cursory
glance over many, was theirs. A vocabulary almost void of
abstract and speculative terms together with intensified per-
sonal mannerisms in the delivery of messages showed that their
intensity was one of life rather than of mere reflection.
An appreciation of the purely intellectual elements in
these written prophecies cannot exhaust their full meaning.
There was a prophetic method or temper, to appreciate which is
important. There ii little tranquility of a professional
reformer or the disinterestedness of a mere theorist or the
complacency of a paid statesman. These men could not think
of themselves in relation to their nation without emotion.
They were intensely active. With utter self-abandon and fear-
lessness, they perused policies which involved great personal
danger. The religious instinct was singled with a fervid,
patriotic sense of duty. Moral sensitiveness, in the presence
of that which was unworthy, increased their indignation. The
intensity of their passion was commensurate with the greatness
of the issues involved (Micah 3:1-3. Amos 9:2-5). Convictions
showed that they thought they were basing their messages unon
ethical finalities. There was no spirit of compromise or of
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ex^erimentation . A knowledge of personal danger did not result
in hesitation. The spirit of courage was in nroportion to
the greatness and danger of the undertaking.
The highest type of prophetic courage had special signi-
ficance in the light of the fact that thm prophets of the eighth
century found a problem not of Gradual, careful, nersistent
education but of bold assertion intended to inaugurate mass
movements. They had to compete with intre-nid
,
debasing
forces. Their utterances were intended to awaken passion.
Ordinary calm reasoning would not have made a permanent im-
pression. It was a time of much action and little thought
among the people. The appeal had to be made to an alert
imagination, a free play of impulses, and a wealth of religious
tradition. The highly religious coloring of their political
messages was forced upon them by the character of the exigencies
which they faced. The patriotic sentiments which they so
audaciously expressed were nut into such form as would most
effectively overcome opposition. They purposely took on a
religious aspect. When, however, such prophecies had become
a permanent part of the national literature, they were, to
some extent, dissociated from the historic events which occa-
sioned them. Thus was provided for later prophets the possi-
bility of confusing form and content. . With the fading away
of what had been merely local and temporal, a permanent and
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of the prophets, gave additional emphasis to the ~eligions
interests of the nation.
The political importance of prophecy is dependent, in part,
upon the fact th-it the prophets labored in a nation that waa a
theocracy. Their fellow-countrymen looked upon Deity as the
ultimate source of authority and intelligence. God was be-
lieved to be actively interested in the affairs of the nation.
His position was higher than that of prince, ruler, or people.
To be intelligently in sympathy with Him was to come near to
the ultimate source of righteousness and -isdorc. To have a
conviction thoroughly established in the minds of the people
that a given mrophet had the confidence of God, was to make it
easy for them to believe that he might be the reliable inter-
preter of the divine mind. This interpretation had unusual
significance in the light of the nation-wide conviction that
God was actively engaged in trying to bring about the ultimate
welfare of His people. Thus, a message, which in some other
nation might have had only a religious meaning, had, in Israel
and Judah, nrofound political significance. Great political
weight was given to thoughts which, the -orophets announced,
came from Jehovah for it was felt that He would follow up the
message with an appropriate action in the presence of which,
the nation would be helpless. To trifle with the prophet's
words was to run the risk of incurring the displeasure of
Jehovah. To act in accordance with those words was to move in
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"Direct interference in the affaire of state was not looked
upon by the earliest prophets aa an overreaching of the pro-
phetic function. In fact, r>ror>hetic utatescraft wau inevitable,
for to them the atate was essentially a religious institution.
The religion of Jehovah had taken a political form arid when
that form became unworthy of its holy content, politics became
the duty of the hour. Only two alternatives were then before
the nation, reformation or destruction at the hands of God.
Thus the prophets felt the responsibility for its preservation.
To them, religious integrity of both king and people was the
only hope of the state. The practical program was, in general,
two-fold; the inculcation of the pure Jehovah religion as set
forth by Moses and the enforcement of political conformity to
it. The patriotism of the early prophets was primarily re-
ligious. A high motive was the chief secret of the popular
confidence which they merited and received.
Samuel's first recorded act of importance has back of it
the purpose of rescuing Israel from the hostile Philistines.
To his political insight, the need of a national leader is
apparent. The selection of a king and the establishment of a
monarchy had a most far-reaching influence upon the subsequent
history of the nation. In Samuel appears the transition from
the impulsive and narrow patriotism of the judges to the ration-
ally religious patriotism of the great prophets. His con-
ception of a monarchy preceeded the actual anointing of a king
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and exiBted independently of the king as was seen in the later
rejection of Saul and in the selection of a man more worthy to
fill the sacred office. His memorable words on this occasion
shaped the prophetic patriotism of succeeding centuries:
"Hath Jehovah as great delight in burnt offerings and
sacrifices
As in obeying the voice of Jehovah?
Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice
And to harken than the fat of rams.
Because thou hast rejected the word of Jehovah
He hath also rejected thee from being King."
Samuel showed himself worthy, after Moses, to begin the line of
distinguished prophets by his giving an explanation of Israel's
subordination to the Philistines which was universally accepted.
As the interpreter of the thoughts of Jehovah, who was thus
punishing His people for their sins, Samuel pointed out the
way to a restoration of intimate relations between God and His
people. Having sought righteousness, the nation, with divine
assistance, overcame its persistent foe. The disorganizing
effect of tribal jealousies, the fatal results of idolatry or
disregard for Jehovah, and the possibility of national autonomy
when the favor of God had been merited, constitute the heart
of Samuel's patriotic message.
Nathan, both as prophet and statesman, was the successor
of Samuel. His fervent and statesmanlike patriotism profoundly
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influenced tv;o of the most important events in the history of
the nation. He was the stern counselor of the king v/ho
announced and began to carry out the project of the political
and -religious unification of Israel. The former, David ac-
complished "by his establishment of Jerusalem aB the capital
of the nation. The erection and maintenance of the teranle
,
after centuries of tumultuous history, effected the latter.
No conception of hi3 day did more to thrill the later prophets
than that of a Son of David having a never-ending throne. It
was Nathan who inspired the shepherd king to do mighty deeds
of imperishable meaning. As the end of David's reign drew
near, this high-minded prophet was the most alert in detecting
a plot to defeat the succession of Solomon. His intense de-
votion to the nation was suggested in the prominent part he
took in the coronation of the new monarch and reflected in the
wise policies of the early years of this momentous reign.
The commanding figures of Samuel and Nathan are surpassed
in rugged grandeur by the incomparable Elijah. Jehovah's claim
to be the only God of Israel had been questioned by the devotees
of Baal. So keenly did the man of God feel the significance
of the alarming arostasy that he took upon himself, alone, the
task of national purification. No exhibition of self-forgetful
devotion to the welfare of one's country has surpassed the
transfigured form on Mount Carmel. Seized with a passion to
serve his country, his daring knew no bounds. The supremacy
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of Israel's Ood was ao real and His interest in the destruction
of the enemiou of the state so manifest to the fiery *>rophet,
that miraclea were demanded to ratify his declarations. Hia
po3ition was ao impregnable that the diaconcerted prieats of
Baal yielded to slaughter. The f ai thlesanea3 of the dynasty
of Omri was openly rebuked. Royal intolerance of nroohctic
interference seemed an impertinence. The prophet is saving
the state from doom. The unacruoulous whims of unfaithful
royalty had to give way to the regal rights of pronnecy. The
lone nrophet's nopular anneal and his assumption of high govern-
mental nowers in ordering the destruction of the insidious
enemies of the si ate, turns Israel back to the t~ue God.
A still nearer anme oximat ion to the superb patriotism of
the first literary prophets is found in Elisha. For six or
seven years, he was in the company of Elijah (I Kings 22:1.
II Kings 1:17) and learned to look upon the austere prophet
with reverence. He was not a man of solitary habitation, but
spent most of his time in the larger centers of population.
The motives back of his incessant activity are intensely human.
In his tender regard for the poor and oppressed, he is not
unlike some of his literary successors. His influence ex-
tended to the armies and royal courts of both Israel and Judah.
He was sought out by kings in times of peace an^ of war (II
Kings 13:14-19. II Kings 3:11-19). His sense of justice was
tempered with mercy and his attitude toward enemies v;as that
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of toleration. Yet on occasion his sternness reflects the
spirit of Elijah (II Kin^s 3:13. 6:3?). His loyalty to the
ancient religious inheritance of his people and his opposition
to corrupting influences from without must have "been a source
of inspiration to those succeeding prophets to whom his utter-
ances were available. His successful manipulation of important
affairs of state are unmistakable evidence of statesmanship of
a high order.
There are two clearly defined elements in the prophetic
consciousness, One is religious, the other is patriotic. It
was the addition of the patriotic element to the distinctively
religious consciousness of pre-prophetism, which explains the
source of the high thought and life characteristic of canonical
prophecy. Religion was interpreted in the light of national
existence and destiny; while, on the other hand, patriotism
received its peculiar significance from its religious infusion.
In the great prophets there is both religious patriotism and
patriotic religion. These two elements were fused. The
resulting corporate consciousness defies analysis by any arti-
ficial means. Just as Jesus transformed the national idealism
of the Jews to the spiritual idealism of the Christians, so the
prophets transformed the religious consciousness of manticism
into the blended religious and political consciousness of the
eighth and seventh centuries B. C. The great prophet was both
patriot and seer.
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A number of facta contributed to the ease with which an
alert mind could obtain a relatively clear interna t i onal view-
point. New3 was eagerly sought and passed rapidly from mouth
to mouth and with more than modern accuracy in verbal trans-
missions. The strong movement toward the cities brought
larger numbers of people together and made it possible for one
person to become familiar with a much larger number of pertinent
facts. The great building enterprises of David, Solomon, and
Jereboam and the not insignificant projects of later rulers,
brought people from widely scattered territories into close
and prolonged proximity. Incidental to the building of cities
was fie establishment of trade routes. The more important
connected Egynt and "Phoenicia and the land of the Euphrates,
while those of less importance penetrated the fertile valleys
and hillsides and -eached the towns and villages. During the
time of Uzziah, Judah had possession of harbors on the Medi-
terranean Sea. The methods of transmitting intelligence, while
seemingly crude when compared with modern devices, corresponded
to the relatively slow and ar.-kward developments of the nations.
The ancient methods were not inadequate in supplying a states-
man or prophet with adequate facts under ancient conditions.
The relative simplicity of the eighth century problems made
possible significant observations based upon a more limited
intelligence than that required under more highly developed
states of society.
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It ia significant that the occasion for nuch of this
r>ai3a1 onate literature was not the immoral or irreligious in-
fluences of foreign nations. If such influences alone had
called forth the prophetic appeal, that anpeal might "be re-
ferred, for an adequate occasion, to a patriotism which took
the form of hatred of everything foreign. Again, it would not
be true to observe that the pronhetic messages we -e occasioned
by historic conditions or events within their own nation.
Immoral or irreligious or idolatrous tendencies would not, in
and of themselves, creat the necessity of counteractive labors
on the part of anyone unless there were already in the minds
of citizens of that nation a more exalted standard in the light
of which the real nature of such tendencies could be ascertained.
A nror-het must have an appreciation of justice before he will
cry out against injustice. He must also have some deep con-
victions upon the question of the value of national allegiance
to Jehovah before he will risk his life in denouncing idolatrous
worship. The -prophet's ethical patriotism, as well as the fact
of his living under actual historic conditions, must be taken
into account in ascertaining the full meaning of his message.
ITor is it enough to show, merely, that the prophet had inherited
a highly religious disposition. That furnishes only a partial
explanation of the quality of his work. Such an equipment
would facilitate a critical analysis of the elements in the
national life. Israel's history, in its entirety, could not
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have "been eonaidered, by such a mind, a3 being uniformly sacred.
Unqualified devotion to the past would, under auch circuma tances
,
be impossible. Some elements in the national consciousness
would call forth more of admiration than would otners. To an
inherited "eligious bent and an environment making possible a
realization of self in possession of such a disposition, must
be added historic events of such nature and of adequate im-
portance to focalize and energize the prophetic vitality, before
the prophet as a moral force in the nation is accounted for.
The literary prophets gave to the nation precedents of
independence of thought. To the people were given vivid
illustrations of the power of moral inhibition* This was
especially valuable in a time when there was an excessive
tendency to yield to mass movements. It was a long step in
the direction of civilization when, by preserving the prophetic
records of the eighth century, the nation showed its appreciation
of marked individuality, especially when the cause of that
individuality, thus emphasized, had been deep and original
religious and moral conviction. Subsequent developments, made
in accordance with these holy precedents, could not go far
astrav. For the most dependable source of moral instruction
is the utterance of a man with the power to free himself from
those traditions which irritate a sensitive moral consciousness
and whose motive is the welfare of others. All contributions
to a nation's moral development are, ultimately, personal.
Hi
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The strength of auch contributions depends upon the quality of
the person's Individuality. If the message of a man reveals
its having been born in profound meditation of the character
and -nur^ose of God and in a passionate desire to relate hi3
message to contemporaneous historic conditions, two of the most
important elements of trustworthy moral leadership are present*
The careful study of historic conditions is corrective of
fanatical aben-at i ons ; the communion with Deity gives the right
viewpoint from which to judge of worthful modifications of
existing conditions. The nearer the approach to oerfect
equilibrium of these two prudential and meditative elements,
the greater is the ethical value of the contribution.
To make forceful in the life of the nation a message of
high ethical and political quality, the element of courage
must be present in a marked degree. An attempt to make a
radical change in an established moral order will, inevitably,
be met by opposition* To carry the reform on to a substantial
victory with the opposing forces doing their utmost, was the
practical problem which the prophets faced. One fact which
had much to do in determining the quality of their moral
courage was a sense of amenability to God, only. The chief
source of their steadfastness, even in the face of royal oppo-
sition, was the conviction that they were responsible to Jehovah,
delivering His message and confident of His assistance. They
felt themselves to be ultimately answerable to no wor*idly,
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political, or 3ocial ruler. Their conception of the ultimate
source of authority is seen In the expression so frequently
uued, "Thus saith Jehovah". This amenability to Jehovah gave
them a consciousness of superiority which made thera invincible
and even defiant in calling to account the high rulers and
judges of the nation.
The political power of Israel continued to increase until
the time of Jeroboam the Second. She could not only conquer
powerful enemies but also regain much of the territory which
David had formerly acquired. This seeming prosperity was
taken to indicate the favor of Jehovah and so sacrifices were
increased and feasts multiplied in order to make sure of the
continuance of this victory-assuring advantage. This precau-
tion was especially to be desired in view of the threatening
attitude of Assyria, the then great nower of the East. (Amos
6:13, 14). Both Israel and Judah we -e still comparatively
young and inexperienced in the affairs of government. Their
victories had been largely over people who had not yet learned
the strength of organized and permanent effort and the advantage
of settled national policies. Now, however, the far-seeing
prophets realized that in Assyria a new foe with permanent and
wealthy resources and an established basis for military opera-
tions, would be encountered. The inexperienced ones in the
nation were ready to rush headlong into what, to them, seemed
like larger and more glorious conquests. But to those possessed
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of an intelligent pasnion lor the welfare of Jehovah'u oeople,
relative military inferiority wau realized. Judah, also,
under the kingship of Uzziah, had known a period of prosperity
and, doubtless, was also ambitious for further conquest. It
was out of auch a nolitical situation that some of the moot
statesmanlike and passionate prophecies of the eighth century
came. The condemnation of rash nolicies and warnings of
certain defeat are a burden of the nronhecie3 of both Amos and
Hosea. According to one, no amount of sacrifices, even in the
traditional holy places, could make an irrational -clan succeed.
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CHAWIR vrc
The particular objection wiiich the naturalist makes to the
traditional conception of prophecy i ti concerned with the alleged
prophetic faculty of prediction. To foretell the coining of
Christ or the destruction of a city, with historically vindicated
accuracy, is to contradict the laws of knowledge- To the one
who holds a deterministic view of life, such foreknowledge seems
impossible, while to the believer in the theory of 1'reedom, the
carse seems utterly hopeless. To foresee, with relative accu-
racy, an event which is soon to take place and which is being
controlled by observable social or political forces already at
work, presents little difficulty. But to ^each a hand through
centuries and grasp that to which the observable present has no
immediately causal relation seems, to many honest sceptics., al-
together impossible.
The prophet himself, rather than any predictive aspect of
prophecy, was the supreme miracle of the prophetic movement.
His intelligent appreciation of the divine character and purpose
stand out far more conspicuously than anything he did to further
that purpose or to reveal that character. He vas so clear in
his grasp of the divine intention that he could move in the
humble relations to his fellow men and through them quicken a
nation into obedience. At times the ordinary means of commu-
nicating thought were inadequate and the throbbing, measureless
life broke through its usual limitations. Only upon extra-
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ordinary occasionB, however, waB this the fact. The prophets
remained real men. It way only where the ordinary Mini proved
inadequate that the extraordinary method v;a. adopted. Their
striking miracles were the miraculous uses of what wa^ found
in ordinary human experience to accomplish the ethical and
religious uplifting of a nation. But where such^ me ihods failed
the flood-tide of revelation was too powerful to be long held
back. It swept avay barriers with a force irresistible because
divine
.
The dominating miracle of the New Testament is Christ him-
self* In the Old Testament, It is the prophet who especially
transcends life's ordinary processes. Not that miracles
should be restricted to merely these two sources. But a care-
ful reading of the Old Testament, by a mind possessed of sensi-
tive spiritual discernment, will result in the feeling that the
prophetic elements have the largest suggest iveness and the
greatest power of spiritual quickening. The currents of per-
sonal religious life seem fullest and strongest here. Instead
of repelling the mind, the prophets have the power to create
interest. While some of the miracles seem harsh, those of
the prophet are usually winsome. The prophetic character is
rationally miraculous. They seem most natural in their super-
naturalness. Theirs is not a wilful breaking of ordinary pro-
cedures but life seems too strong and full to be confined within
commonplace limitations. The impression of inevitability
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rath*°r than of eurn^ise ie made ur>on the reader's mind. It is
this extraordinary inevi LaM li ty rather than irrational supremacy
which gives nronhecy its dominating place in the Old Testament.
One of the striking aspects of trie abearance of written
nrorhecy in Israel is the fact that "onotheistic and moral con-
ceptions which, with comparatively little embarrassment, can
be reviewed in the light of the imperial moral and religious
revelation of Jesus Christ, are encountered. A survey of the
moral and religious conditions of contemporaneous
,
surrounding
nations makes, by contrast, the elevation seem still greater
and the suddenness more marked. If the supposition is -reliable,
that this literature is a life-product, having its origin in
and taking its character from the thoughts of living men, then
the real problem, in the attempted explanation of the superior
quality of this early literature, is the presence of men possessed
of transcendent nrophetic character. The adoption of the lit-
erary method of preservation of nrophetic utterances in no wise
precludes the possibility of the existence of unrecorded, ante-
cedent thoughts which approximated their moral grandeur. But,
whatever the breaks occurring In the continuity of thought devel-
opment, none were too great to find explanation by reference to
the power of an individual prophet to transcend, in quality of
personality, his predecessors. There is a high probability
that the immediate predecessors of Amos and Hosea were not men
living on the moral and religious level of the contemporary,
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non- Israeli tic natjona. The intermediate ~\epB are accounted
for in the stages of the development of individuality marked
by the varioue forma of pre-prophe t iam found in Iarael during
the immediately nreceeding two or three centuries.
The evidence of leadership, wherever a prophet is raised
to such an exalted position, ia, then, not found in the preface
"Thus saith the Lord", but in the superiority of the content of
the message above the more frequent but mediocre efforts of
others. Inspiration, as applied to the early prophets, does
not mean the being forced to nlay the strained, mechanical, or
unnatural role of an instrument of revelation. Truth is not
strikingly superinduced unon them, "but, rathpr, theirs is
superior moral and religious insight into the relative values
of facts coming under their observations, courage to make known
the results of reflection upon these facts, ability to sift
out the unimportant from the essential in the development of
fie nation, the faculty of determining with almost unmistakable
precision that upon which enrohasis should be placed. Thus, in
the seemingly sudden appearance of written pro-nhecy, there was
no vital break with what had gone before and what was already
in the nation as the result of previous prophetic activity.
There had been already a history of sufficient duration to
constitute an adequate preparation for men of towering person-
alities .
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The conviction that God waa Breaking through Hie meutjengcr,
wao not arrived at by merely a logical process. There was a
feeling of nreBBure that demanded utterance. The unuaual
character of the enotional excitations served to emphasize the
prophet's conception of the importance of the truth received.
They were the thrilling evidence of the nearness of God and of
the desire on the part of God to have the truth proclaimed.
In moments of mental clarification, the apprehension of truth
seems immediate, there is a consciousness of freedom from sense
limitation. With the true proohet, this ecstatic experience
did not interfere with but rather reenforced the rational pro-
cesses. Such experiences were not the concomitants of the
apprehension of ordinary economic truths. They accompanied
the immediate apprehension of those general religious truths
which correlate that which is already in possession of the mind.
Whatever may have been the origin of the prophetic dis-
covery of the character and reality of God, the brilliancy of
their earliest recorded ethical and religious contributions
demands, as an explanation, something besides the unaided
human mind. The theory that limits God to a mental concept, --
no matter hov; exalted that concept may be, -- is inadequate to
explain an Amos or an Isaiah. The finite mind, reacting upon
its own creation merely, has not come into contact with ultimate
reality. The ethical monotheism of prophecy is metaphysical
as well as psychological. A natural history of prophecy, which
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finds in a social conaci oneness
,
increasing in intensity and
unity, the only influences acting u-->on the prophet* ! minds, is
built upon a superficial philosophy. The personal terms used
to express religious values refer to something rno~e active than
symbols of social valuations. The one who wrote "Ta^e away
from me the noise of thy songs; for I will not hear the melody
of thy viols. But let justice roll down as waters, and right-
eousness as a mighty stream" was in touch with something more
substantial than the mere personification of family relations.
In the highest reaches of immediacy with God, which were
experienced "by the prophets, the prophetic mind cannot be thought
of as merely brilliantly passive or receptive. The impartation
of intelligence depends as much upon the quality of the receiving
as of the imparting mind. A certain amount of moral achievement
is a precondition of an appreciation of moral instruction.
The higher one moves in the realm of moral endeavor the clearer
becomes the power to appreciate that which is morally perfect.
How much of God the prophet could know was conditioned unon how
much of God he could be. Only that new truth can be grasped
which can be related to what is already in possession. The
mind reaches out and takes only that which is within its grasp.
It must have far-reaching and active achievements in the direc-
tion of God before anything like a clear apprehension of God
is possible. The will to achieve righteousness is an important
factor in the power to apprehend the character of a righteous
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God- The strength of the prophetic movement lay in the strength
of the prophetic character. Revelation, on its human or finite
side, is an active proceuB. The prophetic truth hae itB
counterpart in the prophetic life.
"Prophecy is a problem of moral and religious dynamics.
A correct theory of its origin must take into account the divine
energizing of the entire -personality. There can be no mechan-
ically supernatural disparity between the message and the life.
The religious mysteries which envelor the dealings of the pro-
phets with the Infinite are the mysteries of filial relation-
ship. The building up of the entire spiritual life was the
precondition of an exalted prophetic message. The prophets
were men who were familiar with the moral tragedies requiring
spiritual restoration. The divine quickening of the intellect
was not unaccompanied by a corresponding emotional and volitional
power to overcome resistence. ^ut in this form of living
spiritual psychology, the problem of prophecy is more easily
understood. Not until the excessive emotionalism of pre-pro-
phetism had become rationalized by being put into subjection to
worthy ideas, did the movement begin to have permanent religious
value. The spiritual energy of true prophecy was always com-
mensurate with reliable intelligence. To the question, how
was it that men eight centuries before the historic appearance
of Christ came into possession of such transcendent religious
ideas, there is a two-fold answer. First, there was a re-
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fined, innate aenae of personal Infinity* The body of in-
herited religious conceptions helped them to have an unuaually
clear apprehension of the character of the Infinite. The
universal sense of self-preservation when accompanied with
ethical sensi t iveneas caused V'.era to appreciate the fatal re-
sults of disobedience and other forms of sin. A long-continued
sense of guilt waa unbearable. The inatinctive human desire
for an enlarged experience or a fuller life became an impulse
in the direction of the Infinite experience or life. On the
other hand, there was in this exalted human attitude an occasion
used, on the part of God, for a conscious effort of self-
revelation. This eternal attitude of the Infinite became
successful in the instance of the -nro-nhet because of the latter'
spiritual attainments and disposition.
The -oronhetic writings come out of the prophetic experience
They do not represent the entire result of the communion between
God and His chosen men. They are more the reaction of a life,
profoundly transformed, upon its human environment. To think
of the message of Amos, for instance, as being a perfect repro-
duction of the Infinite mind when contemplating the conditions
of Israelitic society, is to overlook the true method of spirit-
ual experience. We do not mean that the message was not from
God. That it had its source in Him we cannot deny. The
question refers simply to the way in which it was articulated.
And that method, we insist, had to take into account the per-
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aonal results in the life of the Tnror>het, of hib ccnrnunion with
God. Just what theae resulta we^e, is impoaaible to discover.
To accurately analyze and describe all of the bubtle, spiritual
tranaf orraat i ona that took place in a prophet's life is clearly
beyond the -cover of the prophet himaelf , to 8ay nothing of any-
one else. But one thing is evident, -- the attitude of the
prophet toward God involved his entire outgoings of mind and
heart. There was no holding on to self for fear that the
transforming influence might go too far. Tie prophet nlaced
himself in the hands of God with utter se If-abandon . Anything
short of this would have been a mark of insincerity. Such an
attitude makes for clearer spiritual insight, greater moral
sensitiveness, and intellectual alertness. Such purification
of one's aspirations strengthens, also, the volitional power*
And, apart from these subjective or reflex changes, there must
also be taken into account the intensification, in the Infinite
Person, resulting from the new attitude of His messenger. The
subtle transformations resulting from intimate friendships
between finite persons suggest the larger realities in this
realm of religion. No matter how profound such changes may "be,
however, they can never change one's identity. The prophet
was still himself and the message, no matter how far transcendent,
was his own. There was no marked incongruity between it and
himself. The message was not a rigid, inflexible thing arti-
ficially superimposed upon him. It represented his own achieve-
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The approach to prophecy which ^ersonalism furnishes reveals
the true nature and function of what has been known, tradi-
tionally, as the supernatural. It is now seen to be natural,
in that it does not tranBcend the sphere in v/hich the immanent
personal God operates. An unchanging monotonous procedure on
the part of One having infinite riower of initiative and sus-
ceptibility to changes in the attitude of man toward himself,
would be most unnatural. Wiie re Intelligent sympathy is known
to characterize the attitude of God toward men, a mechanical
continuation of an antiquated precedent by him, wlien occasion
demanded something different, is unthinkable. The revealing
of the character of future events is not necessarily a contra-
diction of a prolonged former disinclination to make such dis-
closure especially if large subsequent religious advantage was
thereby attained. What we insist upon is a uniformly high and
worthy r-uroose on the part of the Infinite, which pur nose may
or may not be wholly discoverable in the oa^tial outcome thus
far realized. Not until an alleged prophetic miracle of pre-
diction had been clearly shown to contradict, in its results,
the ethical character of God, should we be persuaded to look
upon its historicity with suspicion.
But in bringing God thus near enough to prophetic history
to impart to it all of the surprises of life, we must give up
the old conception that God is not present in a vital and power-
ful way where unusual occurrences do not appear. A consistent
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and personally dynamic nearnesB ia found in every orophet ic
event. Amos'a denunciation of Israeli tic injustice and riypoc-
riay is no leaa aug/^estive of divine nearneua than Isaiah's
predictions concerning the future of Jerusalem. Nothing i3
insignificant in trie teaching or deeds of a oron.iet who has
experienced the highest and best immanence of God. Such divine
mre3ence does not depend for evidence of its reality upon what
is usually thought to be miraculous. Nor can it be said that
all -prophetic utterances and deeds are alike revealatory of the
divine indwelling. The relations are personal and, as such,
are subject to the usual variety, spontaneity, and changing
degrees of intensity.
The prophets made the most of the inherited religious
truth. This was one secret of their fitness to receive the
larger revelation. A fuller and clearer conception of God
comes only after the higher development of life, the finer
development of character reflecting that truth already revealed.
The range of personal experience marks the limitations of a
person's contribution of truth. The price of a clearer vision
of all that is implied in ethical monotheism is the persistent
application to one 1 3 life of that portion of the truth already
grasped. There is a constant moral struggle and victory implied
in the thought of a progressive revelation. The journey from
an unethical anthropomorphism to an ethical monotheism suggests
a tragic story of prophetic experience. This psychological
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history of self-ourrend^r and devotion can only be imagined.
Revelation was a life victory as well as an intellectual
achievement. In reaching out after God, tnc great prophets
brought into action will and emotions as well as intellect.
It was a spiritual exercise that included the whole life.
Superior faculties of soiritual apprehension laid bare to
the prophet a world of knowledge ind of experience of which his
contemporaries were unaware. Their larger realm of facts was
made possible by a finer method of observation and interpretation.
They were gifted men, but in addition to natural endowment,
they equalled the holy daring of a Columbus in penetrating the
chartless reaches of religious experience. In tne acquisition
of spiritual knowledge, they were intensely active in the
direction of reality.
^rophecy did much to preserve a true conception of Deity.
The popular conviction that men were in intelligent communica-
tion with God, and that God, through them, gave expression to
His thought and purpose, steadied the nation in times of con-
tact with base deistic conceptions. It makes a vast difference
whether the mental stepping-stone to the thought of the Infi-
nite is an idol or a man. A God that can and does establish
personal relations easily becomes, in the popular mind, per-
sonal. A god that manifests himself most markedly in the
growing and reproductive processes of nature, can easily be
thought of as dormant or far distant or as void of personal
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intereut at a time when his followers are face to face witn a
desperate crisia. The unnatural garb and irrational ceremonies
aauociated with the apecial repreaentat ivea of such a god forms
a atriking contraat to the naturalness and simplicity of the
prophet. This contrast suggests the large service performed
by the latter in preserving, for the people, a rational and
personal conception of God. The service thus rendered nad an
important hearing on the eaae with which people in the first
century accepted as the Son of God, a man who tried to avoid
the nroriuoing of signs and wonde-s.
An unusually suggestive fact, in the light of tne hypoth-
esis that the pro-ohets can he most clearly understood when
regarded as moving about on a personal plane, is the differences
in the representations of those who belonged to the period of
oral transmission and those whose utterances were committed to
permanent, written form. The former called down fire from
heaven, witnessed the fighting of the stars against a hostile
army, rode in a flaming chariot, and separated the waters of
a river by the stroke of a soft mantle. The latter were less
startling and miraculous in their undertakings. They dressed
sycamore trees, lived at the king's court, or suffered from
domestic calamities like ordinary men. Some have undertaken
to make this marked difference a justification of the proposition
that the earlier were mythological characters and the later,











conclusion, baBed unon a deeper analysis. A character that
can occupy, in the life and thought of a nation, a olace , such
as that given to Elijah, is an incontrovertible witness to the
sniritual demands of the time. Fanciful products of the imag-
ination do not satisfy even the primitive religious demands of
man, without being in touch with reality. The fact that these
characters survived such a hazardous method of transmission is
evidence of the reality of the prophetic ministry. The human
mind, even in its most naive state, does not take up with that
which is psychological trash and seek to clothe it with miracu-
lous evidences of the -presence of Deity. That the earliest
prophets are thus accompanied with signs and wonders, instead
of throwing discredit unon them, locates them in the direction
of religious reality. They reveal the fact that the Israelitic
mind, -'hen contemplating the prophets of God, were open to the
probability of some accompanying marks of divine attestation.
But even if it were possible to establish a reasonable
doubt concerning the historicity of certain alleged miraculous
attestations to the work of those prophets who antedated the
first appearance of prophecy in permanent written form, such
prophets are not, therefore, without profound significance in
explaining the method of revelation. It shows that these men
had the supreme confidence of the people. A nation that thus
put the prophets into close sympathy and contact with God, was
open to suggestions from that direction. The spiritual succes-
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3ora of these men had the attention of the nation and also a
direct approach to the minds of the neoole. If it is true, as
Dr. IlcConnell declares, that the doctrine of the infallibility
of the sacred scriptures was the result of a pressing life-need,
it is just as true that the investing of pre-prophet ism with a
supernatural character was done in the interest of a throbbing
demand for religious certainty. And in both cases, subsequent
events justified the assumptions. Thereby needle advanced in
the direction of religious reality.
The insistence, in some circles, that every r-ronhetic utter-
ance conform to a perfect moral standard is based uoon a wrong
conception of how moral judgments are formed. Life is too
fluent and powerful to conform to such a mechanical demand.
To the question what is right, we would expect a prophet of the
eighth century B. . to make a reply in terms of the life of
that early period. This does not mean that the man of God
would necessarily conform exactly to the moral standards of his
day. It does mean that conscience is not an infallible and
mechanically uniform monitor insisting upon a standard which is
perfect and unchanging from century to century. The prophetic
conscience was no more the product of, and amenable to, the
sanctions of its social environment than it was a faculty which
provided an intuitive method of arriving, invariably, at in-
fallible moral standards. In other words, the prophets were
not, technically speaking, moral intuitionalists. The steps

by which they arrived at such lofty ethical height! do not
prevent them from f urritBhing i lluminat i on to those ordinary
persona who Ber>k intelligently to do what is right. The
categorical imperative did not relieve them from the respon-
sibility of prudential control. Their practical problems did
not all vanish as at the command of an unseen magician. They
were, however, keenly sensitive to moral obligation. They
made unusually strong effort to make both thought and action
conform to what they felt to be right. Their first concern
was righteousness in their own lives as well as in t:iat of the
nation. They insisted upon sacrificing everything, even
the formally correct religious ceremonies at sacred and ancient
altars, for the demands of conscience. The maintenance of
moral integrity in the nation was, to them, of greater moment
than commercial prosperity or international peace. The moral
impulse ha.d the right of way in the entire life.
There is a vast difference between a break in the operation
of natural law, which la'" is in reality an observed orderliness
which may or may not be in accurate conformity with the facts,
and a break in the intellectual or moral consistency of the
immanent Cause of all things. For the scientist to insist
that his observations have been exhaustive of the whole sphere
wherein law is operative, would be ridiculous. For him to
affirm that the regularities discovered within the limited field
of his observation hold good in the unobserved reaches of human
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experience would, likewise, be an unwarranted assumption. For
him to say that he never aaw a reliable instance of' prophetic
prediction is no proof that such prediction never took olace
.
It is quite possible that if he had lived in the eighth century
before Christ instead of the twentieth century after Christ
and had had the same superficial notions about continuity,
regularity, and orderliness as he now has, he would not have
been compelled to admit of certain "exceptions" or "breaks".
The limited ran /re of scientific observation limit3 the appli-
cability of its uniformities and leaves unchanged the rational
•possibility of ni-onhetic miracles. Life is bigger than the
scientific pew#r of observation yet developed, especially on
that side where the fi ite touches the Infinite. But even if
all possible facts were ascertainable, there remains still the
question, can there be found any interpreted regularity so
inclusive as to be inviolable?
We a~e frequently reminded by the leading psychologists
that we may expect as new and startling discoveries in the
realm of mental science as in any other field of investigation
and knowledge. Psychology is in its infancy. All of the
principles and possibilities of the mind are far from being
known. It is, therefore, unbecoming for the modern scientist,
with an admission of striking incomole tene ss on his lips, to
denounce the miracles commonly attributed to prophecy as un-
historic and impossible because they cannot be harmonized with
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the limited facts aril laws in his possesaion. It would be far
more in keeping with the true scientific apirit to think of
prophecy xs a most promising field for further investigation.
The day may yet corae when the remarkably unusual conduct of the
prophets will lead psychologists to modify tneir present con-
tentions and to reviae their present findings so as to include
as facts what they now erroneousl think of as the products of
fancy. But, laying reside this possibility, the admitted im-
maturity of psychology in its nresent state, makes such sweep-
ing assertions as the impossibility of there having been mira-
cles attendant unon proohecy, both arbitrary and unscientific.
Not until the scientist, has exhausted the spiritual range of
the finite mind can we permit him to say whether or not the
miraculous element in prophecy shall be ruled out. And,
according to his own admissions, this condition is not likely
to be fulfilled at least during the natural lives of the pre-
sent generation.
But beside this, there is a positive consideration of no
little weight. 1rrith the clearness which -oersonalism as a
philosophical approach has brought into the problems of ontology
,
there has been discovered a direction in which new psychological
facts may be expected to be found. If the prophetic mind had
been reaching out in the direction of mysticism, groping after
an object which did not exist, the likelihood of its being
lifted, by the resulting confusion, out into remarkable and
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sane departures from the ordinary, would have been reduced to
a minimum. If, on the other hand, this mind, rifted with fine
spiritual insight, moved out in the direction of that wiiich is
known to have had personal and ontological reality and also an
active and sympathetic interest in meeting the prophet half
way, where, if not here, can departures from the ordinary be
expected to take place? Even if the scientific mind fails
ultimately to discover breaks in uniformities in the finite
processes under such stimulation and encouragement, its failure
does not annihilate the fact. Nor should its -passionate
crying out against miracle even cast suspicion i.rnon the fact.
It may be that it is not over-3uprlied -"rith those intellectual
furnishings which would make it r>ossible to discover, analyze,
and catalogue a religious experience of such transcendent
character
.
Having taken it for granted that the pur nose of the Infinite
in the history of mankind is to make individuals worthy of and
fit for divine fellowship, the method by which that end is to
be attained falls into relative unimportance. It must be
adequate and the test of that adequateness is the character of
the moral conditions of men in succeeding generations. But
beyond this, it has no divine right to claim inviolability or
unbroken continuity. Reason can require only that, if a
miracle does happen in connection with the prophetic movement,
there be a justification of it from the standpoint of the
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Ultiraate end in view. And hardly could a finite rnind be ao
presumptuous as to demand that the j us t if icat i on be apparent
to one having less than an infinite range. We find no valid
scientific or rational objection to the nossibility of a pro-
phetic power of prediction or of transcending the ordinary
processes of nature in the interest of establishing clear
ethical and monotheistic conceptions in Israel. A morally
purposeful lawlessness on the part of God in His dealings with
chosen messengers of an imperative revelation is characteris-
tically personal. Continuity of purpose looking forward to
the ultimate aim may require a change in method due to changed
conditions on the part of men. The appeal of God waa not
merely to intellects which had closed every approach which did
not come along according to fixed rule, but to living men with
emotional interests and tasks demanding self-control. An
approach to such men would not lose its power of appeal even
if it transcended ordinary experiences. It gives evidence
of discretion, rather than weak credulity, not to consider as
unnatural and impossible that which is natural to God. That
which is in harmony with the moral character of God should be
as trustworthy and acceptable to man as that which is in
harmony with man's discovered intellectual procedures.
A valid conception of the Infinite must make room for a
God immanent in human affairs and interested in the ultimate
welfare of His offspring. The corning of Christ was not de-
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pendent upon the caprice of human actions. There ia plenty
of evidence from Hia own lips that it had "been in the mind of
God before the beginning of the prophetic movement. Contem-
poraries of Christ v/ho had marks of special illumination saw
in Him the fulfillment of a long- cherished divine plan. He
came in the fulness of time. The ^e is no philosophical in-
congruity in the thought that the prophetic mind had a vision
and a sense of these shaping spiritual forces. The purpose
of giving them such extraordinary information was worthy and
their use of it was justified in the light of later events.
In the attempt to trace the development of prophecy as a
distinct element in the religious life of Israel, it is imper-
ative that a definition of "development" be given. Orderliness
is no+ an essential characteristic to development
,
especially
if in orderliness is included no departure from the usual. Any
theory of development which rules out, at the beginning, the
possible acceptance of a fact, no natter how well substantiated,
just because the fact is not in harmony with its assumptions,
is manifestly unworthy. In a personal world, the very function
of prophecy would suggest an intensification of the divine
immanence. For God to rmt an extraordinary demand upon His
special representative and not provide for an extraordinary
spiritual equipment would be most unnatural. And for the
prophet to be conscious of the possession of an unusual equip-
ment and not to make use of it when the occasion demanded it
would be a contradiction of human nature.
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In forming an estimate of the function of the Hebrew
religion in the development of the race, we look at its out-
come. Its distinctive contribution to the religion of man is
to show the practical ei^ert or-ity of ethical monotheism. While
other nations were groping, try in re to find God, the Hebrew
people approached Him with directness and confidence. They
discovered the ethical and monotheistic -nresurt-nosi t i ons
,
moving
out on which, men have enjoyed the highest forms of self-
realization. This outcome indicates the divine nur^ose of
God immanent in its developing stages. Anything that is
natural to Him thus working toward a definite and worthy end,
even though it departs from the uniformities demanded by the
advocate of naturalism, cannot be arbitrarily ruled out.
Miracles which had the effect of giving men a clearer concep-
tion of God's character and of the highest relations between
nan and man are to be expected at the hands of God under such
circumstances. The merely "natural" processes as illustrated
in other forms of religion, proved to be inadequate. In the
history of a people chosen to receive a fuller revelation, the
use of transcendent means is to be expected.
Futhermore, certain men of unusual fitness were the first
to be cognizant of the drawing near of God to Israel. Under
such circumstances, Infinite Intelligence characterized by
emotion and unlimited volitional power could not maintain the
usual attitude toward those most likely to understand and
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anpreciate Him- The means at His command were inlimi ted.
Those best adapted to call the attention of the prophet to
Himself could not but be adopted. Special nearness was the
end sought. To restrict Him to the maintenance of conventional
behavior, under such circumstances , seems most arbitrary. To
have uniformities of procedure in One free to act, it is
necessary to have uniform environment or occasion for action.
Orderliness, at times, becomes most unorderly. For God to
leave Elijah alone on Mt • Camel when the religious destiny of
the people seemed to be in the balance would be most unnatural.
The lack of a miracle at such a time would be a contradiction
of God. A full knowledge of a person's character is not enough
to predict the actions of that person for all future time.
Account must be taken of his environment. An unusual occasion
for action on the part of God free to act would lead to unusual
action and still be free from lawlessness.
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cha?tbr vin.
In the prophecy of the eighth century the antecedent re-
llgioufl "life of Israeli with the possible exception of Moses,
came to its noblest expression. Such men were the highest
types of Israelitic individuals. In them was found the finest
balance of religious emotion and nractical insight, of piety
and prudence. They were, in the highest sense, representative
of the national life. In their personal relations both to
man and to God, the prophets were men of superior quality.
Their interests were as broad as those of the common people and
yet their writings are evidence of the deepest penetration and
corresponding intensity.
On the pages of prophecy are frequent indications of the
abounding life therein reflected. It was because of this en-
larged experience that the prophets were dissatisfied with the
religious inertness of Israel. Without that confidence born
of a larger life, their innovations would have been incon-
ceivable. When a tree is growing, the bark has to give way,
and when the human spirit is enlarging, old formulas are broken
asunder. Statements of faith which had been gain to others
were counted loss to them, for the excellency of expanding in-
terests. The uniqueness of this nrophetic life is found in
its symmetry. There is little indication of one-sided devel-
opment. Profound meditation or contemplation of Deity was
not an end in itself. Hot was there a misguided and merely
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curioua tampering with established political or social insti-
tutions. Given the prophetic life, the prophetic program is
inevitable. With the sudden formation of expanded gas, us in
the explosion of gun-powder, atmospheric adjustments have to
be made. It was the expansion of life among the prophets
which forced Israel to make moral and religious changes. It
was in the interest of self-preservation that prophecy sought
to embody itself in a new and improved statement of faith.
The nation could not remain unaffected by the presence of this
higher order of life and thought.
The spirit of early prophecy strongly resembles that of a
fourteen to sixteen year old youth. There is an idealistic
view of service and a sense of obligation to perform it. Un-
bounded confidence in their own ability to work profound trans-
formations is also present. They were not so engrossed in
minor details as to be prevented from seeing the greatest na-
tional problems in their entirety. The cautiousness and con-
servatism of maturity had not yet robbed them of youthful ardor.
The eagerness, zeal, and boundless faith in God were charmingly
mingled with simplicity of self-consciousness. Disregard for
material consequences, heedlessness of all things not intimately
related to the prophetic ideal, and unshaken confidence in them-
selves as the messengers of the Most High accounted, in large
measure, for their boldness. The practical strength of the
prophet in commanding attention lay in his abruptness. The
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character of the message and manner of deliver;/ retained that
initial hold upon the public mind. The thought of possible
failure does not disturb him. He has not yet had opportunity
to learn cautiousness. The complicated national problems, at
which modern statesmen do well to hesitate, were seen only in
thoir simplicity by the prophet. Nor was his the simplicity
of superficiality. A penetrating mind moved with instinctive
ease to things fundamental and then took hold of the gigantic
problems with boyish enthusiasm and passion.
The output of the prophets did not take the form of the
syllogism. In fact, few instances are found where the process
was so purely of the intellect as to exclude passion and feeling.
The one who felt responsible for the religious instruction of
a nation could not look dispassionately upon the encroachments
of idolatry. He who was conspicuous for his fine sense of
ethical propriety could contemplate only with emotion the social
looseness that accompanied the worship of foreign gods and the
growth of commercialism. When a patriot's heart is aglow, the
implements of formal reasoning seem inadequate. A fervent
personal appeal cannot take the form of cold logic, alone*
This is especially true if the person has not had formal in-
struction in that which is rationally faultless. The prophets
were men and any attempt to explain their presence and influ-
ence by putting them into abstract or formal moulds fails to
discover their real greatness.
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The mere announcement oi ethical principles higher than
thOBe already recognized in ordinary life, is not sufficient
to elevate that life to the new standard. There are far-
reaching lawB of spiritual affinity which roveal how life is
attracted by life. Thought that is faultlessly logical and
transparent in its moral quality may be associated with a life
that is cold and repellent. The slight personal attention of
a great teacher shown to a student may do more to quicken an
interest in chemistry than a lecture that is scientifically
brilliant. This fact may, at first, seem to be of trivial
consequence when applied to a g<~eat popular reform movement.
It is, in reality, of profound significance. It is a personal
element that makes truth popular. A marked disparity between
the life and the teaching of a reformer is not easily overlooked
by the candidate for a higher life. What the prophets were
was of as great immediate significance as what they said.
The ancient doctrine of God's active interest in estab-
lishing righteousness on the earth was not a product of closet
thinking. It was the result of an actual religious need,
rather than of theological speculation. Life was the great
power moulding the prophet's thought. The projection upon
life of conclusions arrived at in formal and abstract reasoning,
reverses the historic order. The demands of religion were not
confused in the minds of the great formulators of religious
truth in Israel, with the formal demands of abstract reasoning.
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The prophets were passionate religionists rather than brilliant
theologians. And therein lay the secret of tneir great power.
Their words corresponded to actual facts. The wrong-doer
feared the prophet's God, for in his own experience there was
that which answered back to the declaration of the existence
and active interest of a supreme moral administrator.
The true nature of prophecy is not wholly accounted for by
showing that certain intelligent men reflected passionately
noon the historic events of the nation and especially u^on its
social condition. Frequently, national events were appealed
to as illustrations of a conviction that wau born in the strug-
gles within the prophet's own heart. The spiritual crises of
the nation were not, alone, the contests with foreign nations
or the internal struggle against false religious influences.
The growth of a lonely prophetic soul up into experiences, both
religious and moral, of which few, if any, contemporary men
could have an appreciation, is as full of tragic moments as is
the development of a nation from barbarism to serai-civilization.
The unrecorded -personal history of a pronhet's gaining control
of himself and of his effecting, with ever increasing clearness,
what he believed to be a veritable point of contact with the
Infinite Mind, preceeds his standing out conspicously before
the nation, qualified to be a spiritual leader of the greatest
magnitude. The passionate originality with which the eighth
century prophets appealed to the nation was born of something
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raore than mere speculative conviction. The fact of bin and
the possibility of forgiveness and the cost of disobedience had
already been vivid in the experience of a great prophet before
they were set forth to the nation at large, with proper object
lessons to enforce their profound social significance. In the
personal experience of Moses were contained the germinal truths
of that initial religious impulse given to the nation at the
beginning of its having a pronounced religious and moral char-
acter. There was not only a tragic personal experience but
also a conviction to apply what, in that experience, could be
generalized to the conditions of the people. Besides this
capacity for a pronounced experience, was the practical instinct
which made possible the use of the truths thus gained in de-
veloping the religious instincts of primitive folk.
The tragedy of the prophetic experience results not alone
from his conflict with unholy impulses and conscious weaknesses.
While these conflicts with self no doubt led to spiritual up-
heavals, their duration can hardly be compared with that of
the consciousness of solidarity with a perverse nation- A
struggle ending in entire self-surrender may be violent and of
short duration. But to bring a nation to a like place of
penitential self- commitment to God required more than a life-
time of intense and painful solicitude. The more nearly the
prophet approximated to superior ethical qualities of character,
the more tragic became his sense of oneness with an immoral and
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back-6liding people. The paBBion vrhioh It universally Char-
acteristic of the great prophetI reveals the fact that they did
not consider theBe relations to their countrymen as merely
f ornal
.
In the purifying, constructive service which the orophet
was thus called unon to do for his own r>eople, there was devel-
oped a sensitive faculty for the apprehension of the character
of God. The prophet's solicitude for his neighbors reflected
the divine solicitude for a rebellious people. Only in this
sense of moral solidarity with others could the -orophet approx-
imate an appreciation of the meaning of the divine immanence.
A pure soul has a more delicate apprehension of its own im-
purity but its soi ritual discernment does not stop here. The
consciousness of evil in the lives of others who are susceptible
to one's own influence in the direction of righteousness and
for whose spiritual welfare there is a feeling of responsibilit*'
gave to these servants of God a keen power of moral discernment
impossible to one whose religious aspirations are self-centered.
Thus it is that the vicarious suffering of the prophet was a
part of the price of that delicate religious sense that could
lead the way unerringly to a suffering God. The divine cry,
"0 Israel, how can I give thee up?" found a responsive chord
in the prophetic life. But the fact that it was there was
evidence that that life had taken on some of the divine quali-
ties. Without this capacity for pain they could not have been
fit agents of revelation.
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It isn't bo much that the prophets gave to their contem-
poraries a final and full interpretation of ethical monotheism.
As "builders of taought systems they were not expert. What
they did accomplish was to seize the idea of God under this
general conception f but giving to their thought of Him the
personal qualities of their own minds. Truth is not something
that has fixed form and exact dimensions being passed from one
to another as though it were blocks of wood. The spoken word
does not convey to the mind of the hearer the exact meaning
which wa3 in the mind of the speaker. Much less, the written
word. The mind is not entirely passive in receiving impressions
from without. The prophets had unique conceptions of God.
Though it is nossible to group those conceptions under the
general terra, ethical monotheism, yet this fact should not be
lost sight of, that there were large personal elements in each
one's peculiar view. Each individual prophet gave, to the
general conception, the emphasis of his own individuality. An
absolutely perfect comprehension of God is impossible to one
whose character is in the stage of moral development. The
historic foundations of ethical monotheism are personal as well
as purely intellectual.
This thought may appear dangerously inadequate to the one
who demands of the prophets an infallible and exhaustive inter-
pretation of monotheism. To such a person, the idea of incar-
nation is safe only when applied to Jesus Christ. To apply
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\t to the interpreters of truth who antedated Him by centuries
is to debaue the function of orophecy. In Jesus, life and
final truth go hand in hand, but in the prophet the two must
be separated in the interest of preserving the integrity of the
latter. Such a view rests u^on a crude deistic theology and
a superficial acquaintance with the philosophy of history. The
proper explanation of the origin and develooraent of those relig-
ious ideas which constituted the historic starting point for
Jesus, can be made without forcing men to be something else
than persons. The fulfilment of prouhecy did not and could
not have violated all of the spiritual laws in accordance with
which orophecy had taken on its early meaning. Spiritual
incongruities cannot come into that vital nearness and inter-
dependence which is found in the relation of Jesus to the pro-
phets. It is not pushing the idea of incarnation too far to
apply it intelligently to those who inaugurated as well as to
Him who fulfilled the nroohetic movement among men.
Then, too, it is difficult to see how, under an artificial
theory of revelation, the -prophets were able to become the re-
vealers of the divine truth to the people in whose interests
G-od had snoken. If the revealed truth we ^e so ultimate and
final as to have to be superimposed upon the prophet, before
the one thus powerlessly receptive could transmit the same
revelation to others, it would be necessary for him to know
the art of superimposition. If the truth were so transcendent
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that an artificial entrance into the oroohetic mind were made
necessary, surely a similar process would have to be reBorted
to in order to make it enter inferior, sub-nrophe tic minds.
A theory that leaves out the personal elements in receiving
and imparting truth, easily becomes absurd. The truth re-
vealed to the nrophets does not have to be characterized by
that ultimate infallibility characteristic of the revelation
of Christ, in order to supply tne pressing needs of the eighth
century demand for religious certainty. A method of revela-
tion that leaves wholly out of account the character of the
mind addressed, is not in harmony with the historic fact. The
prophets could not effectively transmit the truth without first
understanding it. To understand is not wholly a passive pro-
cess.
The fact that the prophetic writings were cherished for
centuries as beins divine truth, retaining the ever- increasing
confidence of the nation, is not without some bearing upon the
validity of this assumption. An erroneous hypothesis may have
transient nower to deceive but where a nation for centuries
moves out u^on a theory made in the interest of religious needs
and finds, as' a result, the ethical and religious enrichment
of life, the theory has justified its claim to be the truth.
Even though the history of the prophetic movement in the nation
revealed an increasing tendency on the part of the people to
invest it with a supernatural function, the long continuance
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and beneficial reanlta of such an attitude would establish a
strong preaumption in ita favor aa being what it was repre-
aented to be. The fact that the propheta were reveulera of
the truth of God, we do not doubt; our only pro teat ia againat
any artificial or unperaonal method of revelation.
Moreover, the forcing of a mechanical theory of infalli-
bility upon the prophets by making t iera rigidly receptive of a
previously formulated and perfect system of ideas, makes it
impossible for them to minister to the needs of those who are
familiar with the true theory of thought and knowledge. If
the message of Amos were not a vital part of his own life, but
something superimposed unon him, regardless of hi3 own char-
acter, re should lose interest immediately in the man. As far
as his message is concerned, he might as well have been a stone
as to have been a shepherd in Tekoa. His former life and
visions count for nothing as far as giving insight into the
meaning of his message to Israel. The forms which his thoughts
take and especially the shepherd vocabulary which he uses be-
come inexplicable* The experiences which we have in trying to
be susceptible to the infinite mind avail nothing in giving us
prophetic character. Under such a theory prophetic truth
becomes a wooden thing, incapable of being construed in per-
sonal terms. 3y an origin which is contradictory of known
laws of epistemology , it becomes repellent and void of power
to stimulate religious aspiration.
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Wliat the pronheta we ce determined in an important measure
the character of their incsaa^e. Their minds were not sensi-
tive plates on which were produced, a.; by a photograoic process,
the outlines of Deity. The complex furnishings of their minds,
even the political and economic outlook, a3 well as t.-ie moral
and religious quality, had much to do with their fjnal grasp
of truth. Their interpretation of God was not uninfluenced
"by their conception of life and dut3r . The prophet's belief
in God cannot be dissociated from the practical assumption of
his own life and his plan for the development of his nation.
God had to be one who could satisfy the vital practical needs
of the nation as the prophet saw them* If it be true that
the prophet's conception of God had to be personal, a further
modification of that conception in the direction of the pro-
phet's personality is necessary. The temperament of Hosea is
reflected in the pronhecy that bears his name. This fact is
no less true of the other prophets. The process by which the
prophets arrived at their fundamental beliefs was personal.
The nature of the prophet is not unlike the nature of the pro-
phet's message.
That the prophets should have attained a -nooition, in their
religious and social world that inspired many to think of them
as infallible transmitters of the thoughts of God is not inex-
plicable. The religious needs were so great and problems so
pressing that there was a demand that some one speak out with
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unqueB tioned authority. Their renutation for inerrancy had
its roots in the instinctive human demand for religious cer-
tainty. When once the nation had moved out on the assumption
that the prophet was making no mistake when he said "Thus saith
the Lord", the marvelous thing about it is that subsequent
history vindicated their faith. The prophets Justified the
confidence that was placed in them. For centuries they satis-
fied the high demands made upon them. Their words we re pre-
served as holy and subsequent generations committed them to
memory. There could be no higher source for supplying this
important and inevitable demand than men of God passionately
seeking divine illumination. The marked supremacy of literary
prophecy in the thought of the nation came out of the religious
needs of Israel as well as out of the intrinsic value of the
prophetic utterances.
While it is true that the inner religious experiences of
the prophets led naturally to the conviction that they were the
interpreters of the divine will, it is also true that the mere
assertion of such a conviction is not the only explanation of
the nation-wide prophetic influence. There was a popular re-
ligious need for just such a person. The demand for religious
certainty is instinctive. The body of sacred literature and
traditions antedating the prophetic era was not adequate to
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conditions made profound alterations in the lives of the people.
Conscience doe3 not settle, without debate, every new moral
question that arises. The~e was, as yet, no infallible head
of a church, no doctrine of the literal interpretation of the
Bible, no creed with formidable dogmatic fortifications wherein
the mind could feel secure. The appeals made to necromancy
and other experiences involving unethical mysticism did not
inspire confidence. And so the prophetic type of individual
came forth as, in part, the product of personal, religious needs.
Ancient codes and mysterious sacrificial rite3 were alike in-
adequate. Only a person can wholly satisfy personal demands
for religious security.
The feeling increases as the development of prophecy is
traced, that personal forces are at work which move in the
direction of fuller and richer life. This is the ultimate
test of truth.. The original elements of unethical mysticism
had to meet this severe test of utility. Anything that did
not contribute to the furtherance of life was gradually left
to fall away. But prophecy performed an increasingly import-
ant function in the life of the nation. It was not, at the
beginning of its large appropriation by Christ, a mere survival.
It had permeated Jewish thought with large hope of ultimate
good, clarified and strengthened the ethical instincts, and
stimulated a devotional literature which helped to satisfy the
religious needs of the nation. The prophets labored passion-
n
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ately to give a "lore abundant- life to their fellow-men. That
they were successful in providing nourishment is evidenced in
the close approximation of the Jewish religion to Chr i st iani ty
.
Prior to the appearance of Christ, the prophets supplied that
which was the nearest approach to that which satisfies the
religious requirements of human life.
The source of prophetic assurance or confidence in the
validity of his own message cannot be found in anything short
of his total personal experience. The ^e we re ecstatic ex-
periences when the emotional nature had the maximum of stimu-
lation, but God was not in the emotion. There were moments
when the mind with marvelous penetration and illumination seized
upon religious generalizations which others had never been able
to grasp. But the sense of superior intellectual power was
not alone the source of certainty. There were likewise times
when the human will was highly energized and swept everything
before it. A whole nation seemed helpless in the grip of its
power and institutions were overturned. But the sense of
unusual executive energy can never wholly explain the strength
of the prophet's position. It was in the total experience that
the prophet arrived at unshakable assurance. God was dealing
with him as though he were a man. His was the confidence that
comes from larger life and deeper experience. Of course, all
these other life factors were important but any one in itself
was not sufficiently inclusive to account for the original force
and carrying power of prophecy.
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The prophetic teachings must, ultimately , bo looked upon
as products of the Uvea of the prophets- The messages of
individual moral resoonsibill ty , the vanity of mere ceremonialism,
inevitable destruction aB a result of disobedience, and the
importance of ethical conduct in securing the divine favor are
not mere mental productions or the achievements of brilliant
thinking. They spring from character. Their test of valid-
ity is life, not logic. The prophets were primarily men, not
rationalists or scientists or parrot-like utterers of words not
understood. Theirs was the wisdom gained in moral conflicts
rather than in mental gymnastics , whether active or passive.
Not that the prophets we^e lacking in high intellectual ability.
This they possessed. But its function was to regulate, not
to create. That which life produced, the mind out into literary
forms. Theirs was not the misguidedAenergy of the primitive
mantieists or ^intellectual energy of iate? scribes and Pharisees.
In the largest and most meaningful life there is a balancing
of spiritual forces. The resulting dynamic equipoise has the
greatest capacity for revelation.
Where there is a personal blending of moral and religious
interests, the sense of solidarity with a nation that is drift-
ing in the direction of heathenism, immorality, or ethical cere-
monialism, and the power of forceful expression, there are the
most determinative human preconditions of prophecy. But this
is only another way of saying that the -prophets were men of a
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high spiritual order, bent, primarily, on exercising a bene-
ficent influence unon their fellow countrymen. When such a
man formulates nil experience and expresses his inmost thoughts,
he becomes a creator of doctrine or, at least, of nrecedent, to
the one conscious of the need of guidance. The prophetic
writings which, in later centuries, came to be looked uoon as
divine in their origin and meaning are a lasting monument to
the high character of the lives which the prophets lived and
out of which came forth sweetness. In both an objective and
subjective sense, theirs were the words of life. That which
with Amos or Isaiah was practical assumption became to Israel
an irrevocable standard of doctrine. Their formulation of
experience became a formula for the subsequent life of others.
The prophets of the eighth and succeeding centuries were
not wholly without religious precedents of thought and life to
guide them in their undertakings. There was a considerable
body of religions legislation in the form of venerable codes
which helped to clarify their preconceptions of Deity. Famil-
iarity with the code associated with the name of Moses gave
them a feeling of certainty in reaching out after G-od and in
making new applications of His word. Then, too, there were
the historic events of the tribes and patriarchs as interpreted
religiously by the earliest writers. There fas, already, a
sufficient stretch of history to reveal, to a careful, sympa-
thetic student, the approximate carrying out of a divine purpose.
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In other words , these prophets were not furnished merely with
a senBe of moral obligation and a vague religious instinct de-
veloped under social conditions. To them, the "e was available
a knowledge of laws considered to reveal the divine will, his-
toric developments suggestive of the divine puro3e, and the
accented records of the experiences of important persons who
had found God by making anthropomorphic assumptions. These
three factors added much to the assurance of the prophets in
their unprecedented tasks. Their monumental accomplishment
was the adding to these historical, mythological, and legis-
lative factors of trie early religion of Israel, a vivid per-
sonal element. To all there was given a new ground of assur-
ance for God had had direct intercourse with His prophets.
What had been history was now made over into life and sufficient
attestations had accompanied the new experiences to make them
a reliable source of new information concerning God.
A problem of the prophet was to take the body of Mosaic
ideas as practical assumptions and to build his life around
them. He was the first in Israel to undertake such a task
intelligently, consistently, and successfully. Moving out on
these presuppositions, life became surprisingly rich in ex-
alted experiences. The vindication of the prophetic method of
personal development is found in the prophetic character. In
as far as their writings are indicative or explanatory of those
clmracters , we are able to see the final individual life product
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of the novetnent. And thai is ttip ultimate qittti To solve
t ie technical, ]iterary problems of prophecy is r»re liminary and
fundamental. It i8 the s tepning- r> tone rather than the door-
way. The actual realization in life of the truths 3«t forth
by Moses was of primary importance and preceeded literary pro-
ductivity. The early religion of the Hebrews became real in
the lives of the prophets. In transforming and elevating the
quality of those lives it became worthy of being set forth in
permanent form. Presuppositions became convictions and con-
victions, in turn, became tangible qualities of character. By
a life process, inexplicable to those whose spiritual faculties
were dull and unappreciated by a large -portion of the nation,
the prophet attained his spiritual eminence.
The difficulties which faced these early prophets are
readily apparent. For a man living in the midst of people
noted for their religious imagination and fondness of mysticism
to so live as to be given, during his own lifetime, a place
alongside of other sources of religious certainty, is a stupen-
dous victory. Things that are ancient easily become mysterious
and lend themselves to the satisfaction of exaggerated demands.
The description of a historic character grows spontaneously in
the direction of the demands made upon it, especially during a
period of oral transmission. The religious imagination, if
given time enough, will construct, under such conditions, out
of that which was originally historic, whatever is required by
to
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ite transcendent needs. But for a nrophet, a nan, to ao con-
duct himself an to be given a place beside that which it has
taken centuries to create, reveals extraordinary qualities of
personality. Familiarity, to begin with, would occasion
skepticism of, rather than confidence in, the validity of the
prophetic claims. The suggestibility of a naive mind cannot,
alone, account for the transcendent achievements of these men
of God. The difficulties which they faced suggests the un-
usual virility of their power of religious achievement. Mere
extravagance or excitement could not thus successfully appeal
to the judgment of contenrnorar ies . An out and out contra-
diction of principles which others considered essential in
ordinary religious experience would likewise tend to destroy
confidence. Amid the difficulties which faced the eighth
century prophets, experiences based on an ethical and rational
immediacy with the Infinite, alone, were able to make prophecy
a permanent element in Israel's religion.
The eighth century prophet was skilled in the interpre-
tation of observed facts. But his success as both scientist
and philosopher was not due to merely intellectual brilliancy.
He was primarily a man, a person with well-balanced voli-
tional, emotional, and intellectual powers. His thinking was
done in terms of experience. God, to him, was not a religious
conception objectified or idealized. His relation to God was
always a personal matter- Thus the development of the prophetic
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theology was proceeded by and a direct result of religious
experience. It was the high development of personality that
was the secret of his theological greatness. He was a profound
teacher of righteousness as a direct result of hiB own righteous
life. The greatest problem of prophecy is the prophet him-
self. His understanding of life has been the marvel of all
succeeding ages. His chief mystery was that of personal
greatness
.
The only adequate appreciation of prophecy must be per-
sonal. To abstract it from life is to lose its real meaning.
There is no merely intellectual standard by which its true
value can be estimated. "Prophecy is not a speculative pro-
blem, as that word is ordinarily used. To find in it no
forces that have not been openly recorded in history is like-
wise to misapprehend its true spiritual nature. The prophets
v. ere living men. Records of their greatest struggles and
achievements have never been made. Nor can a true evaluation
of that inner life be made by any one who approaches the study
of the prophetic literature with anything less than personal
interest. Changes in conduct as well as a larger intellectual
outlook must accompany an exhaustive understanding of prophecy.
"What, could ye not watch with me one hour?" is the sine qua
non of any but artificial methods of mastering prophecy. To
life, alone, is life made manifest.
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CHAPTBR IX.
The moment ve come into the presence of the prophetic
element in the religious history of the Hebrews, we are aware
of a new and vital quality. The priests and warriors fall far
short of the prophets in their power to stimulate religious
thinking. Here are new and unseen forces at work. These men
move with unusual ease and confidence in the higher realms of
life. They seem like quickening soirits as well as living
souls. Life with them expands in the direction of the Infinit
Yet they do not cease to hold vital relations with the world
about them; it is only that these relations lose their sor-
didness. They are not restricted or hound down by them. The
human life is transfigured, it becomes suggestively radiant.
It has loftier interests than those of an economic character*
It has value for God as well as for man. There are reaches
of interest and affection which, go far beyond those of ordinary
men. Where others are dull, these men are marvelously alert.
They are quick to catch sniritual significances. Truth is
easily incorporated into life. The blind struggles and humil-
iating defeats of other men are unknown to them. We feel that
in the prophets the highest human possibilities are being
realized. Their messages addressed to men of their own time,
coming, a.s they do, out of this higher sphere of life, are
perennially suggestive and inspirational.
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Religton in Israel, in the tenth and ninth centuries, had
not yet hardened into many clearly defined institutions. The
character of the later institution was to be largely determined
by the content and popularity of the r»r ophe tic message. In
fact, much of its subsequent nower upon the nation would have
been impossible if, at the beginning, it had been identified
with or constitutive of a distinct institution having final
form. It was to furnish not form but content for the faith
of the Jews. The prophet revealed the fundamental laws upon
which a oermanent society must be built rather than the fixed
forms which those laws take to satisfy a temporary demand.
Thus his revelation was of permanent value in society. Unlike
many social institutions, it never became antiquated. A new
social condition might demand a specific application or inter-
pretation of the fundamental ideas of the religion but these
served only a passing demand. The prophetic truth remained
an abiding religious asset of the nation.
The large power of suggestiveness -hich gave the prophet
a permanent place among the constructive forces of the religious
life of the Hebrews was due to the fact of his being a man-
He had passions and personal qualities like those of his
associates. In a sense, he was in their class. The grandeurs
and mysteries of his experiences were discernibly reflected in
their lives. He was but a few steps beyond them in his near-
ness to Jehovah.. There were common political and social
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interestB. He was not bo far removed from them intellectually
as to destroy the bondB of sympathy "between them and himself.
Some prophetic utterances of most profound moral and religious
insight were expressed in terms of sheep-raising and agriculture.
This unusual ability to quicken thought and to indicate new
and possible religious expedience came from the unique riosition
which the prophet occupied. He was one of the people, yet
intimate with God.
The vitality of prophecy wa- of a personal nature but,
with closer observation, takes on more specific character. In
their passion for a righteous nation is seen an approximation
to vicarious sufferings. The true prophets did not look upon
their relation to their countrymen as being merely formal. In
a vital and sensitive way they felt that the shame of society
was in part their own. T l:ey were clearly conscious of the
far-reaching possibilities of their own personal influence.
This led to a sense of responsibility for the moral condition
of the people. Social consciousness with them became a source
of suffering. The prophets gave the largest impetus to the
great movement in the direction of social responsibility. By
this, it is not meant that, besides them, there were none in
Israel who were willing to fight against a common political
foe or who gave other evidence of unselfishness. But they
were the first to adapt the higher forms of self-effacement
for the purification of the religion of others. It was they
.
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w',)0 were most keenly aware of the significance of idolatry and
immorality, not only in their own Uvea but also as character-
istics of society. Their fine spiritual apprehension could
not sake them aware of minute moral discrepancies in their own
lives and, at the same time, make them blind to the gross errors
of Israel. It was they, especially, who found in such know-
ledge an occasion of responsibility. With unprecedented self-
abandon, they gave themselves to the task of establishing
sympathetic unity between God and His people. Not until the
words "It is finished" were heard on Mount Calvary, was the
full meaning of this aspect of orophecy realized. One element
in the permanent vitality of prophecy in the Hebrew nation was
their supplying an imperishable illustration of self-sacrifice
in the interest of national perpetuity.
Though lacking in the intellectual equipment of the formal
logician, the -prophets were not thereby wholly deprived of some
of the most influential characteristics of the scientific
thinker. The mind that undertakes to bridge over the gulf
between itself and the objective world must furnish from its
own possessions the material for that structure. The prin-
ciples in accordance with, which the facts of observation and
of experience are construed, are not absolute discoveries made
while exploring the world about us. Even the logician who,
with greatest strictness, adopts an inductive method in ap-
proaching his surroundings, is not, to begin with, wholly devoid
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of intellectual equipment. It 1b of greater importance to
build a trustworthy bridge than to march with soldierly erect-
ness and precision over a flimsy structure. While It is of
great importance to -proceed with scientific accuracy within the
range of a given presunposi ti on , it is of the greatest moment
to hold unshakable preconceptions. Later generations can
arrange in orderly fashion, according to principles nreviously
discovered, the facts of religious experience, more easily than
they can find reliable a priori assumptions. The nrophets of
Israel provided this more significant equipment.
And this is all that can rationally be required of a
scientist living twenty-six centuries ago. It is no part of
the work of a bridge architect to tell just who are going to
travel over his structure for all generations to come. He is
expected, however, to select a location where the demand for
crossing over is greatest. This the prophet has done. His
system of presuppositions is clearly defined. It was ethical.
It was monotheistic. With an intelligent passion, he arranged
the outstanding facts of religious experience of his day in
harmony with the principles which he had discovered. It was
no fault of his that he did not apply modern scientific prin-
ciples to the problem of discovering, observing, and classify-
ing all ascertainable religious facts in the lives of his con-
temporaries. The subsequent developments of life under the
inspiration of his discoveries were beyond his reach. It took
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oevon centuries to complete the Cologne Cathedral in accordance
with the original plana. Prophecy is a spiritual formula
worthy of a completion a3 yet unrealized.
When once this pregnant system of prophetic assumptions
had been made, the inevitable result of moving out upon it is
that sooner or later its worth will "be determined by the demands
of life. The question of questions is this: to what kind of
experience does it lead? No religious assumption made in
sincerity can avoid this test. Brilliancy of logical accuracy
by which a principle is reached does not constitute a guarantee
that it is fit to survive. The demand is, rather, can it
minister to the requirements of an ever-increasing and expand-
ing life. If living men adopt it and, living in accordance
v-ith it, feel that they are progressing in the direction of
truth and reality, no additional demands are likely to be in-
sisted upon. As long as it satisfies life's inherent need of
truth, it will surely rlay an important part in living history.
If, however, the intellect alone finds nourishment therein, the
pages of antiquity alone will claim it. That the thought pro-
ducts of early prophecy lead in the direction of truth is seen
in the fact that it satisfied the cravings of a growing relig-
ious life. The possible field of its application was not
limited to an eighth century horizon. Later centuries testi-
fied to its living worth.
£ 8.






In the light of every new social or religious advancement,
prophecy has a new and greater significance. This is because
the contribution made by the prophets was personal. Prophecy
is a live thing. It grows in meaning as experience enlarges.
The ultimate interpretation of the prophetic movement for human
life has not yet been made nor can i t be made. A passionate
self-surrender to God aid devotion to human interests, so
characteristic of eighth century prophecy, is a life attitude
which yields different results under different circumstances.
Before Christ* s historic appearance, prophecy was a guiding
star to a nation groping in semi-darkness. And the all-
pervasive light of the later revelation has not caused it to
disappear. Its radiance is divine and as long as men desire
to find life's true direction, it will guide them. The world
has made much religious advancement since the eighth century
before Christ, but it has not yet out-distanced the prophet.
Even those who have made much of the life of Christ as a help
to holy living find new and peculiar refreshment in the re-
flected life of Christ as seen in the prophets. No saints of
the Christian era have gone so far in the direction of God that
they are independent of the assistance which the prophets can
give. The more like Christ men become, the more do they feel
akin to the prophets and enjoy their fellowship. The literary
prophets have power to quicken spiritual activity, brighten
hope, increase faith, sensitize moral apprehension, clarify
convictions, and refine one's passion.
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It is, in large measure, thi3 powerfully suggestive
quality of tne prophetic experience that aroused the nation to
expect, some day, to see one clothed with all the fulness of
God. The mere prediction of a coming Messiah, by a man whose
life seemed an utter incongruity, could hardly create the eager
expectancy which characterized the Jews during centuries pre-
ceeding the beginning of the Christian era. That larger oelief
was a vital part of the nation because the prophetic life was
suggestive of far-reaching possibilities. Without the pro-
phetic life to insnire confidence in the prophetic message, it
is difficult to account for the firmness with which this doc-
trine took hold of the nation. After the nation had established
confidence in the prophet himself, the belief-making power of
prophecy is largely accounted for. God had dealt in a large
way with the prophet; there seemed to be nothing incredible in
the proposition that, in the time of need, the Servant of God,
the Son of God, would actually appear. In Him, life was to
have its most glorious consummation. Suffering and triumph,
service and reward, humiliation and divine exaltation, were
aspects of life easily comprehended by the one who had become
familiar with the passion and piety of the prophet- It is the
life that is in touch with reality that has power to create an
atmosphere of hope. The Jews, under prophetic influence, were
not looking primarily for a great teacher but for a great re-
vealer of the ultimate power and sway of God. In the prophetic
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ex^erienct, there was at times t e sense of being clothed unon
with power. Amos, for instance, felt helpless when God waa
speaking to him. This presence was so overwhelming that it
produced ecstatic states. It was tie enlargement of this idea
which originated in the time of the pr o one ts that gave to the
Me33ianic conception one of its most marked characteristics.
The prophetic life, as well as the message, was suggestive of
greater things to come.
Thus, in a profound spiritual and oersonal sense, the
prophets nointed to the future ar»r>ea~ance of the Son of Man.
They inaugurated the movement which ultimately furnished com-
plete satisfaction for the religious demands of persons. Their
protests against empty ceremonialism were the forerunners of
Christ's denunciations of Phariseeism. Their self-sacrifice
and humiliation pointed to Calvary. They identified themselves
with the down-trodden and thus established a spiritual consan-
guinity with the One whose chief concern was for the T>oor and
outcast. Their fearlessness in the presence of wicked royalty
suggests the calmness of Christ "before Pilate. Their pro-
fessed interpretation of the Infinite will and mind corresponded
to that later profession of "being the Revealer of the Father.
The partial satisfaction of the instinctive demand for religious
certainty on the part of those who lived in the eighth century
"before Christ had its fulfilment in the unrestricted offer to
give an easy yoke and a light burden to all who felt the need
ore/
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qf spiritual emancipation. In a deeper sense than the mere
foretelling of a coming historic event, the prophets predicted
the coming of Christ by characterising it nu personal, ethical,
and monotheistic. In their own characters and lives they fore-
shadowed a perfect personality. That these -nen 3hould have
had such a fine sense of what was fundamental in human religious
needs, is one of the deepest mysteries of prophecy. If they
had adopted methods that we>*e only aesthetic or intellec tual-
istic or emotional, they would have "become hopelessly antiquated.
Men and women with living, expanding religious needs '"onld lave
cried piteously for "bread only to receive a stone. But because
they dedicated their entire selves to the supplying of those
personally inclusive needs, they became the historic inaugurators
of Christianity. Thus early they discovered the path that
leads to religious reality.
The peculiarly sensitive spiritual faculties with which
the prophetic minds were equipped, elevated them to places of
leadership in the nation. But this kind of leadership "became
an inspiration to others not no gifted. Their elevation was
personal rather than military or formal, and inevitably quickened
others with high aspirations. The religious instinct cannot
be tutored as well by formal legislation, -- no matter how
highly regarded, -- as by a classic, living illustration of the
truth. The God-ward yearning of all men is not without need
of guidance. And when one is discovered who has found the way
/v P r\ ft j
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to God, he becomes the Instructor 9t others. The implicit
following of tne prophets by a nation of men who we ~e conscious
of their relative religious inferiority, is a tribute to the
far-reaching influence of the prophet as well as to his exalted
position. This spiritual leadership has been recognized
throughout the history of the Jewish and Christian religion
and is to-day second in importance only to that of the com-
manding figures of the first century, therein personal asso-
ciation with the Son of God was possible. To those who have
inherited this larger revelation, the prophets have not ceased
to furnish profound suggestion and stimulation. Their leader-
ship is still felt. To multitudes living before as well as
after the beginning of the Christian era, the prophets have
been concrete evidence of the reality and character of God.
It is not simply that the prophets had profound convictions
that gives them their exalted place, but rather because the
truth which they gave out was personal and ministers to the
whole life of man, finding its ultimate fulfilment in the
perfect life of Jesus Christ.
It was highly important for the preservation of the
Hebrew religion that supreme confidence should have been
placed in the prophets. During periods of captivity, exile,
and subjugation, the message which told of an imperishable
remnant, of ultimate victory over enemies, and of final world-
wide supremac}*-, preserved hope when everything else seemed to
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point to national dissolution. Great as was the oriestiy
service in establishing and perne tuating religious institutions
which stood like adamant before the attempted invasions of
idolatry and polytheism, it should not be lost sight of that
the rational foundation for tnoae itipregnable institutions was
the prophetic contribution. The religious customs and ritual,
alone, were not adequate to turn back the tide of immorality
incident to profound social and economic transformations. TIic
imnurity of those motives which led to the multi olicati on of
feasts and sacrifices would have resulted in the decay and
dissolution of society and religion had it not been for the
superior ethical influence of the prophets. Judging prophecy
by its results, both within and without the nation, it is evi-
dent that implicit trust in its infallibility led the nation
in the direction of historic permanency.
It has been said that self-preservation is the deepest
instinct of life and that religion is the highest reach of this
instinct. The Prophets had an instinct for historic permanency.
They were able to move out into the main current of life. With
them, that which was divinely personal was most real and full
of life and worthy of historic perpetuity. Their religious
instinct became most highly developed when in their dealings
with the Infinite it took on rational and ethical qualities.
It may be that, thus sensitized, they could find their way out
into the main historic current of life. But whether or not
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they were awa^e of this far-reaching imniication of oeif-pre-
uervation in its highest and best sense, they surely saved
contemporaneous social institutions f-'om that immorality which
would ultimately have meant destruction and religion from
stagnant ceremonialism and useless emotionalism. In giving
to the life and thought of thei<~ day the direction of ethical
monotheism, they pointed it in the direction of historic oer-
manency and increasing usefulness in ministering to human life.
Thei^* intimacy with reality became a guarantee of historic
vitality.
The intellectual conceptions of the -prophets we ^e capable
of almost infinite expansion. The character of their lives
showed development in the di^ction of what, in later centuries,
was shown to be an exalted concention of God. The religious
assumptions ur>on which they moved out proved to be the saving
of a nation from certain oblivion. They excited the spirit of
expectancy which saved the nation from despondency in times of
political humiliation. The prophets suggested a new and higher
kind of life by giving to the nation concrete examples of
ethically and religiously superior characters. They did not
exhaust the meaning of the truths which they uncovered. For
them to assert that individual men may be cognizant of the
divine presence and may become unmistakably aware of the divine
puroose, was to give to the world a life principle, the inten-
sive and extensive development of which is beyond commutation.
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They become the fore-runners of the moat highly ethical Christian
mystics. They are the advance heralds of the truth that a
rational and ethical God is seeking communion with finite per-
sons. It is not only the orophetic message that tells of more
significant experiences to come but also the prophetic expe-
rience which brought large hope into the realm of religion.
The prophets saved the Hebrew religion from being a body of
truth destined to apoeal simply to the intellect of succeeding
generations. They introduced the element of mysticism and
thus provided for the holy lives as well as the rational thoughts
of saints. There is a prophetic doctrine of God and there is
a prophetic experience of God. To estimate the net contri-
bution of Elijah's career and leave out of account his expe-
rience with the still small voice, is to overlook a very im-
portant fact. In thus placing an emphasis u^on experience,
the nrophets saved the Hebrew religion from ministering merely
to the rational faculties of man; in rationalizing their expe-
riences, they gave to the world its highest form of ethical mys-
ticism. In the interest of life, the prophets transcended
mere logic. In the interest of logic they disregarded that
which was merely haphazard experience. Their conception of
God influenced their manner of approach to Him; their experience
of God helped to clarify their theological conceptions. Life
influenced creed and creed influenced life. Thus, belief v/as
saved from artificiality and life saved from degradation.
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The passionate and open declaration of such impelling
thoughtl and, especially, t^ie attempt to apply ouch original
observat i on to the social problems of the day, account for the
political pertinency of prophecy. The prophet waa a practical,
not a theoretical teacher. He ^ould not follow out all of the
social implications of his statements. His immediate purpose
was to stimulate similar thoughts in resnonsive minds. Given
forth as the very word of God, the nrophetic utterances de-
manded fixed attention. Thus, the oeople more easily under-
stood the meaning of the prophecy. But the application of
the truth to different minds would be different. Many changes
and adjustments were made in private and public life, of v/hich
the ororhets themselves we-^e not aware. Years after the pro-
phet had died, his thoughts were working powerful changes. The
direct efforts of the prophets in the interest of monotheism,
led, later, to an enrichment of the nation's conception of God.
The unification of the places of worship meant, later, a puri-
fication of that worship by making possible better supervision.
But the chief illustration of the spiritual vitality of early
prophecy is found in the fact that, instead of exhausting the
prophetic function, it only inaugurated a prophetic stock of
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